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ABSTRACT
Music in  Louisiana before 1900 is  a p a rt of our cu ltu ral 
heritage which has received re la tiv e ly  l i t t l e  a tten tion  from most 
scholars. Writers dealing with the h isto ry  of music in  Louisiana 
have overlooked the l i f e  and work of Emmanuel Choi, who was an 
educated musician who immigrated to  Louisiana from France. The 
present study focuses on the Life and Work of Emmanuel Choi (1835- 
1916).
Chapter 1 of the d isse rta tio n  is  an introduction concerning 
the need for information about Emmanuel Choi and the method of 
research and l i s t  of sources used in  organizing tha t information 
into a p ro file  of Choi’s l i f e  and a catalogue of h is musical 
compositions.
Chapter 2 is  a chronology of the l i f e  of Emmanuel Choi, who 
was bom September 2, 1835, in  Angers, France, and died September 11, 
1916 in  Thibodaux, Louisiana. He was educated in  the M aîtrise de 
la  Métropole de Paris and the M aîtrise de la  Notre Dame de Paris.
He completed h is studies in  1853, and during the following year, 
sailed  with h is  mother to  New Orleans, Louisiana, to  jo in  his older 
brother, Alfred Choi, who was employed as an opera singer a t the 
Theatre D'Orleans, which became the French Opera House in  1859. 
Through the e ffo rts  of a Roman Catholic P ries t in  New Orleans,
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
Emmanuel Choi was enployed in  Thibodaux, Louisiana, by Father 
Charles M. Menard to teach music a t  Mount Carmel Convent, a new 
school fo r g ir l s .  He began playing the organ a t St. Joseph 
Catholic Church in  Thibodaux and teaching private keyboard, vocal, 
and instrumental lessons. He composed music for his private 
students, his music classes a t Mount Carmel, and the choir a t 
St. Joseph Catholic Church. In addition, he sketched many area 
scenes in  pen and ink, wrote poems, s to rie s , and textbooks for 
children, and invented a burglar alarm. His devotion to music in  
the area through teaching, composing, and performing music for 
every occasion has had a profound hipact on the musical heritage of 
the Lafourche area.
Chapter 3 is  a catalogue of the compositions of Emmanuel Choi. 
His musical works are l is te d  in  chronological order according to 
medium: piano, organ, instrumental, vocal, and choral music.
The appendices provide inventories of the Choi Papers in  the 
Department of Archives and Manuscripts, Louisiana State Iftiiversity, 
Baton Rouge, Louisiana; the Choi Papers known as the Jeanne Delas 
Gremillion Collection in  the Nicholls State University Archives 
in  Thibodaux, Louisiana; and the Grant Collection of Choi Papers 
belonging to Newton and Heloise Grant of New Orleans, Louisiana.
Part II of the d isserta tion  presents an orig inal Symphony for 
Brass and Percussion instrumentation, including a lis t in g  of the 
instruments used, and an analysis of the Symphony.
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
Chapter 1 
INIRODUCTION
Music in  Louisiana before 1900 is  a p a rt of our cu ltu ra l 
heritage which has received re la tiv e ly  l i t t l e  a tten tion  from most 
scholars. Writers dealing with the h istory  of music in  Louisiana 
have overlooked the l i f e  and work of Emmanuel Choi, who was an 
educated musician who immigrated to Louisiana from France. Choi's 
name does not appear in  any of the following comprehensive works 
on the subject of American music; America's Music From the 
Pilgrims to the Present by G ilbert Chase, 1966; Music in  the 
United States: A H istorical Introduction by H. Wiley Hitchcock, 
1974; Music in  a New Found Land by W ilfrid M ellers, 1965; The 
f&sical Heritage of the Ikiited States: The Unknown Portion by Karl 
Krueger, 1973; Louisiana Composers by Louis Panzeri, 1972. In a 
personal interview with Louis Panzeri conducted by th is  w riter on 
March 6, 1979, Mr. Panzeri s tated  th a t he did not know anything 
about Emmanuel Choi a t the time th a t he wrote his book, Louisiana 
Composers.
From Choi’s own time down to the present, h is l i f e  and work 
have provided m aterial for many diverse in terp reta tions, ranging 
from sketchy remembrances to fic tio n a l s to r ie s , A great many e r­
roneous statements and legends concerning Emmanuel Choi are s t i l l
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
current among friends, re la tiv e s , and acquaintances in  and around 
the Bayou Lafourche area of southeastern Louisiana. The most 
prevalent myths concerning Choi include: the claim tha t he was 
graduated from the Paris Conservatory, th a t he had been organist 
a t  the Notre Dame Cathedral, and th a t he had studied music with 
Adolphe Adam, There is  no documentation to  substantiate these 
claims. Real knowledge of the man and h is music, however, must 
be based on f i r s t  hand evidence, which is  available in  the form of 
numerous surviving documents; h is  own le t te r s  and memoranda, his 
o rig inal music manuscripts and sketches, h is memo books, his 
financial and legal documents, reports of h is  professional a c tiv i­
t ie s  in  various newspaper a r t ic le s ,  prin ted  music programs, and 
numerous personal belongings, including h is  p rivate  music col­
lec tio n  and books. A ll these sources have been used to provide 
a factual and au thorita tive  account of the l i f e  and work of 
Emmanuel Choi.
The Department of Archives and Manuscripts, Louisiana State 
University in  Baton Rouge, Louisiana, contains the most compre­
hensive co llection  of source m aterial in  th is  f ie ld ,  since the 
acquisition  in  1957 of an extensive co llection  from the manuscript 
dealer, Albert Lieutaud of New Orleans, Louisiana, who had pur­
chased the m aterials from Emmanuel Choi’s granddaughter, Jeanne 
Delas Gremillion of Thibodaux, Louisiana. This co llection  is  known 
as the Choi Papers. The Nicholls State University Archives also
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
preserves a large number of manuscripts and research m aterials 
concerning Emmanuel Choi under the t i t l e  Jéànrié Délàs Gremillion 
Collection. A private collection  of le t te rs  and documents con­
cerning Emmanuel Choi belongs to  Newton and Heloise Grant of 
New Orleans, Louisiana. Heloise Grant is  the daughter of Jeanne 
Delas Gremillion and the great-granddaughter of Emmanuel Choi. 
Heloise Grant, Alcuin F. Gremillion, and Choi J .  Gremillion were 
the family members who donated the Choi m aterial known as the 
Jeanne Delas Gremillion Collection to the Nicholls State University 
Archives in  1975. An additional collection  of music manuscripts 
and published music by Emmanuel Choi was loaned to th is  w riter by 
Newton and Heloise Grant as primary source m aterial to  be cata­
logued and, a t the conclusion of th is  study, to be deposited in  
the Nicholls State University Archives.
Most o f the Choi documents and m aterials are in  French. All 
quotations and paraphrases have been transla ted  from the o rig inal 
documents. These m aterials have been organized into a chronology 
of Choi's l i f e  and a catalogue of his musical works. In addition, 
an inventory of itans in  each of the various collections of Choi 
m aterials is  lis te d  by individual collection  in  the appendices 
of th is  paper. Out of the extensive number of documents concern­
ing the everyday l i f e  of Choi, an e ffo r t was made to lim it th is  
study to the items tha t pertained to Choi as a musician, A f i r s t ­
hand examination of a l l  documents produced the relevant source
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
m aterial which became the basis for th is  study.
Researchers in  the areas of Louisiana History, C ivil War 
History, Roman Catholic Church History, and the French heritage 
of the Lafourche area w ill find important documents concerning 
these areas in  the Choi Papers in both the Louisiana State Univer­
s ity  and Nicholls State University Archives.
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Chapter 2
LIFE OF EM#NUEL CHOL
In the early f a l l  of 1835, Joseph Aime Choi, an actor, and 
h is  wife, Pauline Clement Choi, were traveling with a th e a tric a l 
troi:^ through Angers, France, when th e ir  second son. Aime Emmanuel 
Choi was bom. The b ir th  record, dated September 4, 1835, ind i­
cates tha t Emmanuel was bom September 2, 1835. This document 
shows his correct legal name to be Aime Emmanuel Chol.^ Most other 
documents re fe r to him as Emmanuel Joseph Choi or Emmanuel Choi. 
According to h is b ir th  record, his fa ther was a "dramatic a r t i s t , "  
and his mother was a "w ife." His mother, Pauline Clement Choi, 
was bom in  Valenciennes, France, on November 16, 1806, and died 
in  Thibodaux, Louisiana on November 15, 1894. His fa the r, Joseph 
Aimé Choi, was bom in  France c. 1800, and died in  France, in  1845.^ 
We know tha t some of Choi’s forebears were musicians. In a 
le t te r  dated December 14, 1911, from Emmanuel Choi, w riting in
This b irth  record document is  found in  the Choi papers owned 
by Dr. and Mrs. Newton Grant of New Orleans, Louisiana. F u tile  
references to th is  co llection  w ill be noted as Grant Collection.
^Heloise Grant, "Unpublished Personal Papers," Publications 
of the Louisiana H isto rical Society, (Series Two, Volume 1, 1973], 
108-110.
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Thibodaux, Louisiana, to friends in  France, he re fe rs  to the fa c t 
tha t his grandfather and uncle had. both been church organists in  
P aris . This le t te r  is  the only evidence concerning the profes­
sions of h is  ancestors. ^
A fter the death of h is  fa ther in  1845, the young Bmanuel 
was placed by h is mother in  the l'fe.îtrise de la  Métropole de Paris 
to study music. She then moved to S t. Petersburg, Russia, where 
she became a tu to r to the children of the court of Czar Nicholas 
I .  She joined an old friend of the family, ^irs. Leontyne Volnys, 
who was considered by Emmanuel Choi as a second mother. Emmanuel 
studied solfege, piano, harmony, organ, French, German, English, 
h isto ry , geography, and mathematics a t the M aîtrise de la  Métro­
pole de P aris . In addition to  a grade report from the m aîtrise, 
two c e r tif ic a te s  of awards to Choi survive. On September 1, 1847, 
he received a f i r s t  p rize  in  music and second p rize  in  English.^ 
He. la te r  attended the I^fe.îtrise de la  Notre Dame de Paris Wiich had 
been established in  1455, with the purpose of tra in ing  musicians 
for the Notre Dame Cathedral.^ M aîtrises in  France graduated many 
great musicians and clergy. For centuries these schools were the
^Document in  Grant Collection. 
^Document in  Grant Collection. 
SDocument in  Grant Collection;
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only establishments, in  which, musicians could receive tra in ing .
The m aîtrises furnished organists, choristers, and composers to 
th e ir  sponsoring churches.^ A great influence was exercised on 
the musical development of Emmanuel Choi by the M aîtrise de Notre 
Dame.
Abbot Portal, who was in  charge of the school, looked a f te r  
the personal needs of Emmanuel. Annual b i l ls  sent to Madame Choi 
by Abbot Portal itemize expenses such as: one cap, one b e lt, one 
overcoat, one pa ir of trousers, one p a ir of gloves, resoleing of 
boots, mending of clothes, etc .^
During the time tha t Emmanual Choi was a student a t the 
M aîtrise de Notre Dame de Paris, his older brother, Alfred Choi 
(c. 1829-1876) emigrated to America. In 1849, Alfred Choi sailed  
to New Orleans, Louisiana, from France. Alfred Choi, during tha t 
year, was hired as an opera singer a t the Theatre D’Orleans, which 
was the predecessor of the French Opera House which was b u il t  in  
1859. The Theatre D'Orleans was, a t th a t time, located a t the 
comer of Orleans and Bourbon S treets . Alfred Choi was success­
fu l as an operatic tenor and his good fortune in  America caused
ôEric Blom, Editor, Grove' s Dictionary of Misic and Misicians 
(F ifth  Edition; New York: St. Martin Press, Inc ., 1973) Volume 5, 
p. 523.
^Document in  Grant Collection.
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him to encourage his brother Emmanuel to jo in  him a fte r he com­
pleted h is studies.^
In 1853, Emmanuel Choi conçleted h is  studies a t  the M aîtrise
de Notre Dame de P aris. Alfred Choi returned to Paris to  v i s i t
his younger brother Emmanuel during the summer of 1853. From
there, the two brothers wrote a jo in t le t te r  to th e ir  mother in
St. Petersburg, Russia, asking her to re turn  to Paris to  travel
9
with Emmanuel to New Orleans, where they would jo in  Alfred. They 
thought tha t Emmanuel would have a b e tte r chance of success in  New 
Orleans than he would i f  he stayed in Paris. The le t te r  dated 
July 18, 1853, has been transla ted  from French to English, and is  
lis te d  in  the inventory of the Grant Collection in  the appendices 
of th is  paper.
A fin a l b i l l  dated January 10, 1854, covering 1852 and 1853 
school expenses and clothes fo r Emmanuel Choi, was signed by Abbot 
Portal. This is  the la s t  document associated with the M aîtrise de 
Notre Dame de Paris tha t was found in  the Choi collection .
A passport dated August 28, 1854, was issued to Pauline 
C lie n t  Choi. The passport lis te d  Emmanuel Choi as a child  of
■ °Document in  Grant Collection. 
^Document in  Grant Collection. 
^^Document in  Grant Collection. 
^^Document in  Grant Collection.
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nineteen years of age. A professional card advertising the Hotel 
de la  Marine in  Le Havre with, a date of 1854, w ritten  in  ink a t 
the bottom of the card, was found in  the Choi Papers in  the 
Department of Archives and Manuscripts, Louisiana State Univer­
s i ty ,  Baton Rouge. I t  is  possible th a t Emmanuel Choi and his 
mother stayed in  th is  hotel while waiting for the ship to America.
On September 13, 1854, the ship Belle A llise , with Emmanuel Choi 
and his mother on board, l e f t  Le Havre for New Orleans. They 
arrived in  New Orleans in  la te  1 8 5 4 . Several musical works were 
composed by Emmanuel Choi ju s t  p rio r to , and during, the voyage to 
America. These pieces include: Third Cotçlet, "Si dans ces momens"
(words only), dated January 25, 1854; "Le Roi de la  Foret," words 
by Mr. France and music by Choi, dated July 15, 1854; "Mass," for 
chorus and organ, dated October 26, 1854; and "Trio." for flu te , 
oboe, and organ, c. 1854.^^
Among the f i r s t  pieces composed in  America by Choi are "Des 
modulations," a four p a rt work in  open score using C c le fs , dated 
January 7, 1855; and "La C iel,"  a vocal solo w ith organ accompani­
ment dedicated to Clara Alain, dated New Orleans, January 26, 1855.
^^Document in  Grant Collection.
^^These con^ositions are found in  the Choi Papers in  the 
Department of Archives and Manuscripts, Louisiana State University, 
Baton Rouge, Louisiana. Future references to th is  collection  w ill 
be noted as Choi Papers in  the L.S.U. Archives.
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These müsîcal works were conçosed during his b rie f reunion with 
his brother Alfred in  New Orleans.
As the yellow fever season approached in  early 1855, Emmanuel 
and his mother were advised to leave the c ity  of New Orleans be­
cause, as newcomers, they might not have an immunity to the disease.
A Roman Catholic p r ie s t ,  whose name is  not now known, to ld  Emmanuel 
of a small town fa rth e r southwest called Thibodaux (incoiporated 
March 16, 1830, as Thibodauxville. On March 10, 1838, Governor 
E. D. White changed the name to Town of Thibodeaux. The name was 
changed to Thibodaux on July 11, 1918. The name Thibodaux w ill be 
used throughout th is  paper.), where a friend  of h is . Father 
Charles M. Menard (1817-1896), planned to estab lish  a Catholic 
school for g ir l s ,  and would need a music teacher. Emmanuel, pro­
vided with recommendations; and h is  mother se t out on th e ir  
journey seeking en^loyment fo r Emmanuel in  the new school. They 
traveled by tra in  to Lafourche Crossing and then iç  Bayou Lafourche 
by fla tboa t to Thibodaux, where they would make th e ir  permanent 
home.^^
In a le t te r  from Emmanuel Choi in  Thibodaux, to his brother 
Alfred in  New Orleans, dated February 27, 1855, he describes h is 
f i r s t  days in  Thibodaux. He sta tes  in  the le t te r  th a t he is  teaching
l^Documents in  Choi Papers in  the L.S.U. Archives. 
l% elo ise  Grant, Op. C it.
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music a t Mount Carmel Convent, and is  playing the organ a t St. 
Joseph Catholic C h u rc h .E v id e n t ly  Emmanual was allowed to play 
the organ a t S t. Joseph Catholic Church even though church records, 
from tha t time, show th a t a Mr. Meyer was the o ff ic ia l organist, 
who had been hired a t a salary of $200.00 per year on March 28, 
1853. Following Mr. Meyer, who was the second salaried  organist 
noted in  the church records, Henri Fourrier (1838-1915) was ap­
pointed organist and choirmaster a t St. Joseph Catholic Church 
on March 1, 1858, a t a salary of $400.00 per year. Mr. Schwarten- 
brock was appointed organist and choirmaster on March 28, 1864, a t 
a salary of $200.00 per year. Church records indicate that 
Emmanuel Choi was employed by St. Joseph Catholic Church on 
April 2, 1866, as choirmaster and organist a t a salary of $225.00 
per year.^^
One of Choi’s predecessors, Henri Fourrier, was a highly 
regarded musician and composer, who was a graduate of the 
Academy of Music in  P aris , France. In 1858, Father Charles M, 
Menard wrote in  h is  daily  diary the following concerning 
Fourrier:
Mr. Fourrier, the organist, organized a 
choir of female singers who enhanced the solemnity
^^Document in  Grant Collection.
^^Minutes of meetings of Lay Trustees of St. Joseph Catholic 
Church in  Thibodaux, Louisiana.
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of the services. This o rganist, both, an ex­
ce llen t musician and composer, endowed with 
exquisite ta c t and special ta s te  fo r the 
solemnity of re lig ious services was able in  
a short time to tra in  some voices which up 
to then had not been recognized. Every 
Sunday and feast day he conducted with i r ­
reproachable precision a t the offertory  and 
the elevation, three and four pa rt songs 
whose harmony charmed the congregation.
Mr. Fourrier also organized a brass band 
which contributed equally to the solemnity 
of the big f e a s t s . IS
Fourrier la te r  became the d irec to r of the Fourrier Concert Band 
and organist of St. Joseph Catholic Church in  Baton Rouge. Some 
f i f ty  published musical scores of Henri Fourrier are in  the Lou­
isiana Room of the Louisiana State Iftiiversity Library in  Baton 
Rouge, Louisiana.
During the years p rio r to h is employment as organist and 
choirmaster in  1866, Emmanuel Choi continued as music teacher a t 
Mount Carmel Convent. The music rooms of the sugar p lan tation  
mansions were open to him, as well as the parlors of the lesser 
gentry. The young Frenchman’s musicianship and his genteel conduct 
made a favorable inçression on the people of the Bayou Lafourche 
area. V/hile mixing with th is  c irc le  of music loving people he 
quickly acquired a reputation of being a cultured gentleman with 
appreciable musical ta le n t. He delighted patrons and friends
ISEntry in  the diary of Father Charles M. Menard, Rector of 
St. Joseph Catholic Church in  Thibodaux, Louisiana.
19profile of Henri Fourrier found in  the inventory of the 
Henri Fourrier Papers in  the L.S.U. Archives.
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by dedicating h is  compositions to th e ir  wives and daughters. Oc­
casionally, the dedication was to a man. An early  exanç>le, dated 
July 4, 1855, "The Lafourche Dragon March," a piano solo, was 
dedicated to Captain R. G. Darden. Most of his dedications were 
to women. "Corinne Waltz," a piano solo dated July 12, 1855, was 
dedicated to Corinne Galabert. "Seigneur Dieu’s Clânence," an 
organ solo, c . 1855, was dedicated to Madame Armentine Mayer.
Mary Waltz, a piano solo, 1856, was dedicated to  Miss Nfe.ry Easton.
IVhile mixing with th is  c irc le  of country gentry, he not only 
made many friends and acquired music students, but, a lso, met the 
g ir l  who was to become his wife. I^^athilde Ester Coulon [c. 1840- 
1919) was a music student of Emmanuel Choi a t Mount Carmel Convent. 
The g ir l  was from the family of a prominent sugar p lan ter. Her 
re la tiv es  included several plantation  owners, merchants, and 
members of the legal profession. Her fa ther, Charles J . Coulon, 
was the son of Nicholas Coulon and Françoise Lemiou. Her mother, 
Pauline Ledet, was the  daughter of Henri Ledet. Charles Coulon 
and Pauline Ledet were married on October 28, 1839. Emmanuel Choi 
married Mathilde Ester Coulon on Tuesday, September 1, 1857. Their 
marriage license was witnessed by Charles Coulon, Alfred Choi, L. 
A llain, P. E. Lorio, E. Coulon, E. Choi, M. Coulon, J .  A. Joudday, 
H. E. Ledet, and Chs. M. Menard. Tb.e following iden tifications
20Documents in  Choi Papers in  L.S.U. Archives.
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of these witnesses have been made: Charles Coulon, father of the
bride; Alfred Choi, brother of the groom; L. A llain, clerk of 
court; P. E. Lorio, Postmaster of Thibodaux and Editor of the 
Thibodaux Sentinel; E. Coulon, a brother of the bride; E. Choi, 
the groom; M. Coulon, the bride; H. E. Ledet, grandfather of the 
bride; Chs. M. Menard, the p rie s t of St. Joseph Church.
The marriage was solemnized in  St. Joseph Catholic Church 
with Father Charles M. Menard o ffic ia tin g . The wedding reception 
which followed was held a t the residence of M. E. Ledet, a re la tive  
of the bride’s m o t h e r . C h o i  conposed ’’Lesperance mazurka," a 
piano solo dedicated to h is wife shortly a f te r  th e ir  marriage.
B ills for music instruction , dated 1858, (found in  the Qiol 
Collection in  the L.S.U. Archives) indicated th a t Choi continued 
to teach music privately  following his marriage. Choi taught music 
continuously a t Mount Carmel Convent as w e l l .  23
On August 1, 1858, Emmanuel Choi purchased a slave described 
as "Margueritte, a negro g ir l  aged about fourteen years." He paid 
$1,400.00 for the slave. He signed the b i l l  of sale  as E. Cholle. 
The slave was sold by Father Charles M. Menard.
ZlMarriage records in  Lafourche Parish Courthouse in  Thibodaux, 
Louisiana.
22r)ocument in  Grant Collection.
23i)ocuments in  Choi Papers in L.S.U. Archives.
2^Conveyance Records in  Lafourche Parish Courthouse, Thibodaux, 
Louisiana.
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
The f i r s t  ch ild  of Emmanuel and Mathilde Choi m s  horn on 
May 21, 1859, Henriette Pauline Choi (1859-19.45). Pauline Choi 
la te r  became an accon^lished m u s i c ia n .  ^5
B ills  to Î4junt Carmel Convent from Emmanuel Choi fo r music 
lessons taught during the school year 1860-1861, c learly  indicate 
tha t he continued to teach music there throughout th is  period. 
Increasing financial d iff ic u ltie s  required Choi to borrow money 
on several occasions. The e a r l ie s t  documentation found is  a loan 
dated March 1861, when Choi borrowed $466.66 a t 8 percent per 
annum in te re s t. The loan was secured by H. E. Ledet^ the grand­
father of Mathilde Chol.^^
The War between the States o ff ic ia lly  began on April 12,
1861, with the Confederate cannon f ir in g  on Fort Sumter, in  
Charleston, South Carolina. I t  was during th is  time of war th a t 
the second child , Marie Eugenie Choi (1861-1933), was bom to 
Emmanuel and Mathilde Choi, on November 16, 1861. Eugenie Choi 
la te r  married Raoul Delas, by whom she had eight children.
In the spring of 1862, New Orleans was captured by Union troops. 
The occupation of the Bayou Lafourche area by Union forces caused 
Choi to  have to obtain w ritten  permission to  cross m ilitary  lines
^^Document in Grant Collection,
^^Document in  Choi Papers in  L.S.U. Archives.
27Document in Grant Collection.
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On December 6, 1862, Emmanuel Choi received w ritten  c e r t if ic a ­
tion  of h is  French, citizenship  from the French Consulate in  New 
Orleans. This document allowed h is  n eu tra lity , during the occupa­
tio n  of the area, to be o ff ic ia lly  recorded. At about th is  same 
time, Alfred and Henriette Choi, Emmanuel's brother and s is te r -  
in-law, l e f t  New Orleans fo r France. During th e ir  v i s i t  in  France, 
Henriette died. Alfred returned to New York City in  1864 where he 
married the daughter of Louis Fauchere, the cordon bleu chef a t 
Delmonico's Restaurant. With his second wife, Marie Victorine 
Fauchere Choi, he had four children.
Conç)aratively few compositions date from th is  era of war.
Choi's energy was needed to provide the necessities  fo r the 
existence of h is  growing family. The th ird  ch ild , Victor Emmanuel 
Choi (1863-1878), was bom December 1, 1863. This f i r s t  son 
la te r  drowned in  Bayou Lafourche.
The following year, December 7, 1864, Brigadier General R. A. 
Cameron granted w ritten  permission fo r Emmanuel Choi to bear arms 
in  Thibodaux, which was, s t i l l  occupied by Union troops. Colonel 
Sheldon Sturgeon, President of the Board o f Enrollment, Department 
of the Gulf, following General Orders No. 151, and Enrollment 
Order No. 1, c e r tif ie d  the enrollment of Emmanuel Choi as a th ir ty -
^^Document in Grant Collection. 
29Document in Grant Collection. 
^^Document in Grant Collection.
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year-old teacher on March 23, 1865.^^ The war ended shortly  
thereafte r.
In 1866, Qiol organized and began conducting the Lyric Band 
of Thibodaux. The band was active for several years and per­
formed on numerous occasions for various community organizations.
A newspaper a r tic le  w ritten  by the ladies of St. John’s Church 
(Episcopal), dated July 20, 1869, expresses gratitude to Choi as 
"Chief of the Lyric Band" for the " . . . valuable services a t 
various entertainments and exhibitions given by us." The ladies 
also announced the presentation of a $100.00 contribution in  cash 
to  aid in  the purchase of new instruments. In the same newspaper 
column, Choi, on behalf of the young men in  the Lyric Band, 
acknowledged the unsolicited patronage tha t the ladies society 
accorded to them.
Leonce Alfred Choi (1866-1944), the fourth child  of Emmanuel 
Choi, was bom March 26, 1866. Leonce Alfred Choi remained single 
throughout h is life .^ 3  •
Shortly a fte r the b ir th  of h is  fourth child , Choi was o ff ic ia lly  
employed as choirmaster and organist by S t. Joseph Catholic Church
^^Document in  Grant Collection.
^^hcrofilm  of La Sentinelle de Thibodaux, June 2, 1866, p. 3, 
Col. 1, Nicholls State University Library in  Thibodaux, Louisiana.
^^Document in  Grant Collection.
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a t the salary of $225.00. per year. This new responsib ility , to 
vffiich Choi devoted himself with the utmost conscientiousness, was 
a source of endless ac tiv ity  for him u n til  h is l i f e ’s end. Choi’s 
devotion to duty was greatly  influenced by h is  profound allegiance 
to the Roman Catholic Church. S t. Joseph Catholic Church had been 
erected in  1847, and blessed on Ascension Day, 1849, by L'Abbe 
Masoun. A pipe organ had been purchased a t a p rice of $800.00 in  
1851. The organ had been foimerly in s ta lled  in  the St. Louis 
Cathedral in  New Orleans.34
Research has fa iled  to discover where the Chois lived in  
Thibodaux p rio r to 1866. On Wednesday, October 24, 1866, a t 
10:00 A.M., on the premises, about a quarter of a mile below 
Thibodaux, Choi bought, a t  public auction, the grounds and build­
ings belonging to the e sta te  of Marguerite Bertrand, deceased 
wife of F. H. Legendre. The terms and conditions of the sale 
were " . . .  loudly, publicly , and d is tin c tly  announced both in  
French and English languages." The p rice was $1,300.00, of which 
$200.00 was paid " in  cash, with the balance to  be paid in  three 
equal installm ents, maturing on the f if te en th  day of March of the 
years 1867, 1868, and 1869." The property is  described as "situated  
on the rig h t bank of Bayou Lafourche, fronting on the public road, 
as more fu lly  described on a plan of said lo t  made by P. E. Beauvais
34Memoirs of St. Joseph Catholic Church of Thibodaux, Louisi­
ana, 1931, p. 15; and entry in the diary of Father Charles M. Menard.
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dated May 18, 1859, and deposited in  the Recorder’s o ffice  as 
Lot Number One." This property served Choi w ell as co lla te ra l fo r 
several loans as financial d if f ic u ltie s  plagued him during the 
re s t  of h is  life .^ ^
In addition to th is  property, . . a c er ta in  p lantation , 
situa ted  about one mile above the town on Bayou Lafourche measuring 
four and one h a lf  arpents by fo rty  arpents," which had been the 
inheritance of his wife, Mathilde Coulon Choi, provided c o lla te ra l 
for m ultiple loans u n til  the property was seized fo r sale fo r 
payments of debts in  May of 1876.^^ As early  as March of 1872, 
Choi rea lized  his financial s itu a tio n  was dete rio ra ting . He of­
fered the property for sale  to area p lan ters . A le t te r  concerning 
th is  m atter, dated July 12, 1872, to Mr. James M. Allen, from 
Mr. R. H. Allen, owner of Rienzi Plantation in  Thibodaux, recom­
mends Choi as an " . . . honorable man," who would comply with any 
contract made. Evidently, the indebtedness on the property was 
so g reat, no one would buy i t .  From courthouse records we know 
th a t Choi was involved in  several c iv il  su its  before th is  particu -
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I t  was ju s t  before th is  time th a t Choi began submitting musical 
compositions for publication. His le t te r  of inquiry, dated Jan­
uary 16, 1867, to Mr. A. E. Blackmar, a music publisher in  New 
Orleans, concerning Skedaddle Polka, a work he had submitted 
e a r lie r, resu lted  in  the music's being published tha t same year.
The published work is  t i t le d  Sauve que peut (Skedaddle) Polka 
C haractlristique for piano. The publisher's  address is  shown as 
A. E. Blackmar, 167 Canal S t . ,  New Orleans. The cover sheet is  
the only remaining page of the published e d i t i o n . T h e  orig inal 
manuscript survives complete. The orig inal manuscript bears the 
following inscrip tion: "Dedicated to  whom may be concerned, but
nobody in  p a rticu la r."  The cover of the published edition, how­
ever, is  dedicated to  one Emma Landry. This work is  the oldest 
published work th a t was found.
Choi's f i f th  child , Charles Henry Choi (1868-1942), was bom 
August 1, 1868. He la te r  married Odile Bergeron (dates unknown). 
Ten children resulted  from the marriage. His second wife, Denise 
Armond (1903-1967), provided him with three more children.
The second o ldest published work found is  Grace Galop, a piano 
solo dated 1868. The work was dedicated to  Mrs. R. H. Allen, wife 
of the owner of Rienzi Plantation in  Thibodaux, Louisiana. The 
publisher is  A. E, Blackmar. The cover iden tifies  Emmanuel Choi
38Document in Grant Collection. 
^®Document in Grant Collection.
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as the same composer vÆio wrote Sauve que Peut Polka Charac­
te r  isque, The cover design is  by H. Wehrmann, lithographer, 
Following the publication of Sourire Printemps in  1869, Blackmar 
sent Choi a check in  the amount of $184.50. The check was dated 
October 5, 1869. The musical work was dedicated to one Madam 
S allie  Greene, and was printed in  two editions published by A. E. 
Blackmar, and one of which was engraved by H. W e h r ma nn . A
le t te r  from a former student of Choi, Amelia Schwing, dated ] 
her 11, 1870, expresses admiration of Choi as a teacher, p ian is t, 
and composer. She mentions Sourire Printemps as one of two com­
positions by Choi th a t she had recently received. She also states 
in  the le t te r  th a t she is  the organist and choirmaster in  
Jeanerette, Louisiana.
Choi’s position as organist and choirmaster a t St. Joseph 
Catholic Church presented Choi with the opportunity to produce a 
copious amount of litu rg ica l music. The high standard Choi se t 
for himself was engrained in  his musical philosophy acquired during 
h is  e a r lie r experiences a t the Notre Dame Cathedral in  Paris,
France. Choi composed masses, settings of the propers, o ffe rto rie s.
^^Document in  Choi Papers in  L.S.U. Archives. 
^^Documents in  Choi Papers in  L.S.U. Archives. 
^^Document in  Choi Papers in  L.S.U. Archives.
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music for the elevation, organ preludes and postludes, as well as 
music fo r special feast days. Most of th is  music remains un­
published.'^^
Throughout his l i f e ,  Choi's work with children gave him the 
opportunity to teach music theory and practice  as he had been 
taught a t the M aîtrise de Notre Dame de Paris. Choi coliçiosed 
and arranged d idactic music for the children a t Mount Carmel 
Convent and his private students, including his own children.
Immense a r t i s t i c  energy was concentrated in  h is  a c tiv itie s  as 
private music teacher, professor a t Mount Carmel, organist, 
choirmaster, and Lyric Band d irec to r.
Through his work, Choi developed a c irc le  of acquaintances 
tha t included musicians, professors, music merchants, and d i le t ­
tantes of the New Orleans cu ltu ra l scene. On January 31, 1871,
Choi was invited to  attend the commencement exercises of Locquet 
In s titu te  in  Lyceum Hall opposite Lafayette Square, New Orleans.
The inv ita tion  was signed by M. A. Burr, Principal, and Leila Ewing, 
a student a t the in s ti tu te .  On June 29, 1871, Qiol received 
another inv ita tion  from the Locquet In s titu te . This inv ita tion  
was to attend a Musical Soiree a t the Odd Fellows Hall to be given 
by the pupils of Locquet In s titu te . The inv ita tion  was signed by 
M. A. Burr, Principal, and Leila Ewing, a student singer in  
Blanche e t Ren^ a miniature comic opera in  two acts , words by
^^Doamients in  Grant Collection.
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L. Placide Canonge, music by Eugene Provost (1809-1872). Prw ost 
was a French, conductor and composer whose most successful comic 
opera, Cbsimo, was produced in  Paris in  1835. He spent the la s t  
years of h is  l i f e  in  New Orleans as a singing master.
Choi applied fo r, and received, h is  United States c itizenship 
papers on September 28, 1872. Choi then reg istered  to vote on 
October IS, 1872. His b irthdate  is  recorded incorrectly  on his 
voter reg is tra tio n . His b irthdate  is  shown as 1836 instead of 
1835. His occupation is  l is te d  as teacher instead of musician or 
music teacher.
Elizabeth Allen Choi (1873-1967), Emmanuel’s s ix th  ch ild , was 
bom April 17, 1873. She remained single throughout her lif e .^ ^
The year 1876 proved to be a trag ic  one for Choi. In addition 
to losing his p lan tation  to c red ito rs , as sta ted  above, he also 
experienced the loss of his brother Alfred. Seemingly, the only 
happy event of th a t year was the b ir th  of Choi’s seventh child , 
C lotilde Choi (1876-1946), who would also la te r  become an ac­
complished musician.
At the close of the 1879-1880 school year a t Mount Carmel
^^Documents in  Choi Papers in  L.S.U. Archives. 
^documents in Grant Collection.
^^Document in  Grant Collection.
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Convent, Choi presented mus-ic awards to  his students. The awards-
were as follows:
F irs t Division: Piano, Fourth Degree
Execution: One Prize, E lla  Kelleher
Application: F irs t Prize, Heloise Himel
Second Prize (Shared), Mollie Concanon 
Nelie hagarde
Second Division: Eighth Degree
F irs t Prize, Octavie Coignet 
Second Prize (Shared), Clara Daunis 
Dora Folse
Third Division: Ninth ]
F irs t Prize, Mathilde Dansereau 
Second Prize, Josephine Wilkins 
Tliird Prize, Clida Lepine
Fourth Division: Eleventh Degree
F ir s t Prize (Shared), Laura hagarde 
Ada Himel
Honorable Mention, Henriette Dansereau
Song F irs t Year
F irs t Prize, Heloise Himel 
Second Prize, Dora Folse
In Choi’s closing remarks, he complimented the students on
th e ir  progress fo r th a t year and dismissed them.^^
In March of 1880, the hay Trustees Board of St. Joseph Catholic
Church voted to contract with Henry Pilcher to  build and in s ta ll  a
pipe organ in  S t. Joseph Church. Father Charles M. Menard recorded
the following passage in  French concerning the purchase of the
organ in  his diary:
We had a f a ir  the 24th, 25th, and 26th of April for 
the purchase of an organ, which should complete the fu r­
n itu re  of the church. There was also, as the preceding
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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year, a special tra in  to bring people from the c ity  
(New Orleans) who wanted an agreeable excursion.
There were nearly three hundred travelers who soon 
descended from the cars in  the d irection of the 
church to hear a low mass [ i t  was on a Sunday).
The crowd was very large Saturday night and Sunday.
I t  was regrettab le tha t Monday night the ra in  
caught us by surprise a t the moment the crowd 
arrived in  the country. This was a missed party  
and as much lo s t in  tic k e ts . Meanwhile, we had 
a good success according to the circumstances..
Around $1,650.00 in  p ro f it .  As a t each fa ir  
which takes place here, everything was in  order, 
to the satisfac tion  of a l l ,  and above a l l ,  to 
the v is ito rs . Also for us in  Louisiana to have 
fa irs  is  a good and most agreeable time.
A contract was signed in  the la s t  days of 
March between the House of Pilcher of Louisville,
Ohio, and the President of the corporation of the 
Church of St. Joseph for the purchase of an organ 
which should be brought here ready for service on 
August 15th of th is  year.
This organ counts 18 reg is te rs , 16 of 61 pipes 
and two of 183 pipes without counting the pedals 
(independent): two reg iste rs  of 27 notes. There
are two keyboards - a l l  the parts are found in  th is  
organ. The agreed price was $2,500.00 to ta l ,  when 
the organ is  bought and r e c e i v e d . 49
In a le t te r  not dated and marked "confidentia l,"  Henry Pilcher 
informs Emmanuel Choi of a controversy concerning the commission 
on the sale  of the organ. He s ta tes  tha t a Mr. Heichelheim claims 
th a t he, himself, should receive a commission for the sale of the 
organ, because " . . . i t  was through him th a t you gained your 
knowledge of our firm ." Pilcher denies Heichelheim’s influence
Entry in  the diary of Father Charles M. Menard, dated 1880.
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by stating :
. . . tha t the influence securing us the contract were 
f i r s t  ny nephew's v i s i t  to N. 0. where h is  father (my 
brother) secured the building of (jdie) organ fo r Grand 
Coteau. This was taken a t a loss to us, but my brother 
urged me to accept, as a means of introducing ourselves 
and securing future work. The execution of th is  con­
tra c t  obtained for us the confidence of Fr. Hollaind 
and other clergymen, who in  turn  strongly recommended 
us to Fr. Menard, and the le t te r  given my son by Fr. 
Hollaind to Fr. Menard resulted  with your approval in  
the contract for the organ. I do not recognize 
Heichelheim‘s influence a t a l l ,  but suppose he should 
take the view of i t  as before suggested, how am I to 
answer him? In writing to him I sh a ll s ta te  th a t my 
information comes d irec t from Fr. Menard, th a t he 
neither saw Fr. Menard, nor the wardens, and h is  con­
versation with you was a fte r Fr. Menard had committed 
himself in  our favor through Fr. Hollaind. I w ill 
not bring you in to  th is  matter a t a l l ,  but i f  he 
makes a demand upon me, would you be w illing to  allow
In a le t te r  c . September, 1880, marked "confidentia l,"  Choi 
answers Henry P ilcher:
When he (Heichelheim) spoke to  Father Favre, Father 
Menard’s v icar, i t  was too la te , as th is  gentleman to ld  
him. Rev. Fr. Menard had already w ritten  to one of 
his friends (R. P. Holland) to  see you or your son 
about th is  a f fa ir .  Mr. H. (Heichelheim) knows very 
well i t  is  so, and I cannot tru ly  believe he would 
ask you for a favor he is  not en title d  to . As fo r 
him to say i t  i s  from him th a t I gained the knowledge 
of your firm; i t  is  not so - i t  is  from Father Menard 
himself. I have been for nearly 25 years h is organist 
and friend , fo r years I have worked to  have an in ­
strument worthy of our church. When your son came 
to  Thibodaux, Father Menard came (to my) home a t s ix  
o 'clock in  the morning to submit the plan of the 
organ and ask me what I thought of i t .  I gave him a
(̂^Document in  Grant Collection.
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favorable answer before seeing yoür son. He then re ­
quested me to come to  a m ee ti^  of the wardens and to 
speak to them; a t th is  meeting, your son was present.
There I did my best to secure your son the contract, 
and I think (I am) not saying too much, in  stating  to 
you th a t my approval determined two of the wardens, 
tha t were before the meeting, opposed to buying an 
organ, to accept the propositions of your son. On 
th is  fa c t, th is  fa c t alone, induced me to accept the 
present you made me. . . .  i f  you think Mr. Heichelheim 
(is) en titled  to anything, I place a l l  the amount to 
your disposition: money has never been my fo rte , what­
ever may be your decision, believe kind s i r ,  th a t I 
w ill always keep a pleasant remembrances of you . . .51
The purchase and inauguration of the organ is  described in  Fr.
Menard’s diary as follows:
The organ was brought on the agreed time, but we 
p refer to  wait u n ti l  the 19th of September to make an 
inauguration. We need th is  occasion to co llect the funds 
to help us pay fo r i t  (organ).
September 19th (Sunday) was the inauguration of the 
new organ a t the great mass which was sung very solemnly - 
the choir was conçosed of 25 singers of which a few 
(artists-am ateurs) were from New Orleans for the oc­
casion. A sermon was preached by Abby Mignot of the 
cathedral (St. Louis). Towards eight o’clock in  the 
evening, we had a magnificent concert which was given 
in  the church perfectly  illuminated and in  a l l  i t s  
beauty. For precaution and prudence I had brought up 
the sacrement which I deposited in  the Sacristy. Among 
the pieces which were sung, i t  is  necessary to  c ite  in  
pa rticu la r five  stanzas of the Stabat Mater of Rossini - 
the selection  was indescribably sung and made a profound 
impression on the numerous audience. Towards n ine -th irty , 
the concert was over and everyone went towards the tab les, 
attended by the ladies where one found a varie ty  of re ­
freshments. The p ro f it of three hundred eighty-five 
dollars leaves us a debt of four hundred dollars to 
terminate the payment of the new organ th a t we had bor­
rowed in  order to pay the maker according to the agreed
^^Document in  Grant Collection.
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A Grand Concert Sacre printed program STjrvives in  the Louisi­
ana State University Archives. The program l i s t s  the following 
works: Stabat Mater, Rossini; Overture, Auber, arranged for
organ by E. Choi; ’’Trio," for Bass, Baritone, and Tenor, E. Choi; 
"Ave Maria," Duo, E. Choi (sung by Pauline and Emmanuel Choi); 
"Stances A L 'E tem ite ,"  Bass solo, E. Choi; "Holy Father Hear Our 
Prayer," contralto  solo, E. Choi; and Hosannah, Chorus, Halevy.^^
I t  is  in teresting  to note tha t Rossini, Auber, and ffelevy 
had a l l  been involved in  music in  Paris. Rossini (1792-1868) had 
presented Guillame Tell in  Paris in  1829. He la te r  returned to 
remain in  Paris for the re s t of his l i f e .  Auber (1782-1871) was 
d irector of the Paris Conservatory from 1842 u n til  h is death in  
1871. Halevy (1799-1862) was professor of advanced conposition 
a t tlie Paris Conservatory from 1840 u n til  his death in  1862.
Works by these leading composers of French opera were also performed 
in  New Orleans.
A note printed a t the bottom of the program sta tes  th a t the 
organ was manufactured by Pilcher and Sons of Louisville, Kentucky. 
Father Menard had mistakenly referred to the "House of Pilcher in  
Louisville, Ohio."
^^Entry in diary of Father Charles M. Menard. 
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On December 28 of tha t same year, Emmanuel Choi’s eighth child , 
Emile Frederique Alexandre Choi (1880-1954) was bom. Emile la te r  
married Aida Aupied. They had two children.
The e a r lie s t printed program of a Mount Carmel Convent music 
exhibition discovered is  one dated July 12, 1882. The program l i s t s  
Professor E. Choi as a partic ipant.^^
On Thursday, May 31, 1883, Choi and his daughter Pauline par­
tic ipa ted  in  a Benefit Concert for Charity Hospital of New Orleans. 
Pauline sang in  Hear Me Norma, duo by B ellin i and Va I D it-Elle 
from Robert le  Diable by Meyerbeer. Five compositions are not 
credited to any composer, but ra ther two asterisks appear on the 
p rinted program instead of the composer's name. This was a common 
practice  for Emmanuel Choi to  denote humbly h is own compositions. 
The program featured several well known citizens of Thibodaux.
Mrs. R. R. McBride, lAo sang When the Tide Comes In by M illard, was 
the wife of Robert R. McBride, who became Postmaster of Thibodaux 
on August 3, 1885, and served in  th a t o ffice  u n til  April 11, 1890. 
Dr. J . J .  Daigre, a d en tis t -who was the d irecto r of the Home Circle 
Orchestra, performed on v io lin . Mr. J .  A. Trone ,̂ d irec to r of the 
Robert E. Lee Band, performed two comic songs by Choi. Choi dedi­
cated "La Muette de Port i c i ,"  vocal solo, to Mrs. J .  A. Trone on 
December 26, 1884.^^
54Document in Grant Collection.
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The New Year’s greeting, dated January 1, 1885, to Choi from 
Louise Hoffman, expressing appreciation to her former music teacher, 
is  typical of the cards affectionately  exchanged between Choi and 
h is  students. New Year’s Day celebrations were greatly  enjoyed 
by Chol.^^ He optim istically  attached special significance to  the 
expectations of the coming year.
I t  was in  the year 1885 th a t Choi collaborated with Delphin 
Monnier of Thibodaux in  the invention of a burglar alarm. A number 
of le t te rs  were exchanged between Choi and the Patent Office De­
partment of the S c ien tific  American. The e a r lie s t l e t te r  found 
concerning th is  matter is  one from the S c ien tific  American Patent 
Office to Choi and Monnier, dated August 10, 1885, in  which direc­
tions for signing and authenticating the patent papers were given. 
Choi and Monnier were instructed  to remit th ir ty  dollars in  payment. 
A le t te r  dated October 8, 1885, acknowledges receip t of the th ir ty -  
do lla r payment. The le t te r  explains d iff ic u ltie s  in  having the 
patent approved as described and sketched. A le t te r  dated November 
2, 1885, acknowledges receip t of two dollars and photographs. A 
le t te r  dated February 20, 1886, informs Choi and Monnier th a t they 
may proceed with manufacturing and se lling  of the invention, but 
approval of the patent had not been given. A le t te r  dated March. 2, 
1886, informs Choi and Monnier th a t the Patent Office Examiner had 
favorably passed th e ir  case with a few changes in  the language of
^^Document in  Choi Papers in.L.S.U. Archives.
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the specifications and would allow a patent. Formal notice of the 
patent was to  be received in  ten days to  two weeks. A le t te r  dated 
March 6, 1886, informs Choi and Monnier th a t the patent was allowed 
and would be printed and issued içon receip t of a f in a l government 
fee of twenty dollars within the next s ix  months, during which time 
the inventors might desire to  secure foreign patents. A fin a l 
le t te r  dated May 3, 1886, acknowledges receip t of twenty-five dol­
la rs  fo r fin a l government fee and extra copies of the patent. The 
o ff ic ia l  patent is  dated May 25, 1886, and is  assigned patent 
number 342,577.^^
Choi immediately made plans to trave l to  France to secure a 
foreign patent. On June 1, 1886, Dr. A. Delcourd of Houma, Lou­
isiana, responded to a le t te r  from Choi seeking a medical opinion 
about a physical disorder, the syn^tons of which were vertigo and 
hearing problems. The doctor advised Choi to r e f i l l  his prescrip­
tion  and continue the treatment according to his instructions. On 
June 3, 1886, Choi obtained power of attorney, from Delphin Monnier, 
to s e l l  th e ir  patent.
A newspaper a r t ic le  in  The Thibodaux Sentinel dated Saturday, 
June 5, 1886, s ta tes :
On tomorrow Professor E. Choi w ill leave for 
France to v i s i t  the scenes of his childhood and ob-
^documents in  Grant Collection and Choi Papers in  L.S.U. 
Archives.
^^Documents in  Grant Collection and Choi Papers in  L.S.U. 
Archives.
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ta in  some recreation from the constant labor th a t he 
has had for 30 to 40 years. In h is care Mrs. E. G.
Robichaux w ill go to Belgium to v i s i t  re la tiv es  and 
friends among whom she passed several years in  her 
youthful days. Their numerous friends wish them both 
a pleasant and agreeable voyage and safe return .
A newspaper a r t ic le  in  The Thibodaux Sentinel dated Saturday, 
June 12, 1886, s ta tes :
Professor Choi and Mrs. E. G, Robichaux fa iled  
to leave for Europe la s t  Saturday, but w ill get o ff
today or tomorrow. Their many friends wish them a
pleasant voyage.61
On June 12, 1886, Choi sailed  to France on the Steamship St. 
Laurent with Mrs. Eugene G. Robichaux (nee Louise DeLepoly) of 
Thibodaux. On July 1, 1886, Choi registered  a t  the Hôtel des 
Etrangers Feydeau, 3 Rue Feydeau, P a r i s . C h o i  carried with him
le tte rs  of introduction from friends along Bayou Lafourche to  the
families of those friends in  France. In two of the le t te r s ,  one 
from G. A. Coignet to  a friend, dated Lafourche Crossing, June 10, 
1886, and one from Alice Dezauche to  her cousin M. Lefort, dated 
June 12, 1886, the reason for Choi's t r ip  is  described as " . . . 
for his health ."63
Research has fa iled  to determine i f  any business concerning
6%icrofilm of The Thibodaux Sentinel, June 5, 1886, p . 3, 
col. 1, Nicholls State University Library.
6lMicrofilm of The Thibodaux Sentinel, June 12, 1886, p . 3, 
col. 1, Nicholls State University Library.
6^Document in  Choi Papers in  L.S.U. Archives.
63Documents in Grant Collection.
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the burglar alarm was transacted while Chole was in  Europe, How­
ever, during his extended v is i t  Choi had a t le a s t one conposition, 
"Ave Maria," performed a t  the Notre Dame de Valenciennes, The 
performance was announced in advance in  the Valenciennes newspaper, 
L'Echo de la  Frontière, on September 18, 1886, The announcement 
s ta tes  th a t "Choi is  on vacation from Louisiana, where he has been 
organist for th ir ty -f iv e  years. Choi’s ’Ave Maria’ w ill be simg 
by Madame Colin with accompaniment on the Violoncello by Mr, Bour­
geois, a prize winning a r t i s t  a t the Conservatory of Paris.
During Choi’s stay in  Valenciennes he v is ite d  friends and 
re la tiv e s . The Union A rtis tique, L i t t^ a r i r e  e t  Scientifique 
Valenciennoise, presented Choi with a co llection: Sonates pour
Piano par L. van Beethoven, revues e t doigtees par Louis Kohler 
published by C, F. Peters, Bureau de Mosique, Leipzig e t Berlin,
The inscrip tion  inside the fron t cover of the book reads: "Pro­
fesseur L. E. Choi, Membre de l ’Union A rtis tique, L itté ra ire  e t 
Scientifique, Valenciennes, France, 18 September 1886, Membre 
de l ’Association des Professeurs de Musique de la  Louisiane,
On October 2, 1886, Chol sa iled  from Le Havre on the Steam­
ship La Champagne. The L isté dés Passagers record a M. E, S, Chol 
and a Mue. Robichaux. Of the 211 passengers l is te d  on the sh ip’s
65Book in  Grant Collection.
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manifest, eighteen names were marked with an aste risk  in  pencil, as 
i f  to denote special importance. The ship arrived in  New York 
sometime l a t e r . C h o l  sketched the New Jersey coast showing a 
group of yachts under fu ll  s a i l ,  of which the la rgest is  designated 
Columbia by the a r t i s t .  Numerous examples of Choi’s pen and ink 
drawings are found among the Chol papers. Seascapes and bayou 
scenes were usually the subjects of h is sketches. I t  is  assumed 
th a t Chol traveled from New York to  Thibodaux by tra in .
From The Thibodaux Sentinel, Saturday, October 16, 1886, we 
know th a t "Professor Chol and Mrs. E. G. Robichaux who have been 
v is itin g  friends and re la tives  in  France and Belgium for several 
months, returned to th e ir  homes yesterday."^^
On December 11, 1886, Chol directed the musical entertainment 
for a benefit concert for the victims of the Sabine Pass storm.
The storm on October 12, 1886, was c la ss ified  as a minimal hur­
ricane with a tid a l  wave th a t k ille d  one hundred people.
A newsletter from the Union A rtistique, L itté ra ire  e t 
Scientifique Valenciennoise, dated March 25, 1887, indicates tha t
66oocument in  Grant Collection.
67î4icrofilm of The Thibodaux Sentinel, October 16, 1886, p. 3, 
co l. 1, Nicholls State University Library.
^%licrofilm of La Sentinelle de Thibodaux, December 11, 1886, 
p. 3, co l. 2, Nicholls State University Library, and an interview 
with Nash Roberts, a meteorologist in  New Orleans, Louisiana on 
June 21, 1979.
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Chol continued h is membership. An o ff ic ia l l i s t  of Union members 
published in  1890 l is ts .  Chol as "musician, Box 136, Thibodaux,
Parish of Lafourche, Louisiana QJ. S. of America}
Newspaper business advertisements such as the one in  thé Lafourche 
S tar, dated December 17, 1887, regularly appeared. The advertise­
ment reads: "Chol, Emmanuel, Professor of Music: residence ju s t
below the town."^®
During 1888, Chol became a d is tribu to r of wine representing 
Joseph Jordan California Wines and Brandy of Anaheim, California.
A typical order fo r wines is  tha t of Mr. Joseph E. LeBlanc from 
the office  of Dugas and LeBlanc, Proprietors of the Westfield Plan­
ta tio n  in  Paincourtville, Louisiana, dated May 12, 1888,
Dear S ir and Friend, w ill you have the kindness 
to order one b a rre ll of white wine like  the la s t  fo r 
ray brother Felix Dugas, and send the b i l l  as you re ­
ceive i t .  Excuse me for annoying you so often but 
your wine is  a favorite  up here. regards to you 
and yours.
Chol turned h is musical ta len ts  to the production of an operetta 
in  1889. The re su lt was a score fo r fu ll  orchestra, chorus, and 
so lo is ts , t i t le d  Cause Perdue (The Lost Cause). The theme of the 
work is  the in teraction  between f ie ld  hands and p lantation  owners 
during the reconstruction period following the Civil War. A scene
in  Grant Collection.
^ ^ c ro f i lm  of the Lafourche S tar, December 17, 1887, p. 1, 
col. 1, Nicholls State University Library.
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from Cause Perdue was presented during a musical program directed 
by Chol on the occasion of the Convention of the Louisiana Press 
Association held in  Thibodaux on May 14, 1889. The work was the 
h ighlight of a musical presentation th a t was a great success ac­
cording to newspaper accounts.
The meeting (Convention of the Louisiana Press 
Association) adjourned to  8:30 P.M. the same evening 
to attend a grand concert under the d irection  of Prof.
Chol. At the appointed time for the concert, old 
Fireman's Hall was packed with such an audience as 
i t  had never seen before. There was l i te r a l ly  no 
standing room. The good people of Thibodaux and i t s  
v ic in ity  had turned out in  fu l l  rega lia , and our 
s is te r  parishes of Assumption and Terrebonne had 
sent th e ir  representatives too. The concert i t s e l f ,  
was from an a r t i s t ic  point a conplete success. Prof.
Chol has fa ir ly  surpassed himself on th is  grand occa­
sion and has proven h is  worth and eminence as a 
musician. A ll those who len t th e ir  musical ta le n t 
in  the occasion acquitted themselves with remarkable 
success and won the encomiums and unstinted applause 
of the vast audience.^2
Another account published la te r  reads:
When . . .  an audience of 2,000 people packed 
into a ha ll u n til  there remains no room for another 
person, when doorways are crowded and platforms er- 
rected outside by which people can look through the 
windows, w ill s i t  and stand fo r more than three 
hours, in  a s tilln e ss  so great th a t a marble dropped 
anywhere would be heard a l l  through the vast h a ll ,  i t  
w ill hardly be considered presumptions to say th a t the 
music, both vocal and instrumental, was of a high 
order, grand, sublime. Yet th is  was the case a t the 
concert given in  honor of the v i s i t  of the Louisiana 
Press Association on the night of May 14th by Pro­
fessor Bnmanuel Chol and his ta lented  associates.
No such a pleasure has ever been given to  the people
^ ^ c ro f i lm  of The Thibodaux Sentinel, May 17, 1889, p. 
co l. 2, Nicholls State University Library.
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of the parish of Lafourche, and no audience has ever 
esdiibited a higher appreciation of the sam e/^
Beginning in  1890, Chol presented engraved c e r tif ic a te s  which 
read: "Thibodaux Annee 189- Cours de Misique du Professeur
Emmanuel Chol Carte D*Honneur cette  carte a e t meritee par
Mademoiselle___________________ e t decemee en reconçjense de son
application e t  de ses progrès.
During June 1890, Chol v is ite d  Galveston, Texas. His exten­
sive en tries in  a memo book chronicle in  d e ta il the tr ip  to 
Galveston, his stay there , and his re turn  to  Thibodaux. Numerous 
sketches record the memorable scenes enjoyed by Chol. I^on his 
re tu rn  to Thibodaux, Chol was asked by The Thibodaux Sentinelle 
to w rite an a r t ic le  about the t r ip .  The a r t ic le  submitted by Chol 
gives a report of every d e ta il  of the journey, and was published 
in  three parts  during July of 1890.^5
Choi’s li te ra ry  e ffo rts  also include short s to rie s  fo r his 
children and grandchildren, several plays for Mount Carmel produc­
tions, a r tic le s  fo r the newspapers, and speeches for several 
occasions. His in te re s t in  Longfellow’s Evangeline prompted him
73Microfilm of The Thibodaux Sentinel, May 24, 1889, p . 3, 
col. 2, Nicholls State University Library.
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to transla te  the en tire  work into the French language. Chol wrote 
music lessons in  careful sequence for each of his many music students. 
His formal notes taken while studying a t the m aîtrise helped him 
to organize d if f ic u lt theoretical concepts into palatable lessons 
for children. A manuscript of a textbook on music theory for young 
students survives incomplete. The work is  in  both French and 
English on facing pages.
The preface of the book which is  t i t le d  "The Friend of Young 
Musicians" s ta tes  the method presented by Emmanuel Chol, The preface 
is  quoted here in  i t s  en tire ty .
Why is  i t ,  I was one day asked by a mother, that 
from the large number of young persons who learn music, 
so few continue and persevere therein a f te r  they have 
le f t  school?
Why, such piano, once the te rro r of the neighbor­
hood is  now condemned to silence?
Why!
What a volume would i t  require to answer th is  single 
question!
As for us, an experience of eighteen years has 
p la in ly  demonstrated th a t the principal cause of th is  
indifference is  due to the inadequacy of the f i r s t  
teachings, and th is ,  arising from the d iff icu lty  which 
is  experienced in  finding works to  su it the age of the 
pupils and gradually ris ing  with th e ir  musical in te l­
ligence. In publishing "The Friend of Young Musicians" 
ray aim is  to f i l l  up the want; to  enable mothers and
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heads of in s titu tio n s  to encourage the pupils, to 
judge of th e ir  progress, and to give them s e lf  con­
fidence; a s s is t  the teachers in  th e ir  d if f ic u lt  task; 
to help the pupils to re ta in  the princip les taught 
and by th is  means prevent many fru it le s s  e ffo rts  and 
p rincipally  an irreparable loss of time.
I have endeavoured to  render the lessons as p la in , 
and as void of d iff ic u ltie s  as possib le, using neither 
expression, nor language beyond the understanding of 
children.
I have presented the lessons in  the form of con­
versation between the mother and daughter, remembering 
tha t the true  teacher is  a fa ther; loving what he 
teaches, and being attached to those whom he teaches.
Knowing w ell, th a t from the good or bad d irection  of 
his f i r s t  lessons, depends the future development of 
a youthful mind, and a whole career.
Should th is  f i r s t  work f i l l  the object which I 
have in  view; should i t  be favourably received by my 
colleagues, by mothers, and by the public; should i t  
become in  a word: the friend and companion of young 
musicians, I propose to follow i t  with 1. a solfege 
with accompaniments fo r children, 2. a method for 
the piano, 3. a tre a tis e  on harmony. Hoping, th a t 
those idio w ill follow my method w ill find  i t  the 
study of music a pass time and a reward, which w ill 
charm th e ir  le isu re  moments, re s t  the body from i t ’s 
fatigues, and the mind from i t ’s labors.
Kfey th is  small book cause children to love the 
study of music, and help them to understand th a t 
divine language, th a t echo of Heaven i;gon Earth.
The textbook is  conposed of eleven lessons. In each lesson
the mother and daughter follow a sc r ip t th a t consists basically  of
the daughter’s asking questions and the mother’s answering the
questions in  a most d irec t manner. Conversation number one has
77lbid.
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the following su b title s : 1. music; ,2. sounds; 3. the values of
the notes; 4. the importance found by the friend  of young musi­
cians in  the number seven in  music. Conversation number two:
1. the stave; 2. the ledger lin es ; 3. the c le fs . Conversation 
number three: 1. re s ts ; 2. th e ir  values. Conversation number four: 
1. the dot; 2. the double dot. Conversation number five: 1. the 
t r ip le t ;  2. the sextain (sex tup let]; 3. the dot placed above the 
notes. Conversation number six : 1. study of the c le f of so l second 
line  (treb le  c le f ) .  Conversation number seven: 1. study of the 
c le f of fa  fourth lin e  (bass c le f) . The second part of the book 
begins with conversation number eight which covers: 1. the d iatonic 
scale or gamut. Conversation number nine; 1. in te rva ls . Conver­
sation numbers ten and eleven were found on loose tab le sheets 
folded and inserted  in  the book. Conversation number ten covers :
1. the measure. Conversation number eleven: 1. simple and com­
pound measures (meters)
Evidence of Choi's beginning several other textbooks include 
fragments of a "Traite d'harmonie" which consists of nine pages in  
one notebook and three pages in  another covering the basic rud i­
ments of music. This work is  in  the French language. Another 
inconçlete manuscript is  "De la  Composition Musicale," consisting 
of only one page of w riting concerning musical phrases. This work
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
is  in  the French, language.
Only one other music textbook by Choi survives. Part one of 
an u n titled  manuscript concerning vocal music production is  com­
p le te , signed, and dated Thibodaux, August 2, 1907. Part two consists 
only of a t i t l e  "The Singing Lesson." Part one begins with a very 
b rie f summary of the rudiments of music covering tone production 
of various instruments, including the human voice. The re s t of 
pa rt one deals with: 1. Placing of the voice; 2. Guidance of the
voice (not through the n o s tr ils ) ; 3. Breathing; 4. Position of the
body; and 5. Rules for p ractice.
On a separate manuscript sheet Choi has f i l le d  out a th irteen  
by th irteen  "matrix" of the twelve chromatic scales, using scale 
degree names instead of note names. The chart shows fixed Do scale 
degree patterns for each chromatic scale.
In addition to  his work-a-day church music obligations, Choi,
from time to  time, had the opportunity to conçose and arrange music 
for special celebrations. One such event was the tw enty-fifth  
anniversary of the priesthood of Vicar Claude Favre on December 23, 
1890. Father Favre was honored a t a special mass on th a t occasion.
^^Document in  Grant Collection. 
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Choi was selected to d irec t the music a t the State Teacher 
In s titu te  held in  Fireman’s Ife.ll in  Thibodaux on June 18, 1891. 
Performance? featured several noted Thibodaux musicians in  addi­
tio n  to Choi; Dr. J .  J . Daigre, a v io lin is t;  E. Legendre, a 
grocer who directed the Robert E. Lee Band, who played comet; and 
two of Choi’s daughters, C lotilde and B. A. (Bettie Allen) Choi, 
vocalists and p ian is ts . An address was made by the Honorable 
William H. Jack, State Superintendent of Public Education.
On January 30, 1892, Choi directed the music fo r a special mass 
to commemorate the f i f t i e th  anniversary of the priesthood of Father 
Charles M. Menard. Fr. Menard also celebrated the f i f t ie th  anni­
versary of his residence in  St. Joseph Catholic Church on February 8, 
1892. In 1845 he had become pastor. He had followed Rev. Fr. St. 
Aubin who, a fte r returning to France for three years, became the 
f i r s t  resident pastor of Houma, L o u i s i a n a . ^4
Choi quickly became a well known orator a fte r a number of 
speeches delivered to  the Catholic Knights beginning in  September 
of 1892. An a r tic le  in  the weekly Thibodaux Sentinel reviews his 
f i r s t  public speech.
Prof. Choi delivered on the occasion of the la s t  
reunion a splendid address, in  French, on Christian 
fra te rn ity . The professor announced tha t th is  was his 
maiden discourse before a mixed audience of ladies and 
gentlemen. I f  he did so well in  what was his f i r s t
83Document in Grant Collection.
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e ffo rt, what could he not do a f te r  a l i t t l e  practice?
We predict th a t Prof. Choi w ill he called upon often 
for an address- in  public for the reason th a t he has the 
voice, the ta le n t, ^ d  the self-possession to become 
a successful o ra to r.^5
The review of a speech given only one month la te r  was also well 
received.
Last but not le a s t must we make mention of the 
closing address, delivered in  French by Prof. E. Choi.
We had the exquisite pleasure of hearing i t  a l l  through 
and we were most agreeably surprised. HLs address was 
grand, and the prolonged applause which greeted him a t 
the conclusion of his remarks, were well merited, and 
he has a rig h t to fee l proud of the many deserving com­
pliments th a t were given him on a l l  s i d e s . 86
Original manuscripts of three d ifferen t Columbus Day speeches
by Choi survive in  the Louisiana State University Archives. All
three speeches are w ritten  in  French and from reviews in  newspapers
we know th a t Choi delivered the speeches in  the French language.
French was so common th a t Thibodaux newspapers were prin ted  in  both
the French and English languages. Cajun French existed as a spoken
d ia lec t, but the only w ritten  French was c la ss ica l French. Many of
■ he leaders of the community a t th a t time had immigrated d irec tly
from France. Fr. Menard, also a native of France, always spoke and
8%/Iicrofilm of pie  ̂ Thibodaux Sentinel , September 24, 1892, 
p. 3, col. 3, Nicholls State University Library.
8M icrofilm  of Thé Thibodaux Sentinel, October 29, 1892, p . 3, 
Col. 2, Nicholls State University Library.
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wrote in  the c la ss ica l French language. Not u n til  a f te r  Fr.
Menard's death in  January of 1896 did a p r ie s t  deliver a sermon 
in  the English language in  St. Joseph Catholic Church.
Choi's le t te rs  to re la tiv es  in  France t e l l  of h is homesickness 
th a t is  re flec ted  in  his "Songs Without Words" for v io lin  and piano, 
c . 1893, which is  sub titled  "Longing fo r Home."^^
In 1893, Archbishop Francois Janssens celebrated the s ilv e r anni­
versary of his priesthood. On April 25, 1893, the Centennial of the 
Catholic See (Archdiocese) of New Orleans was celebrated. In honor 
of Archbishop Janssens and the centennial celebration, Choi com­
posed Lauda Jerusalem Dominum for basso solo, chorus in  four p a rts , 
and organ. The actual dedication on the published edition is  "A 
sa Grandeur Monseigneur François Janssens, Archivique de la  Nouvelle 
Orleans." This work was published by H. Wehrmann, 127 St. Peter 
S tree t, New Orleans, in  1893.^^ The performance of the work in  the 
S t. Louis Cathedral in  New Orleans during the centennial celebration 
was the pinnacle of Choi’s musical career. The occasion of the 
centennial jub ilee  was reported in  the Daily Picayune of New Orleans 
the following day in  an extensive report th a t dominated the f i r s t  
three pages of the paper. The f i r s t  paragraph read:
co ls. 2, 3, and 4, Nicholls State University Library. 
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With the ringing of be lls  and the booming of 
a r t i l le ry , with, music and pagentry and peaens of joy, 
with, prayer and thanksgiving and '̂Te Deums" of t r i -  
imph, the great centennial anniversary of the Catholic 
Episcopal See of New' Orleans was celebrated yesterday.
Bright and beautiful the day dawned, ideal in  color­
ing and rich  with the golden sunshine, of the tropical 
springtime. From the Gulf of Mexico to  fa r o ff 
Canada, from the A tlantic to the Pacific ocean, the 
chimes of the centennial jubilee had sounded, and 
yesterday witnessed in  New Orleans a c iv il and re ­
ligious demonstration such as has never been seen but 
once before in  any c ity  of the American u n io n .  90
In a le t te r  to Archbishop Janssens from Choi, he thanks the 
archbishop fo r the honor conferred upon him in choosing his com­
position Lauda Jerusalem Dominum for the occasion of the centennial 
anniversary of the consecration of the f i r s t  archbishop of New 
Orleans.
In a le t te r  to a "colleague" who is  not named, Choi expresses 
h is gratitude for the excellent performance of Lauda Jerusalem 
Dominum on the occasion of the centennial celebration a t the 
cathedral in  New Orleans. He specifically  recognizes Jfedemoiselle 
Tusson, the choirmistress a t the S t. Louis Cathedral celebration, 
for the fine  performance by the choir.
On July 3, 1893, Choi received a w ritten  inv ita tion  to  perform 
a benefit concert with a l l  proceeds to go to him. This inv ita tion  
was the re su lt of not only a life-long dedication to music in  and
90MicrofiIm of the New Orleans Daily Picayune, April 16, 1893, 
pp. 1-3, L.S.U. Library.
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around Thibodaux, but, , also , the notice given Choi less  than three 
months e a r lie r in  New Orleans. The signatures on the inv ita tion  
include: A. Jo le t , J r . ,  Manager of Thibodaux Sentinel ; E. J .  
Legendre, leader of Thibodaux Brass Band; W. C. Ragan, Mayor of 
Thibodaux; Mrs. Cecile M. Walsh, an old pupil; Theo P. Bergeron;
R. R. McBride; Mrs. L. P. Gaudet; Mrs. A. J .  Moulle; Thomas A. 
Badeaud; P. E. Lorio; Mrs. Juanita Lorio; Mrs. C. M. Stuart; Miss 
E. M. Stuart; L. P. Caillouet; J .  A. Munch; Alice Hofj&nan; and 
A. E. Hoffinan.^^
The benefit concert was divided into two parts  and presented 
on two successive n ights, July 29 and 30 of 1893. The review of 
these programs s ta tes :
These concerts were given in  honor o f, and as a 
most worthy compliment to . Professor E. Choi, organist 
of St. Joseph Catholic Church, and no doubt the most 
capable and most worthy music teacher tha t ever came 
to the Lafourche d is t r ic t  . . .  as evidence of th e ir  
appreciation of the professor of the God given a r t  of 
music and of th e ir  estimation of him as a most worthy 
and estimable c itizen , h is numerous friends and 
well-wishers tendered him these two complimentary .
benefits a ju s t trib u te  to his many s te rlin g  q u a litie s .
These programs featured not only Choi and his music, but also
performances by other outstanding musicians of the Thibodaux area
^^ocument in  Grant Collection.
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such, as the Home C ircle Orchestra, under the d irec tion  of Dr. J .
J .  Daigre; the  Thibodaux Brass Band, under the d irec tion  of E. J .  
Legendre; and individual performances by G. E, von Ifofe and J .  A. 
Trone'.̂ ^
Choirs mother, Pauline Clement Choi, widow of Joseph Aime  ̂
Choi, died in  Thibodaux on November 15, 1894, a t  the age of eighty- 
eight. Her death notice, which was posted throughout the town, as 
was the custom a t th a t time, incorrectly  s ta tes  th a t her age at 
the time of death was eighty-nine. During her years in  Thibodaux 
she was active in  the Socieiy des Dames de Bienfaisance de L’Eglise 
St. Joseph. During the War between the S tates, she served with the 
S isters  of Mount Carmel and other ladies of Thibodaux, caring fo r 
the wounded from both the Confederate and Union armies, without 
concern fo r her own safety . She devoted her services to  the worst 
wounded and most v io lent p a tien ts . While nursing the wounded and 
dying, she had f i le d  a formal complaint th a t resu lted  in  an order 
by General Wettzel, signed by Captain T. K. F u ller, dated "In the 
F ield November 8, 1862," ordering "No en lis ted  man of th is  Command 
w ill enter the premises of Mrs. Pauline Choi without w ritten  
authority under pain of punishment." Her character exemplified
S Îbid.
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Choi’s reputation as organist and choirmaster continued to 
grow, as noted in  the ' weekly'Thibodaux 'Sentinel of Saturday, Janu­
ary 4, 1896.
The choir of St. Joseph Church regaled the congre­
gation with beautiful singing and sweet music on New 
Year's Day. Prof. Choi is  en titled  to much praise 
for the care and success with which he tra in s  h is  choir, 
considered one of the best in  the s ta te  outside of the
m etropolis.97
The death of Father Charles M. Menard on Tuesday, January 7, 
1896, was a mournful occasion for a l l  of Thibodaux and fo r Choi in  
pa rticu la r. Choi had been a close friend  and employee of Fr. Menard 
fo r forty-two years. His duties a t both St. Joseph Catholic Church 
and a t Mount Carmel Convent brought Choi into contact with Fr. 
Menard on a daily  b a sis . His ardent respect fo r the man was made 
public in  speeches Choi gave on several occasions following Fr. 
Menard’s death.
Charles M. Menard was bom in  Lyons, France, on April 20, 1817, 
and emigrated to  America, arriving in  New Orleans in  February of 
1837. He went to Missouri fo r eighteen months to  study for the 
m inistry then returned to Louisiana to  study a t the Theological 
Seminary in  Assun^tion Parish in  P la tten v ille . After the f i r e  that 
. destroyed the seminary, he was sent to Thibodaux as v icar of St.
^^Microfilm of The Thibodaiix Sentinel, January 4, 1896, p. 3, 
co l. 2, Nicholls State Ihiiversity Library.
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Joseph. Catholic Church under Fr. S t. Aubin. He was ordained p rie s t 
January 30, 1842. In 1845 Fr. St. Aubin le f t  Thibodaux and Fr. 
Menard became pastor of not only S t. Joseph but a l l  of Terrebonne 
and Lafourche geographical parishes. The nearest Catholic church 
was Assumption Catholic in  Assumption Parish about twenty miles 
from Thibodaux. This large responsib ility  stimulated the energies 
of the young p rie s t. Without fear or h esita tion  he began his task 
by building St. Philomena Church in Labadieville in  1848; St. Mary 
Pamela near Raceland in 1849; Holy Saviour in  Lockport in  1850;
St. Francis de Sales in  Houma in  1854; Mt. Carmel Convent in  Thibo­
daux in  1855; St. Lawrence in  Chacahoula in  1857; the chapel of 
St. Charles six  miles below Thibodaux in  1874; the Chapel of St.
John four miles above Thibodaux, and St. Bridget four miles south of 
Thibodaux in  Terrebonne Parish in  1876.^^
He also replaced the wooden St. Joseph Church in  Thibodaux 
with a large and substantial edifice in  brick in  1847. The elevated 
calvary in  the park a t the rear of tha t church was also b u ilt  by 
Menard. His purchase of paintings, fu rn itu re , s tatuary , and a re l ic  
of the v irg in  martyr Ste. Valerie during a tr ip  back to France pro­
vided St. Joseph with a l l  of the elegant decor th a t he desired to 
enhance the re ligious atmosphere within the building. He also 
erected an iron fence around the church and a so lid  brick walk con­
necting the church with the town. "All these are witnesses of his
99ibid.
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administrative a b ility  and h is  indomitable w ill and energy.
The St. Joseph choir under the d irection  of Choi provided the 
music for the. requiem mass and funeral serv ice . The Thibodaux Brass 
Band provided the processional march. According to the account of 
the funeral in  the weekly Thibodaux Sentinel "The choir under the 
guidance of Prof. Choi acquitted i t s e l f  admirably and rendered the 
mass and funeral service in  masterly s ty le ."  Archibishop François 
Janssens of New Orleans spoke in  English a t the funeral.
Choi continued h is duties a t S t. Joseph Catholic Church and 
Mt. Carmel Convent under the new pastor, Fr. A. M. Barbier. On 
June 10, 1897, Archbishop François Janssens died while sa iling  to 
Europe. His remains were placed in  the sanctuary of the S t. Louis 
C a t h e d r a l . W i t h i n  two years the tivo p rie s ts  c losest to  Choi 
had died.
Members of the Braxton Bragg Camp 196 of the United Confederate 
Veterans of Thibodaux, Louisiana, honored Choi with a guest badge 
th a t permitted him to attend the reunions of 1900 and 1905.^®^
Choi’s desire for everything th a t he did to be well organized 
and formally recorded is  demonstrated in  the many blank forms and
lOllbid.
l^^A rticle t i t l e d  "Archbishop Janssens," The Morning S ta r, 
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c e r tif ic a te s  th a t he had p rin ted , such as. practice  time records and 
student evaluation forms. He also had blank foims. fo r monthly 
statements to parents of g ir ls  in  the singing (solfege) class a t 
Mount Carmel Convent, These forms were routinely used by Choi 
a f te r  the turn  of the century.
As the o ldest monber of the o rig inal faculty  of M)unt Caimel 
Convent, Choi was accorded the honor of delivering the main address 
fo r the F if t ie th  Anniversary Commencement. In his speech he d e ta ils  
the h isto ry  of Mount Carmel. He re fers  to the very beginnings of 
the convent when Father Menard had d iff ic u lty  in  persuading the 
prudent and modest Mother Therise, Mother Superior of the Mount 
Carmel S iste rs  in  New Orleans, to accept the re sponsib ility  of the 
new in s titu tio n . Mother Therise argued th a t the number of her 
s is te rs  was lim ited , as the Order had been decimated by yellow 
fever epidemics.
Father Menard prevailed and three S iste rs  of Mount Carmel a r­
rived in  Thibodaux to become tlie orig inal personnel along with two 
laywomen and a young music teacher. With th is  modest beginning in  
September, 1855, Mt. Carmel became so successful tha t the faculty  
had to be tr ip led  for the class opening of January 1856. Choi 
cred its Fr. Menard for the early  success of Mount Camel. He
^ '̂^Document in  Grant Collection.
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a ttrib u tes  the longevity of the in s titu tio n  to the fa ith fu l e fforts 
of the S isters of Mount Camel.
A newspaper a r t ic le  dated July 16, 1910, describes in d e ta il 
the F ifty -fourth  Annual Commencement of Mount Camel Convent on 
June 23 and 24, 1910. The extensive musical entertainment was 
provided by Professor Choirs music students. Professor Choi pre­
sented music awards to Misses Louise Webre, Edna Gautreaux, Louise 
Morgan, Annie May Fleury, Ethel Bourg, Geraldine Simoneaux, Mabel 
Ledet, Gladys Morgan, Marie G illy, Mildred Wright, Mathilde Delaune, 
L illian  Toups, Marie Blouin, and Bessie Blouin.^^^
The Thibodaux Volunteer Fire Department has a trad itio n  of 
discip line  and efficiency tha t dates back to 1858. Even today, in  
Thibodaux, the most prestigious award for a c itizen  to receive is  
th a t of being named an honorary member of the Thibodaux Volunteer 
Fire Department. This honor is  reserved fo r leading po litic ian s , 
d ign ita rie s , and persons who contribute sign ifican tly  to the wel­
fare of the community. On February 11, 1913, Choi was elected an 
Honorary Member of Thibodaux Fire Co. No. 1, and was invited to 
partic ipa te  in  the Annual Parade and Banquet of the Thibodaux Fire 
Department th a t was held on April 13, 1913.^^^
IQ̂ Ibid.
col. 1, Nicholls State IMiversity Library. 
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A newspaper a r t ic le ,  dated December 7, 1913, describes in  vivid 
d e ta il the St. Joseph Catholic Church Choir Party of tha t year.
Very Rev. Fr. A. M. Barbier was the genial and 
hospitable host la s t  Sunday a t a dining to  the members 
of the excellent choir of S t. Joseph Catholic Church.
Every year the pastor gives the choir a complimentary 
dining and la s t  Sunday the pastor following the ru le  
did himself honor and the cAoir much pleasure and 
sa tisfac tio n  a t the splendid banquet he placed before 
them. I t  was a fe a st fo r kings, someone said . The meal 
was served in  courses and each course in  turn surpassed 
in  excellence the previous. At the conclusion of the 
banquet, the pastor was toasted as was the venerable 
and distinguished leader of the choir par excellence, 
of which the local church has always boasted. Professor 
Emmanuel Choi. Those who sa t around the fe s tive  board 
were: Messrs. Philip  J .  Aucoin, Henri Riviere, E. J .
Legendre, V illie r  Legendre, Professor E. Choi, Misses 
Gertrude P e ltie r, Cecile Beauvais, Noemie Legendre,
Eva Lenain, C lotilde Choi, Pauline Choi, and Revs.
Father Barbier and ffiibert.^^®
Choi and h is daughter Pauline Choi both joined the Louisiana 
Music Teachers’ Association in  1914. A printed membership l i s t ,  
dated 1914, survives in the Choi Papers in  the Louisiana State 
University Archives. This may be the e a r lie s t record available of
On May 25, 1916, Thibodaux was shocked by the destruction by 
f i r e  of St. Joseph Catholic Church. Choi was recovering from 
illn e ss  a t  the time of the f i r e .  Pauline Choi, his daughter who 
was fifty-seven years old a t the time, risked her l i f e  saving Choi’s
^®%Iicrofilm of The Commercial Journal, December 7, 1913, p . 2, 
co l. 7, Nicholls State University Library.
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music from the flames. She Was almost overcome by smoke and heat, 
but was rescued by others who helped save some of the contents of 
the church. Among the losses was one composition by Choi which he 
prized very highly. One newspaper account describes the reaction 
of Choi to  the destroyed church:
When he learned of the catastrophe, he in s isted  on 
being taken to  the p lace, and viewing the remains, the 
venerable old gentleman wept b i t te r ly  and h is  moaning 
and exclamations, i t  is  said, by those who were present, 
would have turned hearts of stone, so p i t i f u l  were th e y .I l l
Choi did not long survive the structu re  th a t he loved so w ell.
At about noon on Monday, September 11, 1916, Emmanuel Choi died
a fte r  a year of illn e ss  due p rinc ipa lly  to  old age. His funeral
was held in  S t. Joseph Hall on Tuesday, September 12, a t 10:30 A.M.,
with a requiem mass conducted by the Very Rev. Frs. A. M. Barbier,
Ravoire, and Ghude, assis ted  by a number of acolytes. I t  was one
of the la rg est funerals ever seen in  Thibodaux. The organ was played
by Joseph Amedee. The choir was reinforced by a number of former
members. A delegation of Catholic Knights were there as were many
people from Assumption and Terrebonne Parishes, in  addition to those
from Lafourche Parish. The remains were reverently deposited in  the
St. Joseph. Cemetery on the church, grounds. Later, h is  remains were
IIL'Document in  Grant Collection.
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transferred  to  a new grave in  the St. Joseph Cemetery, where they 
s t i l l  repose.
Choi’s influence as. a composer, performer, and teacher of 
music reached thousands in  Lafourche, Terrebonne and Assumption 
Parishes.
He taught vocal and instrumental music of a l l  kinds, 
and many are the musicians and lovers of music in  th is  
and the adjoining parishes who learned th e ir  a l l  in  music 
from him, thousands having been h is pupils. Large have 
been the crowds tha t have repeatedly been entranced, 
elevated, and th r i l le d  as i t  were, by the peals ro lling  
out in  a l l  e:q)ressiveness from the big pipe organ in  
St. Joseph Church. Faithful to  duty, he was always a t 
h is post, save during his absence on a tr ip  to his native 
land, and recently when illn ess  compelled him to take to 
h is  home, but his daughters presided a t the organ in  his 
stead. He always had an excellent choir, and many are 
those who have furnished vocal music in  the church under 
his splendid leadership and guidance. Genteel, a 
polished gentleman, esteemed by a l l  who knew him, a 
devoted husband, an affectionate fa ther, besides a 
fa ith fu l Christian. He composed several masses and 
other musical compositions tha t held high rank and tha t 
were recognized, a number of which were used in  d if fe r ­
ent churches, including.the St. Louis Cathedral in  New 
Orleans.
The c itizens of today in  Thibodaux s t i l l  remember the esteem 
with which th e ir  parents and grandparents held the French music 
professor Emmanuel Choi. His devotion to music in  the area through 
teaching and providing music for every occasion had a profound 
inçact on the musical heritage of the Lafourche country.
^ ^ ^ c ro film  of The Comet, September 14, 1916, p . 2, co ls. 2 
and 3, Nicholls State University Library.
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Chapter 3
A CATALOGUE OF THE MUSICAL COMPOSITIONS
OF EMMANUEL CHOL
The extant musical conçositions of Emmanuel Choi were composed 
in  essen tia lly  the same sty le  from his e a r l ie s t  to his la te s t .  The 
s ty le  is  sim ilar to tha t of established French composers, such as 
Daniel-François Auber (.1781-1871), Jacques Halevy (1799-1862), and 
Adolphe Adam (1803-1856) of the mid-nineteenth century. Choi was 
studying music a t the M aîtrise de la  Notre Dame de Paris a t the 
time these conçosers were active.
Choi was a contençorary of Cesar Franck (1822-1890) and Camile 
St.-Saens (1835-1921) but was not influenced by them, nor was there 
any significant progression in  his musical s ty le  a fte r he immigrated 
to America in  1854. His formal musical tra in ing  a t the m aîtrise pro­
vided him with a strong grounding in  trad itio n a l functional harmony 
and counterpoint.
In te rest in  chromaticism and romanticism was typical of nineteenth 
century composers. His musical s ty le  is  no exception and is  consist­
ent w ith.his romantic t i t l e s  such as: "Pleasant Dreams Waltz,"
"Tennessean Flower Waltz," "Remembrances of Louisiana," and "F irst 
Love." His musical sty le was v e rsa tile  enough to cover both 
litu rg ica l and secular conçositions, but certa in ly  not innovative
56
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in  respect to  harmony, form, counterpoint, or orchestration. 
Chromaticism is  found in  both h is melodic and harmonic w riting. 
Chromatic a ltera tions of nonharmonic tones, such as ra ised  lower 
neighboring tones and of a lte red  chord tones, such as ra ised  th irds 
or lowered sevenths in  secondary dominant seventh chords, account 
fo r most of his chromatic a lte ra tio n s  within the context of a 
fixed key. Occasional modulations to foreign keys account fo r many 
seoningly apparent chromaticisms found in  some of his works.
Choi's piano works are mostly character pieces composed fo r, 
and dedicated to , his piano students and therefore are not excep­
tio n a lly  d if f ic u lt  to perform. L i t t le ,  i f  any, influence of 
Franz L iszt [1811-1886) or Frederic Chopin (1810-1849) is  found 
in  Choi's piano music. His works fo r th is  medium are sentimental 
in  nature with an emphasis on immediate appeal. In th is  respect 
h is music is  best described as ars combinatoria, or reworking of 
m aterial and combinations of m aterials tha t work without very much 
emphasis on new ideas or concepts. Twenty-five d iffe ren t works 
fo r piano survive.
His pieces fo r organ are l i tu rg ic a l works w ritten  during his 
student years in  Paris, and fo r h is own performance as organist a t 
S t. Joseph Catholic Church in  Thibodaux, Louisiana. These works 
are technically more demanding than his piano works. Only eight 
works fo r organ survive.
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Like his piano music, h is instrumental music was composed 
prim arily for h is students and friends, and, therefore, is  not 
exceptionally d if f ic u lt  to  perform. Only eight instrumental works 
survive.
His solo vocal compositions re f le c t the same romantic sen ti­
mentality th a t is  found in  h is  piano works. These works were also 
w ritten  fo r h is students and friends. Most of these pieces are 
secular as opposed to  h is litu rg ic a l choral works. Twenty-one 
d ifferen t solo vocal compositions survive.
The choral music composed by Choi, like  a l l  of his music, 
represents a work-a-day type of conçosition. Practical considera­
tions, such as technical lim itations of his choir and specific  
requirements for special litu rg ic a l needs, d ictated  the type of 
music tha t he composed. He apparently was composing for specific 
occasions and not for posterity . Twenty-seven choral compositions 
survive.
Most of Choi's music remains unpublished, but in  complete 
form. Both published and manuscript editions are catalogued to 
provide future researchers with a complete l i s t  of the compositions 
and the location of each work.
The musical compositions of Emmanuel Choi are catalogued 
according to medium. Table I l i s t s  Choi's compositions for piano; 
Table I I ,  h is compositions fo r organ; Table I I I ,  h is instrumental 
compositions; Table IV, his vocal compositions; Table V, his choral
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
conçositions. The t i t l e ,  publisher, date, and the location o£ the 
composition are given for each. work. Unpublished compositions are 
lis te d  as Ms (manuscript). The publisher indicated by Wehrmann is  
Henry Wehrmann, lithographer, of New Orleans, Louisiana. A. E. 
Blackmar re fers  to the publisher, then located a t 167 Canal S tree t, 
New Orleans, Louisiana. A ll compositions are l is te d  in  chrono­
logical order in  each category. The designation n .d . indicated 
th a t no date has been established fo r the composition. All composi­
tions marked n.d. are catalogued a t the end of each tab le . The 
Choi legacy is  divided into three collections: The Choi Papers
in  the Department of Archives and Manuscripts, Louisiana State 
University in  Baton Rouge, Louisiana; the Choi papers known as the 
Jeanne Delas Gremillion Collection in  the Nicholls State University 
Archives in  Thibodaux, Louisiana; and the Grant Collection of Choi 
Papers belonging to Newton and Heloise Grant of New Orleans, Lou­
isiana. These collections are designated in  the tables as: L.S.U., 
N.S.U., and Grant. Only conçositions by Emmanuel Choi are cata­
logued. Compositions by h is  daughters, arrangements and transcrip ­
tions by Choi, and music by other composers owned by Choi are not 
included in  the catalogue, but are lis te d  in  the appendices accord­
ing to collection.
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Table I
PIANO MUSIC COMPOSED BY EMMANUEL CHOL
Olivia Polka Ms c. 1855 L.S.U.
Olivia Polka Ms Ap. 29, 1855 Grant
Lafourche Dragon March Ms c. 1855 Grant
Lafourche Dragon March Ms July 4, 1855 L.S.U.
Corinne Waltz Ms July 12, 1855 L.S.U.
Mary Waltz Ms 1856 Grant
Mary Waltz Wehrmann 1856 Grant
Mary Waltz Wehrmann 1856 L.S.U.
Recollections of Louisiana Ms 1857 L.S.U,
Pleasant Dream Waltz [Solo) Ms 1857 N.S.U,
Pleasant Dream Waltz (Solo) Ms 1857 Grant
L'echo lagunes Ms c. 1857 Grant
L’esperence mazurka Ms c. 1857 Grant
Pleasant Dream Waltz (Duo) Ms Oc. 12, 1859 Grant
Remembrances of Louisiana Ms c. 1860 Grant
Apr&s la  priere Ms Oc. 26, 1867 Grant
Sauve que peut Ms 1867 Grant
60
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Table I -- Continued
61
T itle Publisher Date Collection
Sauve due peut A. E. Blackmar 1867 Grant
Grace Galop A. E. Blackmar 1868 L.S.U.
Sourire du printemps A. E. Blackmar 1869 Grant
Sourire du printemps Wehrmann 1869 Grant
Sourire du printemps A. E. Blackmar 1869 L.S.U.
La (erased) Ms Aug. 18, 1886 Grant
U ntitled Ms i\pr. 16, 1915 Grant
Marche, Nuptial Ms (incomplete) n .d . L.S.U.
Valse b r il lan te Ms n.d. Grant
Tennessean Flower Waltz Ms n.d. Grant
L'absence e t le  retour Ms n.d. Grant
Happy New Year Galop Ms n.d. Grant
Valse b r il lan te Ms n.d. Grant
Untitled Duo Ms n.d. Grant
F irs t Love . Ms n.d. N.S.U.
Washington A rtil le ry  Polka Ms n.d. N.S.U.
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Table II
ORGAN MUSIC CCMPOSED BY ENMNUEL CHOL
T itle Publisher Date Collection
O ffertoire Ms July 30, 1852 Grant
Récit de hautbois Ms Aug. 12, 1852 Grant
O ffertoire Ms Oct. 13, 1852 Grant
Solo de flu tes Ms Nov. 1852 Grant
O ffertoire Ms Feb. 24, 1853 Grant
Seigneur Dieu's Clemence Ms c. 1855 L.S.U.
Morceaux d ’orgue pour 
un mariage Ms n.d. Grant
Meditation pour orgue Ms n.d. Grant
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Table III
INSTRUMENTAL MUSIC COMPOSED BY EMVIANUAL CHOL
T itle Publisher Date Collection




St. P atrick ’s Day
(Violin and Piano) Ma
Duo concertant
(2 Violins and Piano) Ms
Capitaine shipard (Violin) Ms
L’esperence (Violin) Ms
Atlantique polka
OEb Clarinet and D.B.) Ms
Countrepoint double dans
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Table IV
SOLO VOCAL MUSIC CCMPOSED BY ENMANUAL CHOL
T itle Publisher
Les Oiseaux Ms Aug. 26, 1852 Grant
0 Salu taris Ms Nov., 1852 Grant
0 Salutaris Ms July 29, 1853 Grant
Le Ciel Ms Jan. 26, 1855 Grant
ünne couvoiine a Marie Ms Mar. 21, 1855 L.S.U.
0 Salu taris (Soprano) Ms Aug. 12, 1862 Grant
Cantique à Ste. Valerie Ms Apr. 28, 1867 Grant
Helln, Henriette, Adeline Ms June 10, 1871 L.S.U.
La Muette de Portici* Ms Dec. 26, 1884 L.S.U.
Ave Maria Ms c. 1886 Grant
Ave Maria Ms c. 1886 L.S.U.
Ave Maria Ms Oct. 22, 1892 N.S.U.
There is  No Heart But, 
Hath i t s  Inner Anguish Ms n.d . Grant
Pourquoi l ’aimer Ms n.d. Grant
Pourquoi l ’aimer Wehrmann n.d . Grant
While the Sun Goes Down Ms n.d . Grant
L’âme en peine Ms n.d . Grant
‘NOTE: Same t i t l e  of opera by Auber.
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Table IV--Continued
65
T itle Publisher Date Collection
Chant des r iz iè re s Ms n.d. L.S.U,
L’hirondelle Ms n.d. L.S.U,
La favorite Ms n.d. L.S.U.
Les p e ti ts  orphelins Ms n.d . L.S.U,
Hommage a Madame la
Supérieure du Convent 
de S t. Joseph. Ms n.d. L.S.U.
Heupl Ms n.d . L.S.U.
Les travaux so rt f in is
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Table V
CHORAL MUSIC COMPOSED BY EMVIANUEL CHOL
T itle Publisher Date Collection
Messe Ms 1852 Grant
Mass Ms Oct. 26, 1854 L.S.U.
A la  mémoire Veneree de Mere 
Therise e t de Mère Saint 
Augustin Ms July, 1856 Grant
P e tite  messe Ms 1861 L.S.U,
Messe des morts Ms Nov. 16, 1865 L.S.U,
Ave Maria Ms Aug., 1882 Grant
Messe Impériale Ms Jan. 1, 1888 Grant
Cause perdue (Complete) Ms 1889 Grant
Cause perdue - Bamboula 
(Bass Part Only) Ms 1889 L.S.U.
0 Salutaris Ms Feb. 10, 1892 Grant
Messe royale Ms c. 1893 Grant
Lauda Jerusalem Dominum Ms 1893 L.S.U,
Lauda Jerusalem Dominum Wehrmann 1893 L.S.U,
Lauda Jerusalem Dominum Wehrmann 1893 N.S.U,
LaUda Jerusalem Dominum Wehrmann 1893 Grant




O ffertoire deSte. Valerie Ms
3 Morceaux de chant Ms
Messe des doubles Ms
0 Salutaris Ms
Messe des morts Ms
O ffertoire pour le  jour de 
pâques e t tençs Pascal Ms
Messe a 4 voix Ms
Choeurs D*Esther Ms
Cantique a St. Valerie Ms
Choeurs e t so li pour 
soprani e t a l t i  Ms
Choeur des montagnards Ms
La brise  e st meutte Ms
Tantum Ergo, No, 1 Ms
A lleluia Ms
L’Etoile des p ra iries  Ms
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APPENDIX 1
CHOL PAPERS IN THE NICHOLLS STATE UNIVERSITY ARCHIVES 
(Reproduction of Archival Inventory)
MSS-X Jean Delas Gremillion Collection.
Given by Alcuin F. Gremillion, Choi J .  Gremillion 
and Heloise Gremillion Grant. 1975.
Misic of Bnmanuel Choi family, including orig inal com­
positions and arrangements by Emmanuel Choi and his 
daughter C lotilde Choi.
MSS-X-1 Music Conposed and Arranged by Emmanuel Choi.
Item
1. Kyrie and Tantum Ergo, arranged by E. Choi — one sheet, 
both sides p a rtia lly  tom . (Words and music).
2. "A lleluia” - arrangements fo r soprano, a lto , tenor and 
bass with choir, for organ and piano (words and music).
3. Folder, with words and music: "0 S a lu ta ris ,"  No. 1;
"Tantum Ergo," No. 2; "Tantum Ergo," No. 1, by E. Choi;
"0 Salu taris ,"  No. 2; "0 S a lu taris ,"  arranged by E. Choi 
on an Ita lia n  a ir ;  "Veni Creator," "0 S a lu ta ris ,"  by 
Victor Hammurei; "Tantum Ergo," by Victor Hammurei,
4. Single sheet, words and music: "Come, Holy Ghost,
Creator B lest;" "0 Salutaris H ostia," (No. 2).
5. Book of sacred music -- words and music of hymns., Masses, 
îyfess responses, etc.
6. Single sheet: "Hommage a St. Joseph," words and music.
7. Single sheet: words and music "0 Salu taris Hostia."
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8. Single sheet: words and music, "Tantum Ergo," No. 1,
by E. Choi; "Tantum Ergo," by E. Choi; "O' S a lu ta ris ,"
No. 1; "0 S a lu ta ris ,"  No. 2; "0 S a lu ta ris ,"  arrange 
par E. Choi sur an a ir  I ta lie n ; "Tantum Ergo," No. 2
9. Two sheets, id en tica l, words and music: "0 S a lu ta ris ,"  
No. 2; "Tantum Ergo," No. 1, by E. Choi; "0 S a lu ta ris ,"  
by C. M. Choi.
10. Folder: music only. Duo Concertant, pour deux violons 
avec acconçagnement oblige de Piano, sur one romance 
sans paroles, de Fr. Thome , par E. Choi.
11. Three sheets : "A lle lu ia ," arrangements fo r soprano
and choir, organ; tenor with choir; basso with choir.
12. Folder, words and music: "Aux Saluts due S t. Sacre­
ment;" "Laudate Dominum," one page of music, u n title d , 
without words.
13. Folder, words and music: "Le Patronage de Saint Joseph,
Confesseur (le  3 Dimanche après Pâques)."
14. 10 copies : "Lauda Jerusalem Dominum, O fferto ire ,"
Solo e t Choeur a 4 voix, par Emmanuel Chôl, organiste 
de l ’Eglise Saint Joseph, Thibodaux, La. F ir s t  copy 
marked "Chante a la  Grand Messe du lOGieme anniver­
saire  do la  Cathédrale," and dedicated "a sa Grandeur 
Monseigneur Francois Janssens, - Archevêque de la  
Nouvelle Orleans." F irs t copy also marked "Hommage 
respectivieus de 1’auteur a Monsieur le  Reverend 
Pere."
15; ■ Folder, words and music" "In the Garden of Tomorrow,"
words by Geo. Giaffe, J r . ;  music by Jessie  L. Dippen; 
music only, "Brightly Dawns Our Wedding Day," by Arthur 
Sullivan; words and music, "In a Garden of Roses in  
June," by Dorothy E l lio tt .
16. Book of Catholic Church Music -- Masses, Vespers and
Responses, with an acconpaniment for the piano or organ; 
index on cover page.
17. Folder, words and music - Kyrie, Gloria, Credo, Sanctus 
and Agnus of the Mass.
18. Book, words and music of Mass by Louis Selle - copy­
rig h t 1887, by 0. Ditson and Co.
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19. Folder, words and music - "Pie Jesu;" "Oro Suplex,"
arranged fo r tenors and baritones.
2Q. Music book, Fischer’s Edition No. 2800 - Organ Accompani­
ment to  Kyriale sive Ordinarium Missae, harmonized by 
Rev. L. ^Ënzette, copyright 1906, J .  Fischer § Bro.,
New York.
21. IWo sheets, p a r tia lly  f i l le d  in  with music.
22. Folder (appears to  be exercises for piano students):
"Song of the Marines;" "Song of the P ira tes ;"  "Echoes 
of Bigland."
23. Folder (music only), "The Pleasant Dream Waltz,"
Respectfully dedicated to  Mrs. Walker.
24. Folder (music only) "Sourire du Printenç)S, Mazurka,"
Emmanuel Choi, Respectfully dedicated to  my Pupil,
Miss S a llie  Greene.
25. Folder - words and music, "Messe Royale, Canto 
(Gregorian),"  arranged par E. Choi.
26. Single sheet, words and music of Credo, Sanctus, Agnus 
Dei, Tantum Ergo No. 1.
27. Folder, music only: "L’E toile  des P ra ir ie s , Suite de
Vàlees" par E. Choi.
28. Two p a rtia lly  tom  pages of music, one with notes marked, 
one with Latin words.
29. Half sheet, words and music "Hommage a St. Joseph."
30. Single sheet, words and music, "Credo," from Messe 
Solonelle, Luigi Bordese.
31. Folder: music "A mes Elèves, Alice Delas e t Pauline
Choi, F irs t Love e t Washington A rtille ry  Polka, arranges 
a quartre mains pour le  Piano par E. Choi."
32. Part of a music book (presumably a l l  e ither conposed or 
arranged by Emmanuel) with index on f i r s t  page.
33. Single sheet, words and music, "I Miss You Most a t 
Twilight."
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34. Two folders of arrangements of Triumphal Mass, R. J . 
Sorin.
35. Folder, words and music of an "Ave Maria.”
36. Two single sheets - iden tical sets of arrangements of 
”0 Salu taris” (J. Weigand) and Ave Maria (Franz Abt).
37. Folder, "Responses de la  Messe,” words and music (chant).
38. Tom b its  of music sheets, one containing pa rt of
”0 Salu taris” by E. Choi, another pa rt of a Credo, e tc .
39. Five sheets -- portions of hymns or parts of Masses - 
scraps of words and music.
40. Folder, words and music ”Ave Maria,” par E. Choi, 22 
Octobre, 1892. Appears to be a working copy, as there 
seem to be corrections, notes stricken, e tc .
41. Half sheet of music, finger exercises for beginning 
piano students.
42. Single sheet, words and music of "Adeste F id e lis .”
43. Music book, t i t le d  on front cover "Morceaux Detaches - 
Tenori,” (Tenors). Words and music.
44. Folder, words and music: "Ecce Sacerdos;" Benediction
responses; Confirmation (Come Holy Ghost) by C. M.
Choi; Esprit - Saint Dieu du Lumière;” and "Tantum Ergo,” 
by E. Choi.
45. Single sheet - words and music, "L'esperence.”
46. Book of hymns and Masses -- words and music.
47. Book of hymns — words and music.
48. Folder, music only, "Elegie,” par Emmanuel Choi, and 
marked a t  the top of f i r s t  page, (23 J u i l le t  1912), "A 
la  mémoire de mon jeune ami Louis Ancoîn.”
49. Single sheet, words and music; "Tantum Ergo,” by E.
Choi; ”0 S a lu taris ,” No. 1; ”0 S a lu ta ris ,” arrange 
par E. Choi sur an a ir  I ta lien ; "Tantum Ergo," No. 2; 
"Veni Creator.”
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Box 2
Single sheet, words and music: "Tantum Ergo," by
E. Choi; "Regina Coeli;" "Blessed Virgin Mary, Bring 
Flowers of the Rarest."
51. Folder, words and music: "0 S a lu ta ria ,"  No. 1; "Tantum
Ergo," No. 2; "0 S a lu ta ris ,"  No. 2; "Tantum Ergo," No. 1, 
by E. Choi; "0 S a lu ta ris ,"  and "Tantum Ergo," by Victor 
Hammurei.
52. Folder, music only, "Messe Pour Les Morts."
53. Book of music, some with words. Psalms, Responses, etc.
54. Folder, f i r s t  page f i l le d ,  words and music, apparently 
pa rt of a hymn or song, in  Latin.
55. One sheet, music only, "0 S a lu ta ris ,"  appears unfinished.
56. One sheet, words and music, appears to be pa rt of a 
funeral service.
57. Folder, words and music (chant) In tro it  and Offertory 
for the Immaculate Conception, Dec. 8.
58. Two sheets, words and music (chant), Feast of the Sacred 
Heart - In tro it ,  Gradual and Offertory verses.
59. Book of hymns --  words and music -- for various occasions.
60. Folder, words and music, "Mother Beautiful and Fa ir,"  
arranged for soprano and a lto .
61. Sheets of music tied  with a s tring  — arrangements of 
Adeste F ide lis , with words, fo r vaious voices.
62. Two books, words and music, hymns for various occasions; 
antiphons, responses and verses for parts  of the Nfess 
for special occasions.
63. Folder, words and music arranged fo r soprano, as follows: 
"Coeur de Jesu;" "Ave Maria," (Wekerlin) ; "0 Salutaris ; " 
"Sweet Saviour Bless Us Ere We Go;" "In This Sacrement 
Sweet Jesus;" and "0 Jesus Christ Remember."
64. Folder, words and music as follows: "Coeur de Jesus;"
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"Ave Maria," (Wekerlin); "0 S a lu ta ris;"  "Sweet Saviour 
Bless Us Ere We Go;" and "0 Mater Admirabilis."
65. Folder, words and music: "Ave Maris: (Franz Abt); for 
Confirmation "E sp rit Saint, Dieu du Lumière;" and 
"Sweet Heart of Jesus."
66. Folder, words and music: "Jesus, %  God, My A ll;"  "0
Jesus C hrist Remember;" " Mater Admirabilis;" and 
"Sweet Heart of Jesus."
67. Folder, words and music: "Jesus, %  God, %  A ll;"  "0
Jesus Christ Remember;" "In This Sacrament Sweet Jesus," 
music by C. M. Choi; and "Esprit Saint, Dieu du lumiere."
68. Folder, words and music: "Jesus, My God, My A ll;"  "0
Jesus Christ Remember;" "0 Mater Admirabilis;" and 
"Sweet Heart of Jesus."
69. Folder, words and music: "Blessed Virgin Mary;" "Jesus,
%  God, My A ll;"  "0 Jesus C hrist Remember;" and "0 
Mater Admirabilis."
70. Single sheet, words and music (chant. Mass responses; 
"Ecce Sacerdos," and "Benediction response (P on tifice l)."
71. Two musical instruction  sheets, demonstrating whole 
notes, h a lf notes, e tc .
72. Two sheets of piano exercises for students.
73. One sheet (music for piano, no words) American folk
songs: "Far Far Away;" "Children’s Songs;" and
"Here Stands a Lovely Creature."
74. One sheet, music only: "The Farmer in  the Dell" and
"Lazy Mary," practice  exercises fo r piano students.
75. One sheet, p a tr io tic  song "America;" children’s song, 
"All Around the Mulberry Bush," practice exercises fo r 
piano students.
76. One sheet of piano exercises fo r practice  of position 
of fingers.
77. Folder, parts  of Mass fo r special occasions, "Commune 
d ’une Vierge," In tro it ,  Offertory; "S t. P ierre Antioch," 
I n tro it ,  Gradual and Tract Offertory.
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87.
One sheet, practice  exercise fo r piano students, 
presumably.
Folder, words and music: "0 Love Divine" (GeOr D.
Nevin] ; "Ave Maria" (Franz Abt); and "Dear Heart of 
my Saviour."
One sheet, words and music: "Mary, How Sweetly Falls
That Word," and "Mother Beautiful and F air."
One sheet, words and music, "Veni Creator."
Folder, In tro it,  Gradual and Offertory for Immaculate 
Conception, Dec. 8; In tro it,  Gradual and Offertory for 
îfess of the 27th of May, 1933.
Folder, words and music: "Coeur de Jesus;" "Ave
Maria" (Wekerlin) ; "Sweet Saviour, Bless Us Ere We 
Go;" and "Sweet Heart of Jesus."
Single sheet, words and music, "Sweet Heart of Jesus."
Single sheet, words and music, "Cantique a Saint Ann," 
by C. M. Choi.
Folder, words and music (chant]: In tro it,  Gradual, Offer­
tory, Mass fo r St. Anne; In tro it,  Gradual Offertory, St. 
(Blessed) Sacrement; In tro it,  Gradual, Offertory, Feast 
of the Kingship of Our Lord Jesus Christ.
Folder, words and music (chant) : Mass, Commune d'une 
Vierge, Gradual, Tract, Offertory; In tro it,  Gradual for 
Immaculate Conception, Dec. 8; In tro it ,  Gradual fo r 
May 27, 1933; In tro it ,  Gradual, Offertory, S t. P ierre 
Antioch.
Folder, words and music (chant): In tro it,  Gradual,
Offertory, Feast of the Kingship of Our Lord Jesus 
Christ; In tro it,  Gradual, Offertory, The Feast of All 
Saints; In tro it,  Gradual, Offertory, Feast of St.
Peter Alcantara, Oct. 19.
Folder, words and music (chant): In tro it,  Gradual
Offertory, S t. Anne; In tro it,  Gradual and A lluluia,
St. (Blessed) Sacrement; In tro it,  Gradual, Offertory, 
the Feast of A ll Saints ; In tro it,  Gradual, Immaculate 
Conception, Dec. 8.
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90. Folder, words and music [chant): In tro it,.  Gradual,
Offertory, Commune d^une Vierge; In tro it ,  Gradual Of­
fe rto ry , S t..P ie rre  d ’Antioch.
91. Folder, words and music [chant): In tro it ,  Offertory,
St. Joseph; In tro it ,  Gradual, Offertory, S t. [Blessed) 
Sacrement; In tro it ,  Gradual, O ffertory, Feast of St. 
Peter Alcantara, Oct. 19.
92. Folder, words and music [chant): In tro it,  Gradual,
Offertory, St. Anne; In tro it,  Gradual, Offertory, S t. 
[Blessed) Sacrement; In tro it,  Gradual, Offertory, Feast 
of the Kingship of Our Lord Jesus Christ; In tro it,  
Gradual, Feast of All Saints.
93. Folder, words and music (chant): In tro it ,  Gradual,
O ffertory, Feast of St. Joseph, March 19; In tro it,  
Gradual, Offertory, Sr. (Blessed) Sacrement; In tro it,
- Gradual, Offertory, Feast of S t. Peter Alcantara,
Oct. 19.
94. Single sheet - words and music, "Ave Maria" (Franz 
Abt).
95. Three sheets of practice exercises fo r piano students.
96. Folder, music only, "Le Reveil de f/Iagdelein," -
'.'Valse composée sur un motif donne par Léon," apparently 
a d ra ft copy, with corrections. Marked "a mon cher 
ami Léon Clement - e t compose e t dedie."
97. Several sheets of practice exercises for piano students, 
clipped together.
98. Single sheet, words and music, " :a  Juive," arranged for 
second soprano.
99. Single sheet, words and music, second and th ird  verses 
(couplets) of an unidentified song.
100. Folder, words and music, "0 Salu taris" (Wiegand):
"Tantum Ergo," [E. Choi); "Ave Maria" (Franz Abt).
101. Two sheets of music only, "Eternal Day," apparently 
practice piece for piano students.
102. One sheet, music only, "Shadow Time," Reverie, Charles
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L. Johnson, arranged by Haxry L. Alford.
103. Single sheet, e ithe r the beginning of a composition,
or p rac tice  fo r piano students.
104. Single sheet of ta b le t paper, containing words of three
verses and chorus of a hymn or song e n titled  "Pourquoi 
ce tte  vive a lleg resse ."
105. Folder, words and music, "Porquoi ce tte  vive a lleg resse .'
106. Single sheet — F ir s t Rudiments (for piano students).
107. Folder, words only, of a poem or song beginning "Ne
pleure pas Enfant de France,; also poem or song "Rita 
l'espagnol."
108. Folder, music only, "Fond Memories Bring Gladness."
109. Folder, music only, "Mazurka No. 1," Joseph Hofinan.
110. Folder, music only, "Shadow Time," Reverie, Charles L.
Johnson, a rr . by Harry L. Alford.
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MSS-X Jeanne Delas Gremillion Collection.
Given by Alcuin F. Gremillion, Choi J. Gremillion,
and Heloise Gremillion Grant.
Music of Brananuel Choi family, including orig inal
conçositions and arrangements by Emmanuel Choi 
and his daughter C lotilde Choi.
MSS-X-2 Composed or arranged by Clotilde Choi.
Item
1. One sheet, words and music, no t i t l e ,  singly marked
"Misic, C. M. Choi.”
2. One sheet, words and music (Chant), In tro it ,  Gradual,
Offertory fo r the 27th of May, 1933.
3. One sheet, words and music (chant); In tro it ,  Gradual,
Offertory, for the Feast of the Kingship of Our Lord 
Jesus Christ; In tro it,  Gradual and Offertory for the 
Feast of St. Peter Alcantara, Oct. 19.
4. Two fo lders, each containing words and music of the Agnus 
Dei and Kyrie of the "Messe Impériale” Sanctus (Royale).
5. Two single sheets each containing words and music (chant):
In tro it ,  Gradual and Offertory for the Feast of the 
Kingship of Our Lord Jesus Christ; In tro it,  Gradual,
and Offertory for the Feast of All Saints.
6. Single sheet, words and music, ”0 S a lu ta ris ,” (C. M.
Choi); "Sweet Heart of Jesus.”
7. Folder, words and music, "Sweet Heart of Jesus” (A. L.
Choi); and Cantique a Ste. Anne” (musique C. M. Choi).
8. Folder, words and music (chant): In tro it,  Gradual and
Offertory for Feast of Ste. Anne; In tro it,  Gradual and 
Offertory, Feast of the Kii^ship of Our Lord Jesus Christ; 
Cantique a Ste. Anne,” musique C. M. Choi; In tro it,  
Gradual and Offertory, Feast of St. Joseph, March 19.
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9, Folder, ”0 S a lu ta ris ,” No. 2; ’’Tantum Ergo,” No. 1; and
”0 S a lu ta ris ,” . C. M. Choi. Words and music.
IQ. Folder, words and music (chant): In tro it,  Gradual,
Offertory, the Feast of All Saints - C.M.C., In tro it,  
Gradual, Offertory, Immaculate Conception, Dec. 8.
11. Folder, words and music [chant): In tro it,  Gradual,
Offertory and Tract, Feast of St. Joseph, March 19;
In tro it,  Gradual, Immaculate Conception, Dec. 8.
12. Single sheet, words and music, ”In This Sacrament Sweet 
Jesus,” arranged fo r a lto , music by C. M. Choi; ’’Dear 
Ifeart of %  Saviour,” arranged fo r a lto ; ’’Cantique a 
Ste. Anne,” music by C. M. Choi.
13. Single sheet, words (Latin) and music, not t i t le d .
14. Single sheet, music only, ’’Prelude,” by C. Choi.
15. Half sheet, music only, ’’Funeral Dirge,” by C. M. Choi; 
Offertory, by C. M. Choi.
16. Folder of music — several compositions or arrangements 
by C. Choi, u n titled .
17. Single sheet, music only, ’’Prelude,” by C. Choi.
18. Folder, words and music: ”Dear Heart of My Saviour;”
’’Cantique de Ste Anne,” music by C. M. Qiol; ”Ave 
Maria,” (Wekerlin); ”In This Sacrament, Sweet Jesus,” 
music by C. M. Choi; ”Blessed Virgin Mary.”
19. ifymn Book, words and music, as follows: ’’Dear Heart of
%  Saviour,” 2nd arranged by C. M. Choi; ’’Jesus, %
God, îfy A ll” (for soprano) ; ’’Sweet Heart of Jesus;”
”0 S a lu ta ris ,” arranged by C. M. Choi; ’’Sweet Saviour I 
Bless Us Ere We Go;” ”0 Love Divine,” Geo. B. Nevin 
[for a l to ) ; ”0 Jesus Christ, Remember;” Confirmation
’’Esprit Saint Dieu de Lumiere;” fo r Confirmation, 
’’Come Holy Ghost,” by C. M. Choi; ”0 Mater Admirabilis.”
20. Single sheet, words and music. Confirmation hymn, ’’Esprit
Saint, Dieu de Lumiere.”
21. Single sheet, words and music. Confirmation [’’Come Holy
Ghost), music by C. M. Choi; ’’Ecce Sacerdos;” ’’Antienne
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pour la  Confirmation, Apres la  Confiimation; and 
. Benediction Pon tificale ."
22. Polder, words and music: "0 Saint A utel;" "Sweet Heart
of Jesus;" "Jesus, My God, My A ll;"  Confirmation C'Come 
Holy Ghost"), music by C. Choi, soprano arrangement; 
and "Ecce Sacerdos."
23. Folder, words and music, for Confirmation, "Come Holy 
Ghost," music by V. M. Choi, arranged fo r a lto ; After 
Confirmation (Latin); "Mother, Beautiful and F a ir,"  
arranged fo r a lto ; and "Jesus, My God, Nfy- A ll,"  a r­
ranged for soprano.
24. Single sheet, words and music, for Confirmation, "Come
Holy Ghost," music by C. M. Choi, arranged fo r a lto ; 
"Antienne pour la  Confirmation, ^ r e s  la  Confirmation" 
(Latin); and "Ecce Sacerdos."
25. Single sheet, words and music, fo r Confirmation "Come
Holy Ghost," by C. M. Choi.
26. Single sheet, words and music: For Confirmation, "Come
Holy Ghost," music by C. M. Choi, arranged fo r soprano; 
and "Cantique a Ste Anne," musique by C. M. Choi.
27. Single sheet, words and music: Confirmation "Come, Holy
Ghost," music by C. M. Choi, arranged fo r soprano; and 
"Blessed Virgin Mary."
28. Folder, words and music: 'TDear Heart of My Saviour;"
"Cantique de Ste. Anne," musique par C. M. Choi; "In 
This Sacrament Sweet Jesus," music by C. M. Choi;
"Blessed Virgin îfery;" and "Jesus, %  God, My A ll."
29. Single sheet, words and music: Confirmation "Come Holy
Ghost," music by C. M. Choi; "Dear Heart of Nfy- Saviour," 
both arranged for soprano.
30. Single sheet, words and music: "Dear Heart of My Saviour;'
"In This Sacrament Sweet Jesus," music by C. M. Choi, 
both arranged fo r soprano.
31. Folder, words and music: "Coeur de Jesus;" "Ave Maria"
(Wekerlin); "Sweet Saviour! Bless Us Ere We Go;" "0 
S a lu taris ,"  arranged by C. M, Choi; and "In This Sacra­
ment Sweet Jesus," music by C. M. Choi.
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32, Single sheet, words and music: "0 S a lu ta ris ,” arranged 
by C. M. Choi; "Sweet Saviour Bless Us Ere We Go;”
”0 S alu taris” (Second), arranged by C. M. Choi.
33. Single sheet, words and music: "In This Sacrament 
Sweet Jesus,” music by C. M. Choi.
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MSS-X Jeanne Delas Gremillion Collection.
Given by Alcuin F. Gremillion, Choi J. Granillion and
Music of Emmanuel Choi family, including original
compositions and arrangements by Emmanuel Choi 
and hid daughter C lotilde Choi.
MSS-X-3 Sacred Music from Choi Collection.
FOLDER NO.
1. Items Cl) and (.2): Two small books containing funeral music
and litu rgy , also the complete Office of 
the Dead.
2. Item (1) "Ave Maria," vocal arrangement with piano
accompaniment - (a) music by L. Cherubini;
(b) soprano solo, composed by Rossini, 
copyright 1896.
Item (2) Duet for tenor and baritone - "Crucifix,"
composed by J .  Faure; copyright 1879.
Item C3) Solo for soprano or tenor - "Ave Maria e t
0 Sa lu ta ris ,"  composed by Ad. De Doss, 
copyright 1881.
Item C4) "0 Salutaris Hostia" (0 Great Redeeming
S acrifice), arrangement for piano or organ 
accompaniment, composed by Henri Panofka, 
copyright 1891.
Item C5) Solo for Soprano or Tenor - "Shepherd, Divine
1 Come," composed by Frederic Jerome, copy­
rig h t 1900 (words of 0 Salutaris inserted 
in  p encil).
Item (6) Mass composed by Louis Selle , copyright 1887.
3. Item Cl) "Petite  Messe Solennelle," A Deux Voix
Choeur a 2 parties  e t solos (2 p a rtie ) , com­
posed by Luigi Bordese. This piece bears 
the signature of Bannon T. Blake, with the 
date 1876.
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Item C.2) ’’C rucifix ,” , fo r contralto  or baritone, com­
posed by J .  Faure, copyright 1879.
Item C3) Booklet, apparently chant responses of the
Mass: ’’Canticum Zachariae;” ”Toni Com­
munes Missae;” ’’Toni Evangelii;” ”In 
Paradisium;” ’’Tonis ad 'P ater N oster ';”
"Toni Praefationum,” copyright 1919.
Item (4) ”0 Salu taris Hostia” (The Lord Himself My
Shepherd Is ,  Psalm XXIII) fo r soprano or 
tenor, composed by Henry P o tier, copyright 
1894; ”0 Salu taris Hostia” (The Earth I t  
Is The Lord’s Alone, Psalm XXIV), composed 
by B. Hamma, copyright 1894; ”0 Salu taris
Hostia” (Great Is Our Lord), composed by
B. Efamma, copyright 1894; ”0 Salutaris 
Hostia” (Morning Hymn), composed by B.
Hamma, copyright 1894.
Item (5) Tom portion of one page of ’’Cantique En
L'Honneur de L'Immaculée Conception de la  
trè s  Sainte Vierge,” composed by Henri 
Fourrier (Professor de Musique e t Maitre 
de Chapelle de T ’Eglise S t. Joseph, Paroisse 
Lafourche).
4. Item- (1) ’’Come Unto Me” (St. Matthew XI - 28-30),
composed by H. Martin Van Lemep, copyright
1886.
Item (2) ”Ave Maria,” composed by Franz Schubert, copy­
rig h t 1902.
Item (3) Portions of book of French hymns, various
composers, two sets  apparently from same 
book, one showing signature of B. A. Choi 
a t top of page 55.
Item (4) Foeppel^s Mass in  Honor of the Holy Guardian
Angel, re-vised and arranged for two, three, 
or four voices by B. Hamma, copyright 1893.
Item (5) Mass in  honor of S t. Hedwig, conçosed by
Alfred J . S ilver, copyright 1916 - signa­
ture of Coralie Bergeron on f i r s t  page.
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Item "0 Salu taris" and "Tantum Ergo,", composed
by J .  Weigand.
Item (7) "Ave Maria," fo r two voices, composed by
J .  B. Wekerlin; "0 S a lu ta ris ,"  solo for 
soprano, çonçosed by J .  B. Croze; "Ave 
Maria," for two voices, composed by Mozart; 
"Ave Maria" fo r three voices, conçosed by 
Henri Fourrier. In th is  folder of hymns, 
there is  an in sert of what is  apprently 
an o rig inal score (one page), one side 
"Ave NIaria de Wekerlin," and the other 
side "Oro. Supplex pour Soprani e t Choeur."
Item (8) "Ave Maria," music by Minnie T. Wright,
copyright 1924; duet with v io lin  obligato.
Item (?) "Pe tite  Messe Solonelle," conçiosed by Luigi
Bordese, fo r two voices, or choir in  two 
parts with solos, with piano and organ 
acconçjaniment.
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^BS-X Jeanne Delas Gremillion Collection.
Given by Alcuin F. Gremillion, Choi J. Gremillion and
Heloise Gremillion Grant.
Music of Emmanuel Choi family, including orig inal
compositions and arrangements by Emmanuel Choi 
and his daughter C lotilde Choi.
MSS-X-4 French Vocal Music from Choi Family Collection
FOLDER ITEM NO. § COPYRIGHT
NO COMPOSER TITLE YEAR
1. (1) Gounod, Ch. Response de Medje’ -----
C2) Cançenhout, F. La Nouvelle Brabançonne 1853
C3) Michel, Ferdinand Les Oiseaux du Fou -----
(4) Arnaud, Etienne Rita L'Espagnole -----
(5) Carayon, Amedee de Armour e t
la  Tour Fantatisme-------------------------
(6) Chouders, Antony A une Etoile -----
(7) dè Latour, A ristide Daniel -----
(8) M arietti, G. La Response a la
Promise -----
(9) Hequet, î4r. Gustave 11 Ne Sait Pas -----
(10) Klein, Jules Rayons Perdus -----
Cil) Verdi, G. V ioletta (La
Traviata) -----
2. (1) Album of French Songs, composed by L. Clapison, no copy­
rig h t date. Songs as follows: "La Priere e t le  Travail;"
"La V isite  d'un P e tit  Oiseau;" "Le Reve de ma Vie;"
"Le Procès du V illage;" "Petites Fleurs Fanees;" "La 
Primeur de la  Vie;" "Le Tambour de L'Endroit;" "L'Arbre 
de Noel;" "Le Paradis Retrouve;" "Plus de Tristeese que 
de Bonehur;" "11 Faut Souffrir Pour Etre Beau."
C2) Massett, J . M. Peut Etre, C'Est Lui
(3) Book of Songs as follows: J . Conconne, "L'Aumône Pour des 
Fleurs;" J .  L. Batemann, "La Lanterne Magique au Pension­
na t;" G. Martin, "Pale Etoile du Soir."
(4) F. Massini Les Amours du Patrie
(5) Couturier, F e lic ia  Paquita
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MSS-X Jeanne Delas Gremillion Collection.
Given by Alcuin G. Gremillion, Choi J. Gremillion and
Heloise Gremillion Grant.
Music of Bnmauel Choi family, including orig inal
conçjositions and arrangements by Emmanuel Choi 
and his daughter C lotilde Choi.







Everybody's Happy \Vhen 
the Sun Shines 
C.2) Campbell, J .  H. In the Cottage of 
Kisses § Love 
C.3) Horwitz, Chas. Lucile
C4) Von La Hache, Theod. The Conquered Banner
C5) White, C. A.
C.6) Glover, Stephen 
C,7) M attel, Tito
. (1) Vickers, Geo. M.
(2) Hayes, John Winsler
(3) Jacoboski, Ed.
(4) Hon. Mrs. Norton
(5) J .  B. Dykes (with
words by Cardinal 
Newman)
(6) Foster, Stephen C. 
C7) Balfe, N. W.
(8) K jerulf, Halfdan
C9) ?
CIO) Vickers, Geo. M.
Two songs - Madeleine 
and Marguerite 
What Are the Wild 
Waves Saying 
Non e Ver ( I t  is  Not True)
U ntil Then
The Sweetest G irl of All 
Lullaby from "Erminie" 
Juanita
Lead Kindly Light 
%  Old Kentucky Home 
Ihen Y ou'll Remember Me 
Last Night (Sehnsucht) 
The Old Oaken Bucket 




3. CD Marks, Godfrey
C2) Cherry 
(3) Giebel, Adam
Sailing (Ere Jack Comes 
Home Again 
The Dear L i ttle  Shamrock 
Only One in  the World 
For Me




3. C4) Knight, J .  P.
C5) Vickers, Geo. M. 
C6) Balfe, M. W.
C7) White, C. A.
C8) Ruby, Emory P. 
(9} Campana, F.
CIO] Balfe, M. W.
(1) a. F. Paola Tosti
b. Rossini
C2] Glover, Stephen
(3) Wellings, Milton 







Rocked in  the Cradle of the 
Deep
Sweet Chimes of Long Ago 
Then Y ou'll Remember Me 
Come S ilver Moon 
Florence
See the Pale Moon (Guarda 
Che Bianca Luna)
Did’St Thou But Know (Si 
Tu Savais)
Forever and Ever 
La Separazione (The 
Separation)
Hymn to the Night 
Some Day
Ashes of Vengeance 
Love, I w ill Love Thee 
Ever 
My Mother Dear 
Serenade to  Ida 




5. (1) Glover, Stephen
(2) K jerulf, Halfdan
(3) Campana, F.
(4) Donizetti
(5) H arris, Chas. K.
(6) Wood Haydn
C7) Harding, Roger
(8) Udall, Lyn 
C9) Gwendler, H. F.
(10) Rogers, E. A.
Fairy Bowers
Last Night (Sehnsucht)
See the Pale Moon (Guarda 
Che Bianca Luna)
I ' l l  Pray fo r Three
(Sparzi D'Amano, from 
Lucia d i Lammermor 
Why Don't They Play With 
Me
Fairy Waters
P retty  K itty Doyle
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Box 7
MSS-X Jeanne Delas Gremillion Collection.
Given by Alcuin F. Gremillion, Choi J. Gremillion and
Heloise Gremillion Grant.
Music of Emmanuel Choi family, including orig inal
conçositions and arrangements by Emmanuel Choi 
and his daughter C lotilde Choi.









(6) Ascher, J r .













C8) Blackmar, H. D.
3. CD G urlitt
COPYRIGHT 
TITLE YEAR
Grande Polka de Concert 1895
Silver Spray (Etude de 
Concert) 1901
Les Grelots (Sleighbells) 1881
La Louisianaise (Polka)
Op, 10 -----
Longing, Op. 8, No. 5 1881
La Cascade de Roses 
Op. 80 1919
Valse des Fleurs, Op. 116 -----
La Cascade des Rubis -----
Overture to Masanielle -----
Song Book, as follows:--------------




Warblings a t Eve 
Merry Widow Waltz 1909
Uarda (Meditation) 1909




An der Quelle (By The Spring 
and Sdilummerlied (Slumber 
Song) 1887










Johnston, Edward F. 
Various
Fisher, Leander 








Murray, J .  R. (Arr) 





.Gottschalk, L. M. 
Ascher, J .
G. Capitani









C4) Ketter, E lla
(5) Wallace, W. V,
C6) Mendelssohn
(7) Hammerel, Victor 
Smith, Sydney
(8) Van Gael, Henri
(9) Lack, Theodore
5. (1) B artle tt, Homer V.
(2) Ketter, E.




Evensong (for organ) 1910
Book of Melodies as follows;
The Robin’s Departure 1875
In Shadow Land, Op. 411 1899
Merry Heart Gavotte 1897
Kentucky Jubilee 1899
Book of melodies as follows:
With Kind Regards 1919
The Swan (Le Cygne) -----
Then A Giant Chased Him 1919
Holy, Holy Power -----
Four Preludes -----




The Dying Poet 1892
Alice -----
Amanti e Sposi (Polka) -----
Les Feuilles Mortes
(Reverie-Etude)---------------- -----
Music book as follows:
On The Village Green 1895
Blumenstuck (Flower Piece)
Staccato Etude 
E lfin  Dance 
Thistledown Fancies 
Prelude
4-hand arrangements of popu­
la r  pieces (Un Songe d’une 
Nuit d’Ete: Nottumo;
Wedding March) -----
Jack and J i l l  1930
Romance, Op. 21 -----
Wedding March (1 page) -----
Stampede Galop-------------------- -----
Gaiete de Coeur -----
Le P e tit  Savoyard 1903
Valse - Arabesque -----
Hector (Galop b r il la n t)  1892
Success - Polka, Op. 254----- -----
The Pony Race, Op. 15,
No. 8 1906
Valse B rillan te  -----
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FOLDER
5. (5) Verdi
. (1) Loth, L. Leslie 




(5) Gottschalk, L. M.
(6) Godefroid, Felix




(10) M attel, Tito
(11) Thome, Francis
TITLE
Miserere from I I  Trova- 
to re , a r r .  by Charles 
Grobe
Souvenir de Jenny Lind, 




Rohemiannes Russes, Op. 46
Russiche Ziguenheder 
(Songs Without Words)
La S c in tilla  Mazurka 
La Reve (Etude Mélodique) 
(Op. 23)




Annen - Polka, Op. 117 -----
Floating Water L illie s
(Gavotte) 1898-1916
Grande Valse de Consert -----
Argonaise ——
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MSS-X Jeanne Delas Gremillion Collection.
Given by Alaiin F. Gremillion, Choi J. Gremillion and
Heloise Gremillion Grant.
Music of Emmanuel Choi family, including o rig inal
condos i t  ions and arrangements by Emmanuel Choi 
and his daughter Clothilde Choi.
MSS-X-7 Miscellaneous Items, including music publications, 
memoranda, e tc .
Item:
1. Copy of "The Etude," Pressera Musical Magazine, issue of 
June, 1917. Signature of Pauline Choi on cover.
2. Copy of "The Musical Observer," musical publication, 
issue of October, 1915.
3. Copy of "Music and M isicians," published by L. Grünewald 
Co., L td., New Orleans — no publication date.
4. Copy of "Everyday Life" magazine, issue of May, 1910.
5. Front and back covers of "The Etude" Magazine fo r October, 
1911, with p icture of Franz L iszt on front cover.
6. Copy of "The Metronome," musical monthly magazine, issue 
of A pril, 1896.
7. Copy of "L’Art M usical," musical publication in  French, 
published in  Montreal, issue of A pril, 1896.
8. Copy of "Chicago Household Guest," f ic tio n  magazine, 
issue of January, 1904.
9. Seven alphabet cards.
10. Envelope contains advertising matter about " la te s t  popular
song h its"  and "most famous popular c la ss ic s ."  Postmarked 
New York, NY, 1910, from The Fair Music Co., 1178 Broadway, 
New York, Envelope has pencilled music notes, and is  ad­
dressed to "Miss P. Choi, Thibodaux, Louisiana."
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11. Cover for "Proper of the Mass, for a l l  the Sundays of the 
Year," by Rev. Theo. Laboure, 0. M. I . Signed "Signed 
St. Joseph’s Church Choir, Thibodaux, La. 1923."
12. Folder (apparently two pages from a book or pançhlet) 
with picture en titled  (A Musicale." Hand-written notes 
about two conçositions on back.
13. Piece of paper with description of musical notes and signs 
used to w rite music; exançles of musical s ta f fs , c le fs , 
re s ts  and th e ir  values.
14. One page, printed in  French, apparently a preface to a 
music book.
15. Envelope addressed to "Mr. E. Choi, Thibodaux, La." from 
the B. F. Wood Music Co., 88 St. Stephen S t. ,  Boston 17. 
Contains samples (themes) of f if te en  numbers from the 
catalog of B. F. Wood Music Co. for Teachers of Piano, 
and order form with re turn  envelop. Pencilled notes on 
envelop.
16. Copy of "The Etude," Presser’s Musical Magazine, issue 
of January, 1919.
17. Two pages of hand-written notes, in  French (written on 
both s id es), presumably notes fo r a ta lk  or sermon on the 
400th anniversary of the discovery of America by Christopher 
Columbus. (There are obviously pages missing — the la s t  
two pages concern the S isters of Mt. Carmel a t Thibodaux).
18. Words of the song of hymn "Blessed Virgin Mary, Bring 
Flowers of the Rarest," hand w ritten  on both sides of 
one page, four verses and chorus.
19. Words of French hymn to the Blessed Mother, in  French, on 
one page, both sides (no t i t l e ) .
20. Words of the hymn "Nfother Beautiful and Fa ir,"  w ritten on 
one page, both sides, two verses and chorus,
21. Advertising sheet "New Material for Teachers," from L. 
Grünewald Co., L td., New Orleans.
22. Church card containing Mother of Perpetual Help Novena 
service, prayers and words of hymns.
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23. Folder of blank manuscript pages for music.
24. Chart, diagram showing value of the seven d iffe ren t notes
and th e ir  mathematical proportion in  re la tio n  to each 
other.
25. "Exercises, 2e P a rtie ,"  book of exercises fo r piano by
J .  B. Duvemey, Opus 240. This is  obviously a teacher’s *
manual.
26. Système Nouveau pour toutes les  Ecoles Normales de France."
Music course in  six  lessons fo r acconçanying sacred chant, 
a French publication. XXIII ed ition  of a course which
was awarded a s ilv e r medal a t  the University Exposition 
of 1878 in  France.
27. Folder of miscellaneous m aterial as follows:
. a . L etter; from office  of Professor Emmanuel Choi to
"Madame J .  Gaude," dated May 21, 1914, in  French, 
concerning v io lin  lessons he is  to give, presumably 
to  Mrs. Gaude’s th irteen-year-o ld  ch ild .
b. Words of song "Pourquoi ce tte  vive a llegresse ."
c. Small envelop from Thibodaux Drug Store, with p rescrip ­
tion  nuA er, issued by Dr. Dansereau, giving d irections
, for use, dated 11/29.99.
d. Words of hymn, "Ave Maria S te lla ,"  in  Latin, w ritten  
on back of a routing sheet from a New Orleans firm.
e. Words of hymn "Cantique a Ste. Anne," in  French.
f .  Memorandum — appears to  be choir d irections fo r 
funeral service.
g. Words of hymn "Hommage a la  Croix," in  French.
h. Three pages, fron t and back, complete directions fo r 
choir for a l l  Holy Week services from Palm Sunday 
through Easter Sunday.
i  Wedding in v ita tio n  (p a rtia lly  tom ) of Marie Antoinette 
Toups to Dr. Marcelin V. Marmande a t S t. Joseph’s 
Catholic Church, on Tuesday morning, January 16, 
year tom  o ff.
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j . Words of hymn, "Holy God We Praise Thy Name," in  
English.
k. Words of what appears to be second verse of a hymn, 
in  French.
1. Copy of Monthly B ulle tin , of the Louisiana State 
Board of Health, fo r December, 1924.
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APPENDIX 2
CHOL PAPERS IN IHE DEPARTMENT OF ARCHIVES AND MANUSCRIPTS, 
LOUISIANA STATE UNIVERSITY, BATON ROUGE, LOUISIANA 
• (Reproduction of Archival Inventory)
CHOL (EMMANUEL) PAPERS U-163 #1780
1845, 1854-1921, n,d, -164 #1906
1,213 items, and 6 manuscript volumes 41-29
and 31 prin ted  volumes Nsp.
Papers of Emmanuel Choi (1834-1916) of Thibodaux, Lafourche 
Parish; native of France, music teacher a t Mount Carmel Convent, 
and conçoser.
B ills  and receip ts, p ic tures, manuscript and sheet music, 
notebooks, pamphlets and other imprints re f le c t Choi's professional 
career, his a f f i l ia t io n  with the Catholic Church, and the education 
of h is  children in  Parochial schools.
Folder 1 1858-1859, 1862-1869 
7 Items
(Emmanuel Choi, French immigrant, in  Thibodaux, Lafourche 
Parish
2 le tte r s  in  French, from V. Pujos, Donaldsonville, in  
Ascension Parish, 1858, and Lourdes and Chassaignac,
New Orleans, 1859, to Choi, Thibodaux.
5 cancelled promissory notes and b i l l s  for music instruc­
tion , 1858-1859, 1862, 1868
Folder 2 1871-1879 
34 Items
97
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24 le t te rs  to Emmanuel Choi consisting of 9 le t te r s ,  in  
French, from Charles de la  Bretonne (Pseudonym, Jacques 
de Roquigny), ed itor of Journal L^Avèhir, New Otleans, 
concerning "La Cause Perdue," 1872-1874, 1876; 1 le t te r ,  
in  French, from R. N atile, New Orleans, 1875; 3 le t te r s ,  
in  French, from F. Chaipaux, music firm. New Orleans,
1877; 2 le t te rs  from Junius Hart, music house, New Orleans, 
1878; 1 le t te r ,  in  French, from Joseph E. LeBlanc, Pain- 
cou rtv ille . Assumption Parish, mentioning illn e ss  of 
E. F. H. Dugas, 1879; 6 le t te r s ,  in  French, from Philip 
Werlein, music house. New Orleans; 1 le t te r ,  in  French, 
from Armelise Dugas, Paincourtville, 1879; and 1 le t te r  
from Louis Grünewald, music firm. New Orleans, so lic itin g  
business, 1879.
2 invita tions to Choi from Leila Ewing to commencement 
exercises and musical soiree of Locquet In s titu te , New 
Orleans, 1871.
2 b i l ls  for music instruction  by Choi, 1871, 1873; 4 b i l ls  
for purchase of music and meat, 1874, 1877.
1 le t te r  from R. H. Allen, Rienzi Plantation, Lafourche 
Parish, recommending Choi to James M. Allen, 1872; 1 b i l l  
issued Mrs. Choi fo r purchase of dry goods, 1877. (2 items)
Folder 3 1880-1885 
71. Items
15 le tte rs  to Choi consisting of 5 le t te r s ,  in  French and 
English, from Junius Hart, 1880, 1882, 1884; 1 le t te r ,  in  
French, from music publisher (?), 1883; 6 le t te rs  from 
John Calder and Company, New Orleans sugar factory, 1883, 
1885; 1 le t te r ,  in  French, from Louise Hoffman, p iç i l ,  
expressing New Year's greetings, January 1, 1885; 1 le t te r  
from C. Lazard and Company, c lo th ie r. New Orleans, Janu­
ary 23, 1885; and 1 le t te r  from F. W. Bremer, music firm. 
New Orleans, so lic itin g  business, 1885.
1 le t te r  to Choi and Monnier from Scien tific  American,
■ Washington, D.C., concerning patent, August 10, 1885.
5 broadsides and broadsheets featuring programs a t Eglise 
St. Joseph, Thibodaux, directed by Choi, September 19, 
1880; concert program of Arbuckle and Colby, Boston,
Dec. 8, 1881; S t. Louis, fÆlssouri, Musical Union program, 
February 23, 1882; Charity Hospital, New Orleans, benefit
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program featuring Choi and daughter, Pauline, îfey 31, 
1883; and souvenir des fe tes  de Valenciennes, France, 
July 14-15, 1883.
46 miscellaneous items including 3 blacksmith b i l l s  from
H. Tetreau, Thibodaux, 1881, 1884-1885; 9 b i l l s  from 
Mt. Carmel Convent for tu itio n  of Elizabeth and C lotilde 
Choi, 1883, 1885; 4 tu itio n  b i l l s  and 1 report fo r Henry 
Choi from Thibodaux College, 1883, 1885; and 29 miscel­
laneous receip ts  fo r payment of taxes, dental services, 
box ren t, coal, merchandise and purchases from music 
houses, 1882-1885.
Folder 4 1886-1889 
122 Items
Munn and Conçany, editors of S c ien tific  American, le t te rs  
to Choi and Monnier commenting on patent fo r invention.
Feb. 20, March 2, and May 3, 1886. (3 items)
(Choi v is ite d  France in  June 1886; in  1888, he was d is ­
trib u to r of wine fo r Joseph Jordan, Anaheim, California)
12 le t te r s  and 1 card to Choi including 1 le t te r  from 
F, W. Bremer concerning piano sale , 1886; 1 l e t te r ,  in  
French, from Dr. A. Delevard, Houma, Terrebonne Parish, 
1886; 1 le t te r ,  in  French, from Charles M. Menard,
Catholic p r ie s t ,  Thibodaux, Dec. 8, 1886; 1 facto r le t te r  
from John Calder and Conçany, 1886; 2 le t te r s  from C. 
Lazard and Company, New Orleans, requesting settlement of 
account, 1887 and 1889; 1 le t te r  from Philip  Werlein 
offering commission for sale of piano, 1888; 3 le t te rs  
from Junius Hart concerning account, 1888 and 1889; 2 
le t te rs  from Dugas and LeBlanc, W estfield P lantation, 
Paincourtville, concerning purchase of wine, April 23 
and May 12, 1888; and 1 card from James Jordan, wine 
merchant, Anaheim, C alifornia, concerning account. May 22, 
1888. (13 items)
1 statement of account, 1 promissory note, and 94 mis­
cellaneous receip ts of Choi including receip ts from 
Mount Carmel Convent for payment of tu itio n  of Elizabeth 
and C lotilde Choi, receip ts from Thibodaux College for 
payment of tu itio n  of Henry Choi, and receip ts for payment 
of drugs, dental services, express, and merchandise.
(96 items
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1 menu from steamer "St. Laurent" showing p icture of boat, 
1886; 1 c ircu la r le t te r  from Union A rtistique, L itté ra ire  
e t Scientifique Valenciennoise, P aris , 1888; 1 broadside 
from Junius Hart, advertising Anton S trelezk i’s Mosaic, 
Album Musicale, 1888. [3 items)
7 miscellaneous receip ts including 1 issued Mrs E. Choi,
3 issued Alfred Choi, and 3 issued Henry Choi for purchases 
and services rendered. (7 items)
Folder 5 1890-1899 
168 Items
16 le tte rs  including 12 le tte r s  to  Choi from Junius Hart, 
1892; Leon Clement, Valenciennes, France, 1893; A. Brous­
sard, merchant. Cade, S t. Martin Parish; Schlesinger and 
Bender, wine merchants, San Francisco, 1898-1899; C.
Lazard Conçany, 1898-1899; Louis Grünewald, 1899; J .  A. 
Dalferes, merchant. Belle A lliance, Assumption Parish, 
1899; and 4 le t te r s ,  in  French, from Choi to Van der 
Cruyssen, ed ito r, L'lfaion, Breaux Bridge, 1890, to ed itor 
of the Sentinelle de Thibodaux (2 items, 1892), and to 
Professor Argence, 1898. (16 items)
1 le t te r ,  in  French, from Archbishop F. Janssens, New 
Orleans, to L. P. Caillouet, judge, commenting on the 
memorial fund being ra ised  for Menard, 1896.
130 cancelled checks, promissory note, receipted b i l ls  
and statements of account for payment of purchases of 
merchandise, hardware, music and groceries, tu itio n  fees 
of children a t Mount Carmel Convent and Thibodaux College, 
express, and telephone and box ren t services. (130 items)
3 c ircu lar le t te rs  advertising American Patent System 
Celebration, 1891, and so lic itin g  contributions to Father 
Menard’s Memorial Fund, Thibodaux, 1896-1897; 2 Catholic 
broadsides, 1892, 1899, and 1 broadside advertising the 
Classical and Commercial In s titu te , New Orleans, 1894.
(6 items)
1 admit card to the Centenary S t. Louis Cathedral, New 
Orleans, 1893; 1 inv ita tion  to  picnic on E. D. White 
Plantation, Lafourche Parish, 1898; 1 personal card of 
Antoine Simon, chaplain, Ursuline Convent, New Orleans, 
1899; 1 announcement of music course. Mount Carmel Con­
vent, 1899. (4 itans)
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11 miscellaneous receipts consisting of 4 receip ts issued 
Emil Choi for tu itio n  a t S t. Mary College, S t. Mary, 
Kentucky, 1898-1899; 5 receip ts to  Henry Choi for member­
ship in  the Y.M.B.A. f i r e  protection and payments on 
account, 1891-1892; 1 receip t to Alfred Choi fo r subscrip­
tion , 1891; and 1 receip t to C lotilde Choi for payment of 
books from Mount Carmel Convent, 1893. (11 items)
Folder 6 1900-1904 
173 Items
7 business le t te rs  to  Emmanuel Choi from Louis Grünewald,
C. Lazard Company, 1900-1901, 1903; 6 miscellaneous items 
including Palace Theatre, Houston, Texas, broadsheet, 1901, 
inv ita tion  to Coulon-Ayo wedding, 1901, theatre broadside 
advertising W. B. Patton in  The Last Rose of Summer, 1904^
1 broadside from Louis Grünewald lis t in g  popular music, 
1904, 1 almanac, 1904, and 1 (blank) report card for music 
instruction  by Choi. (13 items)
152 cancelled bank checks, b i l l s ,  receip ts, and statements 
of account of Choi, for purchase of food, merchandise, 
blacksmith services, box ren ta l, telephone service, dental 
care, payment of tu itio n  a t Mount Carmel Convent, 1901- 
1904; 4 b i l l s  issued by Choi for music instruction , 1900- 
1902. (156 items)
1 le t te r  of thanks to C lotilde Choi from Mary Darden 
Rousseau, Lafourche, October 8, 1901. (1 item)
3 receipts of Emil Choi fo r payment of membership dues in  
Thibodaux Carnival Club, 1900, and for harness repairs 
(2 items, 1901). (3 items)
Folder 7 1905-1907 
97 Items
86 items of Emmanuel Choi consisting of 1 le t te r  of thanks 
from A. R. Reynolds, Donaldsonville, 1905; 4 itans in  
French, concerning Monsigneur Chapelle and memorial to 
Father Menard, 1905; and 86 miscellaneous b i l l s  and receipts 
fo r telephone service, purchase of merchandise, food, po ll 
tax, and subscriptions.
1 b i l l  for p rin ting  of ticke ts  issued Choi and Robichaux, 
1905.
1 broadsheet from Keystone Life Insurance Company of Lou­
isiana, New Orleans, 1907.
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8 miscellaneous items of A. F. Choi consisting of 2 le t te rs  
from Louisiana Remedy Conçany, New Iberia , regarding com­
mission, 1907; 4 b i l l s  and receip ts , and re jected  insurance 
application; 1 promissory note; and 1 card from C. Cenac 
and Company regarding oyster shipment. 1905-1907.
1 promissory note signed by Emil F. Choi, 1906.
Folder 8 1908-1909 
98 Items
19 le tte r s  and 1 card of Emmanuel Choi consisting of 16 
routine business le t te r s  from L. Grünewald Con^any, L td.,
1908-1909; 1 personal le t te r ,  in  French, from Mathilde 
Choi, granddaughter, Ursuline Convent, New Orleans, com­
menting on v is i t  by Cardinal Gibbons; 1 l e t te r  [copy), in  
French, to Robert E. Broussard, United States Representa­
tive  from Louisiana and 1 reply from L. E. Frendi, 
Broussard’s secretary , sta ting  Broussard in  Mexico, Aug. 
19, 1909; 1 card from G. E. Webster, newspaperman, 
Davenport, Iowa, 1908. (20 items)
67 miscellaneous receip ts for payment of taxes, lumber, 
merchandise, telephone and box ren t services, and gro­
ceries, 1908-1909; 2 promissory notes ; 1 c e r tif ic a te  for 
purchase and 2 mimeographed advertisements from L. 
Grünewald. (72 items)
1 rep rin t of ed ito ria l, "T aft’s Religion," from The North 
American, Philadelphia, 1908; 1 p o litic a l broadside from 
the New Orleans Progressive Union advertising a rriv a l of 
Taft and îferdi Gras, March, 1908. (2 items)
2 receip ts fo r purchase of groceries by Mrs. Choi, 1908;
2 receip ts fo r purchase of groceries by Emil Choi, 1908. 
(4 items)
Folder 9 1910-1916 
62 Items
5 le tte r s  of Emmanuel Choi consisting of 2 routine le t te rs  
from Louis Grünewald, 1914-1915; 1 le t te r  (copy) to George 
J .  Bryan, President of the University Society, New York, 
accepting offer to examine music published by him, 1914;
1 le t te r  from Lucius Lescale, organist, Tudor Theatre,
New Orleans, s ta ting  publication of 2 p ieces, the "Tudor 
Waltz" and "Uncle Pat" and 1 reply, in  French, to Lescale, 1915. 
(5 items)
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4 broadsides advertising horn by L. Grünewald Co., L td., 
1910; advertising Louisiana Music Teachers Association 
Convention in  New Orleans, 1916; 1 commencement program 
of Mt. Carmel Convent, 1913; and 1 buria l broadside of 
Chcl, 1916. C4 items)
39 miscellaneous receip ts including 2 signed by Choi fo r 
payment of music in struction , 1910-1914; 1 cancelled check, 
1910; 2 l i s t s  of music from L. Grünewald Co., L td ., 1911;
1 card from Choi to Girunewald requesting a copy of his 
"Grace Galop," 1915. (43 items)
8 miscellaneous items including 1 p rin ted  statement of 
account from the Bank of Thibodaux, 1911; 1 program 
from Thibodaux College, 1912; 1 calendar from the 
Citizens Bank, Thibodaux, 1912; 1 sacred music program, 
1912; 1 card from Leonce H. Choi (grandchild of Emmanuel 
Choi), and inv ita tion  to  commencement exercises of New 
Thibodaux College, 1913; 1 letterhead  from Hotel Donald­
son, 1914; 1 personal card from Antoine Simon, Catholic 
p r ie s t ,  St. Augustine Church, New Orleans, 1915. (8
items)
2 le tte rs  from L. Grünewald Co., Ltd. to Pauline Choi, 
daughter of Emmanuel, concerning her music order and the 
Mosic Teachers* Convention in  New Orleans, 1915.
Folder 10 no date 
69 Items
38 items of Emmanual Choi including 30 miscellaneous b i l l s ,  
receip ts and statements of account, and 8 miscellaneous 
items including one message from Father Menard; 1 le t te r ,  
in  French, from Lucille Fabre; 1 le t te r  and 2 l i s t s  from 
Grenewand; 1 l i s t  of sacred music, le tterhead  from 
Drummer’s Home; and 1 account, in  French, concerning 
George Washington. (38 items)
1 le t te r ,  in  French, from C. Hiviere, President de l"Union 
de l ’association des pompiers de la  Louisiane, to Elias 
Coury.
13 broadsides including 1 re lig ious broadside from the 
Society of the Holy S p ir it; 4 theatre broadsides; 4 
broadsides from music houses; 1 p o li t ic a l  broadside from 
the Independent Democratic Association of New Orleans 
favoring John M. Parker and opposing "Ewingism;" and 
3 broadsides advertising liquor; 1 poster advertising
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screen play, "The Common Cause." (14 items)
11 miscellaneous printed items, largely advertisements.
4 receipts fo r purchases issued Alfred and Emil Choi;
1 questionnaire to "Miss Scholl" from the Louisiana 
Misic Teachers’ Association.
Folder 11 Empty Envelopes
1909-1915, n .d .
9 Items
Folder 12 Newspaper Clippings
1869, 1882-1897, 1910, n .d .
6 Items
6 newspaper clippings concerning Choi’s d irection  of 
Lyric Band, 1869; concert a t Mount Carmel Convent,
1882; Lafourche Parish r io t ,  1887; memorial to Father 
Menard, 1910; and 1 tab le  of weights fo r various com­




Nbsical and Home Journal, vol. 1, nos. 6, 8, new series . 
September and November 1884. Louis Grünewald, New 
Orleans, 1884. (2 printed volumes)
(World’s Industrial and Cotton Centennial Exposition), 
National Syndicate of cap ital and labor. No. 1, the 
sugar industry of the South; No. 2, Relations between 
cap ital and labor; No. 3, Education. Théophile Harang, 
author. George Muller, p r in te r . New Orleans. 1884.
(3 printed volumes)
South-western Poultry Journal, a monthly magazine devoted 
to poultry, pet and thoroughbred stock, vol. 3, no. 11, 
1885. A. A. P ittuck, publisher, Galveston, Texas. 1885 
(W. W. Garig biographical account, p . 353-354). (1
printed volume)
American Scien tis t, an illu s tra te d  monthly journal of 
popular science and general news. vol. 1, no. 3, July,
1887. C. Sanborn, ed ito r. San Francisco, California.
(1 printed volume)
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Î4iisic Teacher, an independent musical monthly, vol. 11, 
no. 6, June 1895. The Showalter-Lincoln Company,
D allas, Texas (1 printed volume)
Delineator, Butterick Fashions. Vol. XLIX, no. 6,
Decanber 1901. The Butterick Publishing Company, New 
York. Cl printed volume)
Louisiana I te ic  Teacher, vol. 1, no. 3, March, 1917. 
Louisiana Misic Teachers' Association, Leon Ryder Maxwell, 
ed ito r. New Orleans. (1 prin ted  volume)
Folder 54 Manuscript Writings 
no date 
11 Items
2 items probably by Choi consiting of "Avis a ma f i l l e , "  
and Notes sur le  voyable.. .a Caillous.
9 unidentified items consisting of "Le Roman de deaux 
enfants. . . ;"  "C 'est ma f i l l e ; "  t r ip  to  Galveston (3 
items); "Mesdames, Messieurs a Freres" (2 items;
"Monsieur le  President, Chevaliers Catholiques e t Frers;" 
and "Mesdames, Messieurs, e t Chevaliers Catholiques."
Bound Manuscript Volumes;
Memorandum Book. 1890, n .d . #1 
Entries in  unidentified memorandum book consisting 
p rincipally  of notations concerning towns passed through 
on way to Galveston, Texas; expenses; and sketches in ­
cluding Bath House facing Beach Hotel in  Galveston.
Î4isic Notebook. 1845, 1877. #2
Music notebook of Emmanual Choi a t Notre Dame Choir School 
in  P aris , 1845, and a t Thibodaux, in  Lafourche Parish, 
1877. Notes, in  French, concern the study of harmony, 
theory, and counterpoint, and are w ritten  in  P e tite  
Grammaire Musicale . . .  by F. L. Durand, published by 
Chez J .  Meissonnier, Paris, n .d .
Emil F. Choi Bookkeeping Notebook (1899). #3
Practice ledger of Emil F. Choi, son of Emmanuel Choi 
and student a t S t. Mary's College, in  S t. Mary, Kentucky.
Emil F, Choi Bookkeeping Notebook. (1899). #4
Practice ledger of Bnil F. Choi, son of Emmanuel Choi 
and student a t S t. Mary's College, in  S t. Mary, Kentucky.
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Emil F. Choi Bookkeeping Notebook. 1889. #5
Practice discount and co llection  tic k le r  of Emil F. Choi, 
son of Emmanual Choi and student a t St. Mary's College, 
in  St. Mary, Kentucky.
French Notebook, no date. #6
Unidentified notebook, in  French, t i t l e d  "Evangeline.
Une h is to ire  d ’acadie from the English of H. Longfellow."
Folder 35 Badges
1900, 1905, no date 
4 Items
3 United Confederate Veterans* badges for Braxton Bragg 
Camp #197 reunions. 1900, 1905, no date.
[ embroidered badge, no date.I  unidentified  black.
Folder 36 Cards
1854, 1871-1883, no date 
63 Items
63 miscellaneous cards including 13 alphabet cards for 
embroidery, no date; 3 re lig ious cards (display item. 
F ir s t Communion card), no date; 5 cards advertising 
ho te ls , 1853, no date; 9 cards advertising musicians and 
music houses, 1871, no date; 22 Société de Bienfaisance 
e t d'Assistance M ituelle receip ts , 1874-1884; 7 miscel­
laneous cards, 1915, n .d ,; and 4 personal cards, n .d .
Folder 37 Sketches
1881, no date
I I  Items
1 sketch of sa iling  boat, "Sapho," by M ischiff. 1881.
8 sketches probably by Emmanuel Choi including 2 of Bayou 
Lafourche, no date.
1 sketch of (German) so ld ier, no date.
1 sketch of floor plan of house, no date.
Folder 38 Pamphlets
1858, 1880-1915, no date 
21 prin ted  volumes
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Emerson Piano Conçany. I llu s tra te d  catalogue, Junius 
îfert, agent. New Orleans. 1880.
Union Hall Association. Union ffe.ll course and other 
entertainments, second session. J .  Ford and Son, 
p rin te rs , Cambridge, Massachusetts. 1880.
Henry. F. M iller. The Henry F. M iller pianos in  concerts, 
season 1880-1881. Mclndoe Bros., p rin te rs , Boston. [1881]
Camille Desquin. Pages pour le  jour des morts . . .
L. Desquin, p rin te r , Mons, (France]. 1885.
Finlay and Brunswig. Jenkins' annihila tor. V. Mauberret, 
Steam Book and Job P rin te r, New Orleans. 1886.
Junius Hart. Descriptive catalogue of se lec t music.
L. Graham and Son, p r in te rs . New Olreans. 1888.
Thomas Goggan and Brother. Thematic catalogue of piano­
fo rte  music.. .Miite-Smith Music Publishing Company,
Boston, Massachusetts [1891].
(Union Valenciennoise] . Union artisque, l i te r a ir e  and 
scientifique Valenciennoise fondee le  14 août 1875 a 
P aris , imprimerie Lepez e t Ayasse, Valenciennes, France. 
1894 (contains entry for Choi, Emmanuel, musician. Box 
136, Thibodaux, Louisiana. U.S.A.
Louis Grünewald Company, Ltd. Catalogue of band in s tru ­
ments. Louis Grünewald Co., L td., New Orleans. 1895.
L. Grünewald Company, Ltd. Catalogue of Publications, 
vocal and instrumental music . . . L. Grünewald Co., Ltd. 
Publishers (1902].
_Thematic pages of approved church music.
FischerÎS edition . J .  Fischer and Bro., publishers,
N.Y. 1902.
Louisiana Remedy Company. The Louisiana Condition powders, 
the best, safes t and cheapest stock regulator in  the 
world. M illard 's P rin t, New Iberia , La. [1906]
Louisiana Misic Teachers Association. An organized e ffo rt 
to  aid  music and music teachers in  Louisiana. Tulane 
Ifeiversity Press, New Orleans. [1915]
Thomas Goggan and Brother. Our l i s t  of standard books 
by eminent composers. Thomas Goggan and Brother, Gal­
veston, Texas, no date.
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Louis Grünewald Company, Limited. Catalogue of sheet 
music, books and studies from the most correct foreign 
editions. Teachers^ Standard Editions. Louis Grüne­
wald Co., L td ., New Orleans, no date.
L. Grünewald Company, Limited. A book about Grünewald 
pianos in  p a rticu la r. Romanski Press, New Orleans, no 
date.
L. Grünewald Company, Limited. L ist of musical novelties, 
pianoforte compositions and standard songs. L. Grünewald 
Company, Ltd. No date.
M. Aloys-M Kune. Le plain-chant, liturg ique dans 
l ’archidiones d’Auch. Chez L’Auteur, Auch, 1858.
(Knabe Pianos). Edward Baxter Perry, concert p ian is t and 
lectu rer, no publisher, no place, no date.
Lafourche Packing and Ice Con^any, Lockport, Louisiana. 
Prospectus. Dugazon Press, New Orleans, no date.
Philip Werlein, Ltd. Music for pianoforte selected 
catalogue carefu lly  graded. Philip Werlein, L td., New 
Orleans, no date.
Folder 39 Manuscript Misic 
1,854-1855 
13 Items
13 items of manuscript music by Choi consisting of the 
following: Third co iç le t, ”Si dans ces momens . . .” 
January 23, 1854; "Le Roi de la  Foret;" "Paroles de 
Mr. France;" (Misic by Chol, July 15, 1854; "Kyrie;" 
pages 1-41, October 26, 1854; "Le C iel,"  dedicated to 
Clara Alain, ca. 1854; "Trio," ca. 1854; "Lafourche 
Dragon March," dedicated to Capiten R. G. Darden, 2 
items, July 4, 1855. (display item ); "Des Modulations," 
January 7, 1855; "Corinne Waltz," composed and respectfu lly  
inscribed to th is  scholar, Corinne Galabert, July 12,
1885; 2 items; "Unne couronne a Marie," homage de 
L’auteur a la  conferee des enfants de Marie," March 
21, 1885; "Seigneur Dieu’s Clemence," musique d ’Emmanuel 
Chol, a Mme Armentine Mayer, ca. 1855 (display item) ; 
"Olivia Polka," dedicated to Mme Clara A llain, ca.
1855 (display item ).
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Folder 40 Manuscript Masic
1861-1863, 1893-1910 
8 Items
8 items of manuscript music by Choi and others concis ting  
of the following: ’’G lo ria ...” by Choi, 1861; ”Ma Normandie,”
par Frederic Berat, 1863, Thibodaux, Lafourche Parish,
1863; ”Les Deux Bleus,” parikes d ’C de Lonlay, musique 
d ’C. Amaud, 1863; ’’Divers preludes,” par C. H. Rivk (?), 
1863; ’’Songs without words, fo r v io lin  and piano,” by 
Emmanuel Choi, 1893; ; ’’Lauda Jerusalem Domunim, O ffertoire 
a 4 voix ,” par E. Choi, 1895, (2 manuscript items);
”S t. P a trick ’s Day,” arranged by E. Choi, 1910.
- Folder 41 Manuscript Music 
no date 
22 Items
22 items of manuscript music, largely  popular music, by 
Choi including the following: ’’Cantique a S t. V alerie ,”
4 items consisting of broadside and 3 manuscript items;
’’Swift as the Flash;” "Grand March, Hymne a Pie Neuf 
Cmagazzari);” ”Les P e tits  Orphelins,” words by F illeu r 
del Petigny, music by Choi; ’’Countrepoint double dans le  
mode majeur, by Choi;” ’’Atlantique Polka,” 2 items; 
"Pecollections of Louisiana, Fantasy;” ’’Choeurs e t s o li 
pour soprano e t a l t i  par E. Choi, 1. La d is trib u tio n  des 
prix ; 2. les  vacances; 3. le  couronneurent, l ’adieu;”
5 items; ”C. K. Guards, grand march dediee aux membres 
de la  compagnie C. K. de Thibodaux;” ’’Fantasie sur Trom
 ; Club de l ’harmonie;” ”Our College boys March;”
Marche des Cro, Cro co d i l e s . . dedicated to the old 
men; "Medley sur des a irs  populaires;” and "Helene, 
Henriette, Adeline,”
Folder 42 Manuscript Music 
no date 
43 Items
43 items of manuscript music, largely  popular music, 
copied, arranged or composed by Choi, including the 
following: "L’esperance;” ”L’hirondelle ;” ”La fav o rite ,”
6 items; ”La Muette de Porti c i , ” 16 items; "Choeur des 
montagnards,” 6 items; "Chant des r iz ie re s ,” 3 items; 
L’anglais to u ris te . Pepetiteur;” "Romance de Parberine;” 
"Capitaine Shipard, Quick Step;” "Marche, N uptial;”
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’’F irs t Love;” ’Tour toujours i l  es p a r t i ;” ’’Les 
travaux so rt f in is ...N o . 1 ;” ’’Rosettî indiele  V illan- 
e lle  de PL. Desporter;” ”Heupî T rilh i ou Le Course au 
rendex-vous chansonnette kucken;” and ”La b rise  e s t 
meutte. . . ”
Folder 45 Manuscript of Music 
no date 
10 Items
10 items of miscellaneous manuscript music copied, a r­
ranged or composed by Choi including ”Ce so ir  a lie u  la  
fe te . . ’’Bamboula de la  cause perdue,” and 8 unidenti­
fied  item s.
Folder 44 Manuscript Misic 
no date 
27 Items
27 items of manuscript music, principally  re lig ious, 
arranged, copied or composed by Choi including the follow­
ing items: ”0 S a lu ta ris ;” 9 items, including 1 item
dedicated to  pij^il, B. LaPlace; ’’Spoth’s Mass,” 2 items; 
’’Sois toujours notre mere,” 1 item; ”Ave Maria pour organ, 
v io lince lle  e t soprano,” by E. C ., 2 items; ”Ave regina 
. . ”Ave Maria,” 2 items; ’’Antienne ecce sacredos 
magnus,” 1 item; ”Vepres du dimanche,” 1 item; ”Pie Jesu ,” 
1 item; ’’Psalmodie, Dominante la  vepres,” 1 item* ’’Chemin 
dè la  Croix,” 1 item; ”Hommage a Madame la  Si;çierieure du 
Convent de St. Joseph,” 1 item; ”Mandeville o séjour ce 
les le  . . . , ” 1 item; ”Echos du santuaire,” 1 item;
’’Quare fremu erunt gentes. . 2 items.
Folder 45 Manuscript Music 
no date 
5 items
5 autographed items of manuscript music presented Choi 
by other conposers including the following: ’’K y rie ...”
by F. Ch. Verdiez and inscribed ’’Souveno d ’affectueuse 
sympathie a Monsieur Scholl org’ a la  Louisiane,” 1 
item; ’’Entre f i l e t  prelude pour orgue (a 3 p a r t ie s ,” 
and inscribed ’’Souvenir de bonne amitie (pour) Mr. Choi 
(Professeur de Piano), Fd. Aubert,” 1 item; ”La Chatelaine 
Romance Paroles de Théophile Gautier, Musique de Edouard 
G am ier,” and inscribed ”Horamage a Madame Cambier, Ed. 
Gam ier,” 1 item; ”11 Dort I paroles de A. Polo, musique 
de G. Nferchand. At head of caption: ”A MA. Souer Pauline
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Colson, elegie pour voix de soprano," 2 items.
Folder 46 Sheet Masic
1853, 1857-1859 
4 Items
Caillou Island Waltz; dedicated to the Hon. Judge. H. C. 
Thibodaux and composed by Lamarque M. Thibodaux. New 
Orleans, W. T. Mayo, 1852. 2 p . Wehrmann, engraver.
C’est au pied d'un ro s ie r blanc, legende Creole; a 
Mr. S. R. Delagrave, re c u illie  par Eug. Chassaignac.
New Orleans, Chez A. Elie e t Chassaignac, 1857. 2 p.
H. Wehrmann Grav. Imp: New Orleans.
Mary Waltz, fragment de salon; composed and respectfully  
inscribed to Miss Mary Easton by her professor Emmanuel 
Choi, (no cover). 1856.
Misique re ligieuse reperto ire , a Notra Dame Du Mont 
Carmel, soio e t choeur, by h. Fourrier. New Orleans, 
publie pour 1*auteur par H. Wehrmann, 1859. 7 p.
Wehrmann Gr: Imp.
Folder 47 Sheet Music 
1863 - 1869 
12 Items
ihe Faded Coat of Blue or the Nameless Grave. Ballad. 
Words and music by J .  H. McNaughton. Published by 
Penn and Remington, 266 Main S treet, Buffalo. (1865)
Gen’l  R. E. Lee’s Grant March. For the Piano. By 
J .  C. Viereck.
Greenwood Waltz. Composed by Miss Lizzie Tebault. At 
head of t i t l e "  Affectionately dedicated to  her friends. 
Published by A. Bohne, 118 Canal S treet, New Orleans,
1864.
Grace Galop; par Emmanuel Choi. New Orleans, A. E. Black- 
mar, publisher. At head of caption: To Mrs. R. H. Allen, 
Rienzi Plantation, La. 1868. Engraved by Wehrmann. 
Autographed by Pauline Choi.
Here’s Your Mule Gallop. By Ch. Stein. On cover: 13
Southern Stars fo r the Piano. By popular authors.
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Published by C. D. Benson, Nashville, Tennessee, (1866).
Le reseda improvisation; paroles de L. P. Canonge, musique 
de Eug. Chassaignac. (New Orleans), 1864. 2 p. (Not
in  Crandall)
Sourire Printouts (Smile of Spring, mazurka de salon," 
par Emmanuel Choi). New Orleans. A. E. Blackmar, pub­
lish e r . 1869. At head of caption: A mon eleve Melle 
Sa llie  Greene.
Stonewall Lancers Quadrille. By Jon Jacob. At head of 
t i t l e :  Comp e t dedicated to Miss Isabelle  Barrera.
Published by Louis Grünewald, 129 Canal S tree t, New 
Orleans, (1863).
Stonewall Jackson's Way. Grant March. By Chas. Young. 
Published by A. E. Blackmar, 167 Canal S tree t, New 
Orleans. Above lithograph: Gen. Stonewall Jackson.
Lithographed fo r C. 0. Clayton by Endicott § Co., New 
York. (1865).
Wearing of the Grey! Words by Georgius. Misic arranged 
by Armand for piano. Published by A. E. Blackmar, 167 
Canal S tree t, New Orleans. (1865).
Weeping, San and Lonely or When This Cruel War Is Over. 
Words by Charles Carroll Saivyer. Misic composed and 
arranged by Henry Tucker. Song with Thornes, as sung 
by Wood's M instrels, Broadway, N. Y. Published by Sawyer 
and Thonç)son, Brooklyn, NY., 1868.
Yes, We Think of Thee a t Home; answer Do They Think of 
Me a t Home; words by J .  H. Hewitt; music by E. Clark 
I l ls le y . New Orleans, Blackmar and Co., c. 1865. 5 p.
At head of caption: To Miss Letty Yonge. Engraved a t
Clayton's (Not in  C randall's).
Folder 48 Sheet Music
1880-1909, n .d . 
22 Items
The bandana v a rie tie s , by Carlos Greig. New Orleans. 
Publisher and engraver, Henri Wehrmann, c. 1888. (auto­
graphed: "Sentinel, with compliments of the author.'.')
Chant en l'honneur de Saint V alerie. Dierge e t Morture. 
New Orleans. Wehrmann, engraver, no date.
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Chant sans paroles (Song without words), by Lucius 
Lescale. Monroe, La. Lucius Lescale, publisher, c. 1909. 
At head of caption: A mon eleve Mile. Louise Rivoire, 
Monroe, Louisiana. 3 p . (Mtographed "Con^liments du 
composition. Lucius Lescale, ancien eleve de Mlle Emma 
Landry, le  Oct. 12, Paincourtv ille , La.)
Croyez vous qu’i l  revienne? Mélodie; musique d ’Eug. 
Chassaignac; poesie de L.L. . . .  ; dediee a Mne T.
Morphy. Litho. X. Magny, New Orleans, no date , 2 p.
Golden Bell schottische, by J .  H. Pamum. Groesbeck, 
Texas, J .  H.' Pamum, publisher, c. 1894. 5 p . (Auto­
graphed by Nell M. Bourg, Houma, La.)
Golden rod m ilitary , by Bernadette Vives composer of 
b i-m etallic  w altz. New Orleans, L. Grünewald Co., L td., 
c . 1895. 5 p. At head of caption: Respectfully dedi­
cated to Brother Joseph. (Authographed "To Mr. E. Choll, 
compliments of the composer.")
Johnny get your h a ir cu t, by F. T. William, New Orleans, 
Junius Hart, publisher; c. 1887. 6 pages. Standard
Masic and Photo Lithographing Co., New Orleans.
Autographed by C lotilde Choi) .
Laissez les roses aux ro s ie rs ; musique d ’Ettienne Amaud, 
a:Mr. Ponchard; paroles de Chaubet. New Orleans, Sourdes 
and Chassaignac, publisher, no date. L. Gery, (eng.)
2 p.
Lapping Wave, Waltz, by Adolphe Heichelheim, New Orleans, 
Junius Hart, publisher, c. 1889. 7 pages. At head of
caption: Respectfully dedicated to  ny old school mate,
John Oge.
Ma Creole bien aimee romance. Musique de Laolo Luciani. 
New Orleans, chez l ’auteur, n .d . At head of caption: A 
Prados. Wehrmann, Eng. and p r . 2 p.
Mandeville, polka de salon par Paul Palvadeau, du mere 
auteur Anita Schottische. New Orleans, no date, no 
publisher. 5 p .
La mi careme waltz, as performed by the S t. Mary’s Band; 
arranged fo r the p ianoforte. New Orleans, Philip  Werlein, 
publisher, 1877. 5 p. At head of caption: Respectfully
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dedicated to  Rev. J .  B. Bigot, S. M. Souvenir of J e f­
ferson College.
My mother’s p icture on the w all, song and re fra in , sung 
with great success by Miss Bessie Davis, "The L ittle  
Sunbeam." Words by J .  A. Reynolds; music by Laurent L. 
Comes. Plaquemine, La., A. J . Reynolds, publisher, c. 
1899. 5 p.
Les papillons blancs reverie , musique d"eug. Chassaignac; 
poesie de Th. Gauthier, Lithog. de X. Magny, (New 
Orleans), n.d.
Les P etites blondes gavotte; conçjosed by W. T. Francis. 
New Orleans, Louis Grünewald, Publisher, c . 1885. 7
pages. At head of caption: To ray l i t t l e  friends. Misses
May Eola and Marie Louise Grünewald, mme. Henri Wehrmann, 
engraver.
Pourquoi l ’aimer, romance; respectfu lly  dedicated to 
Miss ***; paroles de musique de E. Chol. no publisher; 
Wehrmann, engraver. Authgraphed by Chol to C. Bourg.
Le Reveil des roses, idy lle , by Emile Richard. New 
Orleans, Philip Werlein, publisher, c. 1880 by L. Grüne­
wald. 8 pages. At head of caption: To Miss IVfodesta
Burke. Engraver: Henri Wehrmann (Authographed by 
Author, E. Richard).
Reverie pour piano par Mne. E. La Villebeuvre; ed ite  par 
la  L io lette . Lithog. d X. Magny, New Orleans, no date.
At head of caption A. Madame Caroline Arpin. 4 p.
Three Creole songs without words, souvenirs of Louisiana 
(new e d itio n ). No. 1, The Sigh, conçosed by Eugene 
Baylor. New Orleans, L. Grünewald Co., L td., Publisher, 
ca. 1908.
Two easy piano pieces; my mother’s thought dedicated to 
my mother and fa ther, Mr. and Mrs. A. P. LeBlanc, and 
Wavelets dedicated to ny grandmother and grandfather,
Mr. and Mrs. L. U. Tolse, by Josie LeBlanc, age 12 years. 
New Orleans, The L. Grünewald Co. c. 1894 by Miss Josie 
LeBlanc. 5 p . (Autographed by Mrs. Andre LeBlanc).
Valse de concert, (in F Major), s ix  piano compositions 
of moderate d iff icu lty , composed by William H. Pilcher,
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New Orleans, Louis Grünewald, publisher, c. 1888 by Ma.
H. P ilcher. 7 pages. At head o£ caption: To my l i t t l e
friend and pupil Miss Eugenie Stocking, Bayou Sara, La.
Zozo mokeur, chancon Creole; English, version and music 
composed by W. T. Francis; paroles de Chatah-Imah.. New 
Orleans, L. Grünewald, publisher, c. 1887. A Mne. Pember- 




The Thibodaux (Louisiana) Weekly Sentinel, ^  Sentinelle 
de Thibodaux. July 15, 1882. A rtic le , in  French, 
concerning program offered by Choi and his students a t 
the Convent du Mont Carmel; a r t ic le ,  in  English, by 
Edwin H. Fay, State Si^erintendent of Education, on the 
Peabody Scholarship.
La (New Orleans, Louisiana) Democratic Française.
August 19, 1882. A rtic le , in  French, t i t le d  "Silence, 
Monsieur!” Contains le t te r ,  August 5, 1882, from J .  B. 
LeSaicherre, Roman Catholic P r ie s t, Painfourtv ille , 
Assumption Parish.
The (Thibodaux, Louisiana) LaFourche S tar, L’E toile de 
Lafourche. December 17, 1887. Paper contains Thibodaux 
business directory lis t in g  Emmanuel Choi, Professor of 
music; residence ju s t  below the town. French and English 
a rtic le s  on the McEnery-Nicholls gubernatorial e lection .
_. September 1, 1888. Proceedings of the
Democratic Executive Committee of the Parish of Lafourche.
The (Thibodaux, Louisiana) Commercial Journal, Le Journal 
Commercial. August 16, 1905. A rtic le  in  English on 
yellow fever, a r tic le s , in  French and English, on the 
death of Reverend Placide Louis Chapelle, Roman Catholic 
p r ie s t, Thibodaux.
_ . December 26, 1906. A rtic les, in
French and English, on New Year.
March 30, 1910. Easter Choir a t
St. Joseph Catholic Church d irected by Choi.
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The (Thibodaux, Louisiana) Commercial Joiinial, Le Journal 
Commercial. August 26, 1911. Funeral and buria l of the 
Veiy Rev. Father Armand Dubourg; meeting of the Sugar 
B elt L iterary and A thletic Association of Thibodaux.
March 26, 1913. Choir of St.
Joseph Catholic Church, Thibodaux, Louisiana, renders 
"elegant mass" on Easter Sunday; the formation of the 
M ississippi River Lesee Association a t Memphis ; s ta te  
convention of the Woodmen of the World a t Baton P
____________________ . April 2, 1913. Mission services
a t S t. Joseph Catholic Church; desire for post o ffice  to 
be located on s i te  of Opera House; alarm over high water.
. December 7, 1913. C. J .  Brown, 
State Inspector of Rural Schools, v is i ts  Thibodaux. 
Father A. M. Barbier host to S t. Joseph’s Choir under 
d irection  of Choi.
Thibodaux (Louisiana) Commercial Journal, Journal Com­
m ercial, Thibodaux. September 18, 1915. Thibodaux 
Carnival Club; Election of o fficers  of Knights of 
Columbus; i l l i te r a c y  in  Louisiana.
Cross References;
1. de la  Bretonne, Charles New Orleans 1872-1874, 1876
Editor, Journal L'Avenir n.d.
9 le t te r s ,  in  French, to Choi mention "La Cause Perdue." 
Manuscript music t i t le d  "Bamboula de la  Cause Perdue." n .d . 
Folder 43.
2. New Orleans Locquet In s titu te  1877-1915, n .d .
Commencement exercises and musical soiree in v ita tio n s .
3. New Orleans music houses 1877-1915, n .d .
B ills  and receip ts, le t te r s ,  broadsides, l i s t s ,  catalogues and 
sheet music from: F. Charpaux, 1877; Junius Hart, 1878-1884;
1888-1889, 1892; Philip Werlein, 1879-1888; Louis Grünewald, 
1879, 1884, 1899-1915, n .d . F. W. Bremer, 1885-1886.
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4. LeBlanc, Joseph Assumption Parish 1879
• Sugar Manufacturer Paincourtville
Comments, in  French, on illn e s s  of E. F. H. Dugas.
5. Dugas, Armelise Assumption Parish 1879
Sugar Manufacturer Paincourtville
1 l e t t e r ,  in  French, to Choi.
6. Allen, R. H. Lafourche Parish 1868, 1872
Rienzi Plantation
"Grace Galop," by Choi dedicated to Mrs. M ien, 1868, Folder 47. 
Recommends Choi to James M. M ien, 1872
7. Dugas and LeBlanc Assumption Parish 1888
Westfield Plantation Paincourtville
Request wine purchase by Choi, April 23 and May 12
8. Charity Hospital New Orleans 1883
Broadside of benefit program featuring Choi and h is daughter, 
Pauline, May 31.
9. Mount Carmel Convent Lafourche Parish 1882-1904, 1913
Thibodaux
B ills  and receip ts for tu itio n  and books of Elizabeth and 
C lotilde Choi, music course offered by Choi, commencement pro­
gram, clippings and newspaper regarding re c ita l  of Choi’s 
p iç i ls .
10. Broadside-burial Lafourche Parish 1916
Thibodaux
Burial broadside of Emmanuel Choi, age 82.
11. Thibodaux College Lafourche Parish 1883-1913
Thibodaux
Tuition b i l l s  and report of Henry Choi; program and commencement 
inv ita tion  to New Thibodaux College.
12. Ursuline Convent New Orleans 1909
Personal le t te r ,  in  French, from Mathilde Choi commenting on 
v i s i t  by Cardinal Gibbons, March 1.
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13. Pictures Louisiana 1903-1921, n .d .
Family p ic tu res, Bayou Lafourche plantations and sugar house. 
Catholic p re la tes, (Magnolia Plantation] at Schriever in  
Terrebonne Parish, New Orleans Landmarks; M ississippi River 
scenes, views of Thibodaux and Shreveport.
14. Badges 1900, 1905, n .d .
3 Union Confederate Veterans' badges for Braxton Bragg Canç)
#197 reunions.
15. United Confederate Veterans 1900, 1905, n .d .
Same as #14
16. Travel Lafourche Parish n.d.
to Galveston, Texas
Manuscript notes and writing describing t r ip .  Folder 38.
17. Display items n.d.
Catholic f i r s t  communion card, n .d .. Folder 36.
"Lafourche Dragon March," "Seigneur Dieu's Clemence," 
and "Olivia Polka," by Choi, Folder 39.
18. Confederate Music New Orleans 1863-1865
Buffalo
"The Faded Coat of Blue or The Nameless Grave," by J . H. 
McNaughton, Buffalo, Penn and Remington, 1865; "Gen'l R. E.
Lee's Grand March," by J .  C. Vierick; "Greenwood Waltz," by 
Miss Lizzie Teb au lt. New Orleans, A. Bohne, (1863); "Les 
Reseda Improvisation," words by L. P. Ganonge, music by 
Bug. Chassaignac, (New Orleans), 1864; "Stonewall Lancers 
Q uadrille," by Jon Jacon, New Orleans, Louis Grünewald 
0-863; "Stonewall Jackson's Way," by Chas. Young. New Orleans, 
A. E. Blacknar, 1865; "Wearing of the GreyI" Words by 
Georgius; music arranged by Armand, New Orleans, A. E. Blackmar 
(1865); "Yes, We Think of Thee a t Home," answer to Do They 
Think of Me At Home," words by J .  H. Hewitt, music by E.
Clarke I lls le y . New Orleans, Blackmar and Co., 1865.
19. Newspapers New Orleans 1882-1915
Lafourche Parish
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Thé Thibodaux (La.] Weekly Sentinel, La Sentinelle de Thibo- 
■ daux, July 15, 1882, May 7, 1910..
La (New Orleans, La.} Democratic Française, August 19, 1882.
The (Thibodaux, La.} Làfôurché S tar, L 'E to ile de Lafourche, 
ecember 17, 1887.
The (Thibodaux, La.} Commercial Journal, Le Journal Commercial, 
August 15, 1905; Dec. 26, 1906; March 30, 1910; Aug. 26, 1911; 
March 26, April 2 and Dec. 7, 1913; and Sept. 18, 1915.
20. Broadsides - Religious Lafourche Parish 1880, 1892-1899
Thibodaux 1913, n .d .
Miscellaneous Catholic broadsides including broadsides concern­
ing program a t Eglise St. Joseph, 1880; Father Menard's Memorial 
Fund, 1896-1897; Mount Carmel commencement program, 1913; and 
Society of the Holy S p ir it broadside, n .d .
21. Broadsides - P o li tic a l New Orleans 1909, n.d .
New Orleans Progressive Union advertises a rriv a l of Taft and 
Mardi Gras, 1909; The Independent Democratic Association 
favors John M. Parker and opposes "Ewingism," n.d.
22. Broadside - Theatre Texas 1901, 1904, n .d .
(Louisiana}
Palace Theatre broadsheet, Houston, 1901; W. B. Patton in  
The Last Rose of Summer, 1904; 4 miscellaneous theatre broad­
sides, n.d.
23. Broadsides - Advertising New Orleans 1891, 1907, n .d .
Washington, D.C.
Miscellaneous broadsides advertising music houses, liquor, 
incurance, and American Patent System.
24. Broadside - School New Orleans 1894
Broadside advertising Classical and Commercial In s titu te .
25. Steamer "St. Laurent" A tlantic  Ocean 1886
Menu showing pic ture  of boat.
26. Misic Teacher and Com- Lafourche Parish 1845, 1854-1916,
poser Louisiana n.d.
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Papers, p ic tu res, manuscript and sheet music, pamphlets and 
p rinted items re flec ting  Choi’s professional career, educa­
tion  of h is  children, and a f f i l ia t io n  with the Roman Catholic 
f a ith . .
27. N&isic Teacher and Lafourche Parish 1845, 1854-1916,
Composer Thibodaux n.d.
Same as #26
28. Louisiana Music Teachers' Association 1915-1917, n .d .
Letters from L. Grünewald Company inv iting  partic ipan ts  to 
firm, 1915; Broadside announcing New Orleans convention, 1916; 
questionnaire to Pauline Choi from Association, n .d . pançhlet 
t i t l e d  "An organized e ffo rt to  aid music and music teachers 
in  Louisiana," (1915): Louisiana Music Teachers, March 1917.
29. Benevolent Associations Lafourche Parish 1874-1884
Thibodaux
22 Société de Bienfaisance e t d 'assis tance Mutuelle receip ts  
issued Choi, Folder 26.
30. iVhite, Edward D. Lafourche Parish 1898
1 inv ita tion  to (Catholic) picnic on grounds of IVhite's 
p lanta tion .
31. New Orleans
St. Louis Cathedral 1893
Admit card to Centenary of Cathedral.
32. P o litics  Louisiana National 1887-1888,
1908-1909, n .d .
The (Thibodaux, La.) Lafourche Star a r tic le s  on the McEnery- 
gubem atorial election , Dec. 17, 1887, and proceedings of the 
Democratic Executive Committee of the Parish of Louisiana, 
September 1, 1888; rep rin t of e d ito r ia l, "T aft's  Religion," 
from The North American 1908. New Orleans Progressive Union 
broadside advertising T aft 's  v i s i t  to New Orleans, 1909; The 
Independent Democratic Association of New Orleans broadside 
favoring John M. Parker and opposing "Ewingism."
33. Catholic Layman Louisiana 1858-1915, n .d .
Kentucky
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Papers, p ic tu res, manuscripts and sheet music, clippings, 
newspapers, and notebooks reflec ting  Choi’s relig ious ac­
t iv i t i e s  and education of h is children in  parochial schools.
34. Menard, Charles M. Lafourche Parish. 1886, 1896-1897,
Catholic Clergyman . Thibodaux 1905, n .d .
L etter and note, in  French, from Menard to  Choi, 1886, n.d. 
c ircu la r le t te rs  and re la ted  items regarding Father Menard 
and contributions to  a memorial fund, 1896-1897, 1905.
35. Janssens, F. New Orleans 1896
Catholic Archbishop
1 le t te r ,  in  French, to  L. P. Caillouet, Judge, commenting 
on the memorial fund being raised honoring Menard.
36. Dubourg, Armond Lafourche Parish 1911, n.d.
Catholic Bishop Thibodaux
Picture, n .d .. Folder 22; The [Thibodaux, La.) Commercial 
Journal account of funeral of Dubourg, August 26, 1911.
37. New Orleans Post Cards 1916, 1921, n .d .
Jackson Square, 1916; St. Rock’s Chapel, 1921; Lafeyette Square 
showing City Hall, Palmer's Church, Howard residence and Soule 
College, n .d . Folder 47.
38. Shreveport Post Cards no date
Central Christian Church, Charity Hospital, Commercial Na­
tiona l Bank, Golf and Country Club, Post Office, State Fair 
Building, State Fair Ground Stand, T. E. Schunpert Memorial 
Hospital. Folder 30.
39. Thibodaux Pictures no date
Photographs showing roof tops and home of Dr. H. Dansereau, 
and in te rio r view of St. Joseph Church. Folders. 29 and 31.
40. (Barbier), Alexander M. Lafourche Parish c. 1912, 1913
Catholic Clergyman Thibodaux
Picture of Catholic p re la tes, including Barbier, c. 1912, Folder
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42. (Magnolia), P lantation Terrebonne Parish no date
Schriever
Photograph showing plantation  home and ra ilroad  tracks .
Folder 25.
43. World's Industria l and New Orleans 1884
Cotton Centennial Exposition
3 issues by Théophile Harang t i t le d  "The Sugar Industry of 
the South," "Relations between cap ita l and labor," and 
"Education." Folder 33.
44. Women'a apparel 1901
The Delineator Butterick Fashions. December. Folder 33.
45. Fay, Edwin H. 1882
La. State Sup 't. of Ed.
The (Thibodaux, La.) Weekly Sentinel a r t ic le  by Fay on the 
Peabody Scholarship. July 15.
46. French immigrant Lafourche Parish 1845, 1854-1919,
Valenciennes, France Thibodaux n.d .
Same write-up as #26)
47. Riviere, C., President no date
L'Union de 1 'Association des
Ponpietes de la  Louisiane
Letter, in  French, to Elias Coury.
48. New Orleans 1886
Factor, sugar
1 le t te r  to Choi from John Calder and Conçany
49. New Orleans 1872-1874, 1876
Writer n .d .
50. St. Mary College Kentucky 1898-1899
St. Mary
Tuition receipts and bookkeeping notebooks.
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51. Lescale, Lucius New Orleans 1909, 19.15
Organist, Tudor Theatre
Sheet music t i t l e d  "Chant sans paro les," by Lescale, 1909,
Folder 48. Forwards "Tudor Waltz" and "Uncle Pat" to Choi, 
and reply (in  French) from Choi.
52. Broussard, Robert F. 1909 
U. S. Representative from La.
Letter (copy) (in  French) from Choi to  Broussard; reply from 
Broussard’s secretary sta tes  Broussard in  Mexico.
53. Riot Lafourche Parish 1887
Newspaper clipping concerning r io t .  Folder 12.
54. Texas Description 1890, no date
Galveston
Manuscript notes with illu s tra tio n s  concerning t r ip  to Gal­
veston, n .d . Folder 38; en tries concerning expenditures, 
trave l route and sketches including Bath House facing Beach 
Hotel. Memorandum Book, 1890, n .d . #1.
55. French Language 1845, 1858-1911,
n.d.
L etters, receip te b i l l s ,  broadsides, newspapers, panphlets, 
manuscript w ritings, 1858-1911, n .d . Music Notebook, 1845, 1845, 
1877, #2; French Notebook, n.d. #6.
56. Fourrier, Henry Baton Rouge 1859
Musician
Sheet music t i t l e d  "Musique re lig ieuse reperto ire , a Notre 
Dame Du Mont Carmel," by Fourrier. Folder 46.
57. Canonge, L. Placid 1864
Sheet music t i t l e d  " le  reseda improvisation," words by 
. Canonge and music by Eugene Chassaignac. Folder 47.
58. Jefferson College St. James Parish, 1887
Sheet music t i t l e d  "La mi careme w altz," as performed by the
St. Mary Band and dedicated to Rev. J .  B. Bigot, S. M.,
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souvenir of Jefferson College, Folder 48.
59. Child 1894
2 piano compositions composed by Josie LeBlanc, age 12, 
t i t le d  "my mother’s thoughts," and "wavelets."
60. Rouquette, Adrien E.
Pseudonym, Chata-Imah
Sheet music t i t l e d  "Zozo mokeur, chancon Creole;" English 
version and music composed by W. T. Francis; paroles de 
Chatah-hnah. Folder 48.
61. Holidays - S t. P a trick 's  Day 1910
Manuscript music arranged by Choi. Folder 41.
62. Theatre Texas 1901, 1904, n .d .
(Louisiana)
(same write-up as #22)
63. Music Composer and Teacher Lafourche Parish 1845, 1854-1916
Thibodaux n.d.
Same write-up a t  #26
64. Locquet In s titu te  New Orleans 1871
2 invita tions to  Choi from Leila Ewing to commencement exer­
cises and musical soiree.
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APPENDIX 3
ŒOL PAPERS IN THE GRANT COLLECTION
This collection  is  owned by Newton and Heloise Grant of New 
Orleans, Louisiana.
Box 1 Music Conçosed by Emmanuel Choi
Item: T itle Medium Publisher Date
1. Olivia Polka Piano Ms Apr. 29, 1855
2. Mary Waltz Piano Ms 1856
3. Mary Waltz Piano Wehrmann 1856
4. Pleasant Dream Waltz Piano Ms 1857
5. L'echo lagunes Piano Ms c. 1857
6. L’esperence mazurka Piano Ms c. 1857
7. Pleasant Dream Waltz Piano :Duo Ms Oct. 12, 1859
8. Remembrances of Lou­
isiana Piano Ms c. 1860
9. ^ r e s  la  p riere . Piano Ms c. 1860
10. Sauve que peut Piano Ms 1867
11. Sauve que peut Piano A. E. Blackmar 1867
12. Sourie du printemps ■ Piano A. E. Blackmat 1869
13. Sourie du printemps Wehrmann 1869
14. La (erased) Piano Ms Aug. 18, 1886
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Item T itle Medium Publisher Date
15. U ntitled Piano Ms Apr. 16, 1915
16. Valse b r il lan te Piano Ms n.d.
17. Tennesean Flower Waltz Piano Ms n.d.
18. L*absence e t le  retour Piano Ms n.d.
19. Happy New Year Galop Piano Ms n.d .
20. Valse b ril lan te Piano Ms n.d.
21. Untitled Duo Piano Ms n.d.
22. O ffertoire Organ Ms July 30, 1852
23. Récit de hautbois Organ Ms Aug. 12, 1852
24. Offertoire Organ Ms Oct. 13, 1852
25. Solo de flu tes Organ Ms . November,1852
26. O ffertoire Organ Ms Feb. 24, 1853
27. Morceau d ’orgue pour 
un mariage Organ Ms n.d.
28. Meditation pour orgue Organ Ms n.d.
29. Les Oiseaux Vocal Ms Aug. 26, 1852
30. 0 Salutaris Vocal Ms November,1852
31. LeCiel Vocal Ms Jan. 26, 1855
32. 0 Salutaris Vocal Ms Aug. 12, 1862
33. Cantique à St. Valerie Vocal Ms Apr. 28, 1867
34. Ave Maria Vocal Ms C.1886
35. There Is No Heart 
But, Hath I ts  Inner 
Anguish Vocal Ms n.d.
36. Pourquoi l ’aimer Vocal Ms n.d.
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Item T itle Medium Publisher Date
37. Pourquoi 1’aimer Vocal Wehrmann n.d.
38. M iile The Sun Goes Down Vocal IVfe n.d.
39. L’âne en peine Vocal Ms n.d.
40. Messe Choral Ms 1852
41. A la  Mémoire Veneree 
de Mere Thdrise e t 
de Mere Saint Augustin Choral Ms July, 1856
42. Messe des morts Choral Ms Nov. 16, 1865
43. Ave Maria Choral Ms August, 1882
44. Messe Impériale Choral Ms Jan. 1, 1888
45. La Cause perdue
46. 0 Salu taris
Operetta Ms 
(Conçlete) 
Choral Ms Feb. 10,
1889
1892
47. Messe royale Choral Ms c. 1893
48. Lauda Jerusalem Dominum Choral Wehrmann 1893
49. O ffertoire de Ste. 
Valerie Choral Ms Aug. 24, 1897
50. 3 Morceaux de chant Choral Ms n.d.
51. Messe des doubles Choral Ms n.d .
52. 0 Salu taris Choral Ms n.d .
53. Messe des mortes Choral Ms n.d.
54. O ffertoire pour.le  jour 
de pâques e t temps
Pascal Choral I‘4s n .d .
55. Messe a 4 voix Choral Ms n.d.
56. Choeurs D'Estiier Choral Ms n.d .
57. Tantum Ergo (Trio) Choral I4s n .d.
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Box 2 Documents Concerning Emmanuel Choi 
Item
1. September 4, 1835, Birth. Record of Aime^Emmanuel Choi.
2. July 1, 1847, grade report for Emmanuel Choi from the M aîtrise 
de la  Métropole de Paris.
3. September, 1847, two c e rtif ic a te s  of awards to Choi.
4. March 24, 1851, b i l l  for personal expenses of Choi to his 
mother from the M aîtrise de la  Notre Dame de Paris.
5. June 21, 1852, b i l l  for personal expenses of Choi to his 
mother from the M aîtrise de la  Notre Dame de Paris.
6. 1853, b i l l  for personal expenses of Choi to his mother from 
the M aîtrise de la  Notre Dame de Paris.
7. January 10, 1854, b i l l  fo r personal expenses of Choi to his 
mother from the M aîtrise de la  Notre Dame de Paris.
8. Twenty photographs of the exterior of the M aîtrise de la  
Notre Dame de Paris taken in  1875.
9. July 18, 1853, jo in t le t te r  from Alfred Choi and Emmanuel 
Choi to th e ir  mother in  Russia.
10. August 28, 1854, v isa for Choi and his mother to s a il  for 
America.
11. November 20, 1854, New Orleans receip t establishes that Choi 
was in  New Orleans by tha t date.
12. February 27, 1855, le t te r  from Choi to his brother Alfred 
describes his f i r s t  days in  Thibodaux.
13. September 1, 1857, inv ita tion  to the wedding of Emmanuel Choi 
and Mathilde E. Coulon.
14. October 30, 1862, Civil War pass to cross enemy lines .
15. December 6, 1862, C ertificate  of French Citizenship to prove 
Choi's neu tra lity  during the Civil War.
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Item
16. December 7, 1864, C ertifica te  of permission for Choi to 
bear arms during the occupation of Thibodaux by Federal 
troops.
17. March 23, 1865, C ertificate  of enrollment fo r Choi during the 
occupation of Thibodaux.
18. February 16, 1867, le t te r  from Choi to A. É. Blackmar, music 
publisher in  New Orleans.
19. December 11, 1870, le t te r  from a former student of Choi,
Amelia Schwing of Jeanerette , Louisiana.
20. September 28, 1872, Choi’s c itizenship papers.
21. October 15, 1872, Choi’s reg is tra tio n  to vote.
22. 1880, l i s t  of music awards given by Choi to his p u lils  a t 
Mt. Carmel Convent.
23. 1880, le t te r  from Henry P ilcher, organ builder, to Choi in  
reference to the purchase of an organ, for St. Joseph Catholic 
Church in  Thibodaux.
24. 1880, le t te r  from Choi to Henry Pilcher concerning the pur­
chase of the organ.
25. July 12, 1882, printed program for musical entertainment by 
Choi and his students for commencement.
26. October 8, 1885 to March 6, 1886, three le t te rs  of correspondence 
between Choi and the Patent Office Department of the Sc ien tific  
American, concerning a patent for a burglar alarm invented
by Choi and Delphin Monnier of Thibodaux.
27. May 25, 1886, patent papers for patent number 342, 577, a
burglar alarm, invented by Choi and Delphin Monnier of 
Thibodaux.
28. June 1, 1886, le t te r  from Dr. A. Delcourd of Houma to Choi 
concerning his health.
29. June 3, 1886, power of attorney from Monnier to Choi to be 
able to s e ll  th e ir  burglar alarm patent.
30. June 10, 1886, and June 12, 1886, two le t te rs  of introduction
for Choi to use on his t r ip  to France.
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31. September 18, 1886, newspaper clipping from Valenciennes, 
France announcing the performance of Choi’s "Ave Maria” a t  
the Notre Dame de Valenciennes.
32. September 18, 1886, in scrip tion  in  a book of Beethoven Piano 
Sonatas from the Union, Artisque, L itté ra r ie  e t  Scientifique 
Valenciennoise to  Choi in  honor of him on the occasion of the 
performance of h is  music a t the Notre Dame de Valenciennes 
on th a t date.
33. October 2, 1886, L ists  des Passengers on the Steamship La 
Champagne during Choi's re tu rn  to  America from France.
34. m rch 25, 1887, new sletter from the Union, Artisque, L it- 
te ra r ie  e t Scientifique Valenciennoise. Membership l i s t s  
beginning in  1890 show Choi to be a member of the Union.
35. 1890, and a f te r ,  blank c e r t if ic a te  fo r Choi’s music course.
36. c . 1890, manuscript fo r textbook covering the basic rudiments 
of music t i t l e d  The Friend of Young Musicians.
37. c. 1890, fragments of two textbooks ’’T r a i t /  d ’harmonic 
and De la  Composition Musicale.
38. c . 1890, Matrix th ir teen  by th ir teen  of the twelve chromatic 
scales using scale degree names.
39. December 23, 1890, inv ita tion  to  the tw enty-fifth  anniversary 
of the priesthood of Vicar Claude Favre of S t. Joseph Catholic 
Church in  Thibodaux.
40. June 18, 1891, p rin ted  program of the musical presentation 
by Choi and other Thibodaux musicians a t the State Teacher 
In s titu te  held in  Fireman’s Hall in  Thibodaux.
41. January 30, 1892, in v ita tio n  to  the f i f t i e th  anniversary of 
the priesthood of Father Charles M. Menard, Pastor of St. 
Joseph Church in  Thibodaux.
42. 1893, l e t te r  from Choi to Archbishop Janssens of New Orleans 
thanking him fo r the performance of Lauda Jerusalem Dominum 
on the occasion of the centennial anniversary of the conse- 
cration  of the f i r s t  archbishop of New Orleans in  the S t.
Louis Cathedral in  New Orleans.
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Item
43. 1893, l e t te r  from Choi to a colleague, who is  not named, 
thanking him for the performance of Laüdà Jérusalem 
Ddiîiihum in  the S t. Louis Cathedral.
44. July 3, 1893, inv ita tion  to Choi from a number of important 
c itizens of Thibodaux inviting  him to perform a benefit 
concert.
45. 1900 and a f te r ,  blank form fo r monthly statements to parents 
of g ir ls  in  the singing (solfege) class taught by Choi a t 
Mt. Carmel Convent.
46. February 11, 1913, inv ita tion  to Choi from the Thibodaux Fire 
Co. No. 1 to  become an honorary member and pa rtic ipa te  in  
the Annual Parade and Banquet.
47. May 25, 1916, newspaper clipping concerning Choi's reaction 
to  the destruction by f i r e  of St. Joseph Catholic Church.
48. 1979 Choi Family Genealogy Chart showing the descendents of 
Emmanuel Choi. The chart was constructed by Newton and 
Heloise Grant with the assistance of several other family 
members.
49. Two photographs of Mt. Carmel and Mt. Carmel music students 
with Choi.
Box 3 Books owned by Emmanuel Choi
Item
1. de Beriot, Charles. Methode de violon. Paris 
Schott, and Co., 1873.
: Londres,
2. Chelard, A. Solfeges. Paris: Chez L'Auteur, 1831.
3. Cherubini, Luig. Traité^de Harmonie. Paris: 
1838.
P rillip p ,
4. Cramer, J .  B. F ifty  Selected Studies For The Piano. New
York: Edward Schuberth, and Co., n .d .
5. Depas, Ernest, Method Complete Pour Violon. Paris : Alphonse 
Leduc, n .d.
6. Fischer, George. Knights of Columbus Hymnal. New York:
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Item
L. Fischer and Brother, 1898.
7. Garaude, Alexis. Solfege dés Enfans. Paris: Chez 1 'auteur,
n.d.
8. Gordon, S. T. Gordon's New School For The Piano Forte. New
York: Hamilton S. Gordon, 1883.
9. Halevy, F. Leçons de Lecture Muscale. Paris : Leon Escudier,
n.d.
10. Kunkel, Charles. Kunkel's Royal Piano Method. S t. Louis :
Kunkel Brothers, 1902.
11. Kunkel, Jacob. Kunkel's Album. St. Louis : Kunkel Brothers,
1886.
12. Legeay, P. D. Noels Anciens. Solesmes, France: Publie a
Solesmes, 1875.
13. Niedermeyer, Louis. Traite^Théorique e t pratique de L'accompagne­
ment du Plain Chantl Paris: E. Repos, l859.
14. Panseron, A. De Solfege et de Chant. Paris, Chez L'autheur,
n.d.
15. Peters, W. C. Pe ter's  Catholic Harmonist. Baltimore: John
Mnphy and Co., 1851.
16. Tapper, Thomas. Music Reader No. 5 . New York. American Book
Co., 1895.
17. Wichtl, G. The Young V io lin is t. Der Junge Geiger, n.d.
18. Young, Rev. Alfred. Office of Vespers. New York: Catholic
Rq)ublican Society, 1872.
Box 4 Musical Scores owned by Emmanuel Choi
Item T itle  Medium Composer Date
1. Si. j ' é ta is  Roi Opera Adolphe Adam n.d.
2. Complete Works for
Piano Piano J .  S. Bach n.d.




T itle  Medium
Sonatas fo r Piano
  Composer Date
Piano Ludwig von Beethoven 1886
4. La Favorite a rr . Voice Gaetano Donizetti n .d .
5.■ Lucie de Laramérmoor Opera Gaetono Donizetti n .d .
6. Martha Opera F. de Flotow n.d.
7. Romeo e t J u lie tte Opera Charles Gounod n.d.
8. Jaquarita Opera F. H a l ^ n.d.
9. La Juive Opera F. H ale^ n.d .
10. Recueil de Faux- 
Bourdons Choral M. E. Henry 1881
11. Saluts Choral Louis Lambillotte n.d.
12. Echos Choral Adolphe Larmande n.d.
13. Chants a Marie Choral R.P.L. Lambillotte 1881
14. Cantiques Populaires Choral L. Lepage 1893
15. L’Etoile du Nord Opera G. Meyerbeer n.d .
16. Complete Works for 
Piano Piano W. A. Mozart n.d.
17. Cosimo Opera Eugene Prévost 1835
18. Der Barbier von 
Servilla Opera Gioacchino Rossini
19. Guillaume-Tell Opera Gioacchino Rossini n.d.
20. Guillaume-Tell a rr. Piano Gioacchino Rossini n.d.
21. Semiramide a rr . Piano Gioacchino Rossini 1902
22. Milton Opera Gaspard Spontini 1804
23. Rigoletto Opera Giuseppe Verdi n.d .
24. Lohengrin Opera R. Wagner n.d.
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ANALYSIS OF SYMPHONY FOR BRASS AND PERCUSSION OY JOHN CROÜH
Symphony fo r  Brass and Percussion Is b a s ic a l ly  a tw elve-tone work w ith the ex cep tio n  o f  a few em p irica lly  derived passages . The rows employed In the com positio n 
re shown In th i s  m atrix ;
C #  D F #  F D# E G# G A # A  B C
Unity and co n tinu ity  a re  achieved to  some ex te n t  through the  cy c lic  use of  tw eive -ton e  row m a te riai from the same m a tr ix  in each o f  the  four movements of  t h e . 
work. Instrum entation and scoring techniques  used in a s im iia r  manner in each movement ai so co n trib u te  to  un ity  and c o n t in u i ty . The in s trum entation  is  th a t  of  a 
s tanda rd  b rass  ch o ir  w ith t r a d i tio n a l  pe rcussion ins trum ents  added to  provide rhythm ic d r iv e  and tone co lor v a rie ty . The on ly s ig n if ic a n t  change in ins trum entation  
is  in  th e  second itovement where the fou r  trumpet p la y e rs  a r e  requ ired  to  sw itch to  f iu g e ih o rn s . A d e ta ile d  d e sc rip tio n  o f  s coring techniques is  provided for each
FIRST MOVEMENT
The f i r s t  movement is  134 measures in  len g th , in common m eter, w ith a tempo In d ica t io n  o f  144 qu ar te r  notes per m inute. The o r ig in a l  form of  the  row is 
introduced in a ground scored fo r  tubu la r  b e l ls ,  tim p an i, tuba , and ba riton e  or euphonium. The ground which is  heard throughout the movement, changes p itch  c la ss
every s ix  measures, which requ ire s  th a t  each of  the  b rass  p a rts  be performed by a t  l e a s t  two p layers  to  the p a rt  in orde r  to  s tagge r brea th ing .
Against th e  ground the  horn , trum pet, and trombone sec tion s  are  scored in un isons  and oc taves. These instrum ents presen t the  o r ig ina l form of the row in short 
rhythm ic pa t te rn s  followed by a s t r e t t o  beginning in  measure 13 th a t  reaches i t s  clim ax in  measure 16 where the inve rs ion o f  the  o r ig ina l row is  introduced f i r s t  in 
the  horn and trombone p a r ts ,  then answered by th e  tru m pe ts . A s t r e t to  of running e ig h th  no te s  occurs between two p a irs  o f  trum pets , follo w ed by a s t r e t to  between 
two p a irs  of horns p laying qu a r te r  no te  t r i p l e t s ,  which i s  followed by a s t r e t t o  of  running e ig h th  no te s  between two p a irs  o f  trombones. This treatm ent of  the 
inve rs ion leads to  a re p e t it io n  of  th e  e n t i r e  in t ro d u c t io n . The in troduction  ends in  m easure 4 l .  The or ig ina l form o f  the  row is  ou tlined  in be ii- to ne s  beginning in 
measure 42. Sudden explosive crescendos and decrescendos  accent p itch  c la ss e s  in  th e  row w ithout a t ta c k s . A ll tw elve tones a re  heard v e r t ic a lly  in th is  sec tion  
w ith indiv idual p itch  c la ss e s  being brought to  th e  foreground , then quickly receding . P ercussion p a rts  provid e rhythm ic d r ive .
Giissand i in the  trombone p a rts  a r e  em p irica lly  derived In order to  achieve a continuum o f  sound and a t  the same tim e c re a te  a co ns tan tly  changing microtonai
so n o rity . These g iissan d i a r e  scored ag a in s t  a co n tinua tio n  o f  be ii- to ne s  in th e  horn and trumpet p a rts  beginning in measure 6i and ending in measure 130, A two
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octave descending glissan do  is  c a iie d  fo r  in  the  trombone p a rts  between measures 82 and 88, and a two octave ascending giissan do is  requ ired  between measures 8)  and 
95. These g i issan d i  a r e  po ss ib le  on ly i f  c a re fu l  a t t e n tio n  is  given to  a l te r n a te  p o si t io n s  and dynamics. The illu s io n  should be th a t  of  one trom bonist performing 
a two octave g iiss an d o , rathe r  than fou r  trom bonists  perform ing segments of  the  g iiss an do . Much a t te n tio n  must be given to  the se  g iissan d i in rehearsa l i f  the 
de s ired  r e s u l t  Is  to  be achieved.
Other spec ia l e f f e c ts  used in the  f i r s t  movement include stopped horn p a r ts  in measures 83 through 92, s ta ccato  repeated s ix te en th  no te s  with overlapping rhythmic 
p a t te rn s  in the  trumpet pa rts  in measures 88 through 130, and b a i ls  up octave horn r ip s  in m easures iOh through 130.
An extrem e crescendo in a i l  p a rts  th a t  make up a dense twelve tone v e rt ic a l  aggregate c lo ses  the movement.
The second movement is  99 measures in  len g th , w ith  some passages in common meter and o th e rs  in 3 /4  m eter, Tempo ind icatio n  is  72 q u a r te r  notes per minute 
throughout the  movement.
The s ono rity  o f  conical bore b rass  ins trum ents  is  fea tu re d  in the  second movement. For th i s  reason four fiu geihorns are requ ired  to  rep lace  the four trumpets. 
A il four fiu geih o rn  p a r ts  a re  independent, and, th e re fo re , requ ire  a  f iugeihorn  instrum ent fo r  each of  the  four p a r ts . A m ixture o f  fiu geih o rns  on some pa rts  and 
trum pets  on o th e rs  does not accomplish the  purpose of  th i s  s coring.
Row m a te ria i fo r  th e  f i r s t  theme (measures 135-155) is  taken from the inve rs ion of  the o r ig in a l  row. A them atic transfo rm ation of  the  invers ion is  accomplished
by changing th e  m eter and rhythm of  the  f i r s t  theme. The new theme is  in s t r i c t  canon beginning in the tuba pa rt in measure 156, and moving up a major second for
each im ita tion  u n ti l  a l l  p a rts  have en tered  on successive  degrees of  an ascending whole tone s c a le . Six d if fe re n t  inversions are used in t h i s  canonic passage. The 
canon breaks in to  f re e  coun terpoint In measure 167. P itch  c la sse s  a r e  m eiodicaiiy  introduced and susta ined to  form v e rt ic a l  aggregates beginning in measure 170. 
A dditional canonic im ita tion  is  used beginning in  measure 173.
A q u a s i- j a i i  b a l la d  idiom i s  given a tw elve tone  " tw is t"  when four rows in  o r ig in a l  form a re  spaced v e r t ic a lly  as major seventh and minor seventh chords. These 
chords move in p a ra l le l  .( th ickened lin e )  m otion, us ing monorhythmic pa tte rn s  which a re  im ita ted  in  the d if fe re n t  brass sec tion s  beginning in measure i8 i.
A rec a p i tu la t io n  begins in measure 215. The f i r s t  theme ends in a qu as i- jaz z  b a l la d  f in a l  cadence which is p a r t i a l ly  derived from the  row and p a r t i a l ly ,  through 
em pirica l techniques
■ TMiRD MOVEMENT
The th ird  irovement is  Ü5 measures in len g th , in  3 /4  m eter, with a tempo in d ic a tio n  of  iOO to  iiO qu arte r notes per minute . The movement opens w ith a unison 
which is  su sta in ed  for seven measures be fo re  any m elo dic motion takes p lace. Tone-band no ta tio n  is  used to  v isu a lly  represen t the aura l e f f e c t  of the susta ined 
unison which is  d e s ired . Canonic im ita tion  of  the  theme, which is  based on the o r ig in a l  form of  the  row, begins in the  eighth  measure (measure 242). The melodic 
motion grad ua lly  inc reases  as the p a r ts  leave the  s u sta in ed  unison of  the in tro du ctio n  and begin to  im ita te  the theme. The susta in ed unison continues as a pedal 
po in t in the tubu iar  chimes, tuba,and ba riton e  or euphonium p a rts . The invers ion is  introduced as running eighth  notes in the f i r s t  trumpet pa rt in measure 255.
This  second theme is  used against the co n tinua tio n  o f  the canonic im ita tion  of  the  f i r s t  theme, The second theme is also  t re a ted  in canonic im ita tion . Rhythmic
com plexity is  inc reased through d r iv ing , repeated  no te  p a tte rn s  in the brass using two eig h th  no tes  ag ainst t r i p l e t s  and s ix te en th  no te s. A climax is  reached in 
measure 272 follo w ed by a sudden drop in  dynamics when a l l  p a r ts  except for the pedal po in t ab ru p tly  s top  and observe two measures of  r e s t .  The desired e ffec t is 
th a t  the l is t e n e r  becomes aware tha t the  pedal p o in t has been presen t throughout the movement when a i l  o the r complex sounds a re  tem porarily  s ilen ced . The brass 
grad ua lly  re - en te r  on the pedal po in t which in  e f f e c t  is  a re ca p i tu la t io n . Another clim ax is  reached In measure 312. Cross accents and d r iv ing  rhythm in the 
percussion s ection  co n trib u te  to  the clim ax. Once again a i l  pa rts ,ex ce p t for the pedal point ab ruptly  stop allowing the pedal point to  be c le a r ly  heard as before.
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Unlike the  f i r s t  tim e, th e re  is  an immediate re tu rn  to  the complex cacophony o f  sound, Trombone g iiss an d i and f rench horn octave r ip s  prov ide ad d i t io n a l  in te n s i ty . 
The g iissan d i are e m p irica lly  de rive d . One by one each pa rt re tu rn s  to  th e  pedal po in t causing a gradual decrea se  in rhythm ic and meiodic a c t iv i t y .  The f in al 
eleven measures co n s is t  o f  on ly  th e  pedal p o in t in  a i l  brass  p a rts  and tu b u ia r  chim es. Staggered brea th ing  is  a b so lu te ly  necessary  to  achieve the  e f f e c t  de sired  
in  th i s  movement,
FOURTH MOVEMENT
The f in a le  is  127 measures in length  w ith  m u ltip le  meter and tempo changes. The movement opens w ith  the  o r ig in a l  form o f  the row, A fte r  a slow in tro du ctio n  the 
tempo changes suddenly to  a  f a s te r  tempo w ith an a l t e rn a tio n  o f  3 /4  and 6/8  m eters . The inve rs ion  of  the  o r ig in a l  form of  the row is  introduced in measure 362, 
V e rtic al s o n o ri t ie s  a r e  achieved through su sta in in g  p i tch  c la sse s  as they a re  m e iodica iiy  introduced beginn ing in measure 370, Tubular chimes a r e  allow ed to  ring 
sym pa thetica lly  a f t e r  tw eive -ton e v e r t ic a l  ag g regates  a re  played as loud ly as p o ss ib le , f tu ar te r- tone  a l t e r a t io n s  a r e  employed in the  trombone p a r ts  In measures 
378-379 and 398- 399, M ultip le  m eter changes occur between measures 405 and 415, S tr a ig h t  mutes a re  requ ired  fo r  the  trumpet p a rts  in measures 417 through 424, 
T weive-tone v e rt ic a l  ag greg ates  a r e  employed between measures 426 and 440, Tone co lo r  changes a r e  achieved through com binations o f  crescendos and decrescendos. The 
repeated  e ig h th  no te  p a t te rn s  in measures 44 I through 443 s y ste m a tic a lly  omit a d if fe re n t  p i tc h  c la ss  on each h a lf  beat u n ti l  a i l  tw elve tones have.been om itted in 
th e  nega tive melody, (iu in ta i and t e r t i a n  harmonies a re  u t i liz e d  from measure 444 through 449, These so n o r i t ie s  a re  de rived em p irica lly , ( u a r te r - to n e  a l te r a t io n s  
a r e  employed in th e  trombone p a r ts  in measure 450, The p r incip al theme r e tu rn s  in measure 453, Very c lo se  canonic im ita tion  beginnin g In measure 465 c r ea te s  a 
c h ao tic  e f f e c t  which i s  resolved by the  re tu rn  o f  the  p r incip al theme. The concept o f  hexachordal co m b ina to ria lity  is  employed in measures 469 through 472, Beginning 
in measure 469, th e  supe rim p ositio n  o f  3 /4  meter ag a in s t  6 /8  m eter requ ire s  th a t  the  passage be conducted one beat to  each m easu re ,■ The f in a l e  ends sym bolicaiiy on 
a  C major t r i a d .
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